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Chapter 1: Overview of the thesis. 

The following thesis has been carried out in the Computational Material Science 
Laboratory (CMSL) of the Institut de Química Teòrica i Computacional at the University of 
Barcelona. As such, the systems under scrutiny in this thesis follow two relevant lines of 
research of the CMSL: titanium dioxide (TiO$, titania) and astronomical silicates 
(astrosilicates hereafter).  

Thanks to the increasing capabilities of computers and the ever-continuing 
development and refinement of new theoretical methodologies, computational chemistry 
has become a prominent tool for nanoscale virtual laboratory experiments, for confirmation 
of experimental/observational results and prediction of new species and their properties. 
The wide applicability of this now well-established field is due to several factors, such as 
the possibility to study systems in conditions not easily available in experiments, the 
capability to predict properties without any experimental support or the possibility to 
uncover the importance that certain structural features have for the chemical and electronic 
properties of systems. The research presented in this thesis contributes to the 
understanding of both titania and silicate nanosystems by providing new information on 
energetic stability and properties of nanometer sized particles using computational 
modelling. Particular emphasis is placed on the importance of two nanosized regimes: i) 
tens of atoms, and ii) several hundred up to thousands of atoms. We differentiate these two 
size regimes by naming nanoclusters the structures containing between tens up to a 
hundred of atoms, and using the term nanoparticles (NPs) for the structures containing 
hundreds to thousands of atoms. Another topic explored in this thesis, with relevance to 
both nano oxide systems, is that of amorphous surface-crystalline core NPs. 

Even when describing the properties of nanoscale systems and understanding the 
amorphous to crystalline transition are the bridging point between both systems, the 
published articles deal with the relevance such topics have in the applied research for each 
specific system. Titania (TiO$) is the most studied photocatalyst, and thus research is 
mostly focused on understanding the electronic properties of different morphologies of TiO$  
NPs. In detail, for TiO$ the present thesis benchmarks the ability of several interatomic 
potentials (IPs) to reduce the computational cost of Density Functional Theory (DFT) 
calculations, as well as a detailed analysis of the energetic stability of three different 
morphologies of NPs together with an analysis of their band-gap. On the other hand, 
research on astrosilicates is mainly focused on calculating the properties of nanoclusters 
and NPs, with the objective of obtaining a better understanding of the relevance of such 
species in interstellar space. In detail, for astrosilicates, we propose global minima (GM) 
candidates for numerous nanoclusters based on global optimization (GO) searches and 
compare their spectroscopic and chemical properties with literature values, where the later 
values are mostly derived from extrapolation using macroscale laboratory samples. We also 
evaluate whether silicate nanoclusters can be the origin of the anomalous microwave 
emission (AME), a foreground emission in the microwave (MW) region of the spectra from 
an unknown source. Finally, the IR spectra of large NPs are compared on the basis of their 
crystallinity. 
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The structure of the thesis follows the specific relevance of the research performed. 
In Chapter 2 we provide an overview of the computational methodologies used in this work. 
As such, we discuss the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and the Potential Energy 
Surface (PES), Quantum Mechanics (QM) and DFT, IPs, GO with basin-hoping (BH) 
methods and Molecular Dynamics (MD). A list of references follows to end the Chapter. The 
first part of the research performed in this thesis, centered on TiO$, starts in Chapter 3, 
which provides an introduction on known properties of TiO$, basic photocatalysis, 
morphology of NPs, and the state-of-the-art in computational modelling of TiO$ surfaces 
and NPs. Chapter 4 gives the scientific objectives of the research performed on TiO$. 
Chapter 5 compares the ability of different IPs to pre-optimize the structures of faceted NPs 
as a preliminary step prior to DFT optimizations. Chapter 6 describes the energetic and 
band-gap trends for differently shaped TiO2 NPs and compares their calculated band-gaps 
with experimental results. Chapter 7 provides a summary of the results, an outlook of 
possible future research available after this thesis and the references for this part of the 
thesis. The second part of thesis, devoted to astronomical silicates, starts in Chapter 8. An 
historical overview on astronomical dust and astrosilicates is given, followed by a brief 
description of the stellar and dust cycles and a discussion of the nature of astronomical 
dust, providing evidence of the importance of magnesium silicates with a description of the 
known silicates on Earth. Finally, the current knowledge on astronomical silicates is 
reviewed, with emphasis on the importance of nano-astrosilicates. In Chapter 9 the 
objectives of the research on nano-astrosilicates are outlined. In Chapter 10 we develop an 
IP for magnesium silicates and propose GM candidates for nanoclusters of Mg$SiO| and 
MgSiO} stoichiometries with 1 to 10 formula units. We describe the structure, atomic 
charges, energetics with respect to size, and IR spectra of our candidate structures. In 
Chapter 11 we analyze the dipole moments and MW emission of the presented astrosilicate 
nanoclusters, providing theoretical evidence to relate the AME to astrosilicate nanoclusters. 
In Chapter 12 we evaluate the energies and IR spectra of different models of NPs including 
faceted crystalline structures and amorphous structures generated by annealing of 
crystalline structures and by gas-phase aggregation. Chapter 13 provides a summary of 
the scientific results obtained for nano-astrosilicates, an outlook for future research opened 
after this thesis, and the bibliography of the astrosilicate part of the thesis. 
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Chapter 2. Methodology 

The Born-Oppenheimer approximation and Potential Energy Surfaces 

The properties of a chemical system are dependent on the positions of the 
constituent electrons and nuclei, as they determine the chemical and electronic structure 
from which all properties arise. Hence, a central problem in computational chemistry is to 
obtain representative structures of a chemical system in order to compute realistic 
properties that match experiments and observations.  

In quantum mechanics (QM), to describe the static properties of a molecular system 
one must solve the time independent Schrödinger equation, which is given by: 

	P~Ψ = ÅΨ				(1) 

where P~ corresponds to the Hamiltonian operator, Ψ is the wavefunction of the 
system and Å its energy. The Hamiltonian operator contains both the kinetic energy 
operators ÇÉ of electrons (g) and nuclei (Ñ) and the potential energies (hÉ , as described by 
the Coulomb operator) between g − g, g − Ñ and Ñ −Ñ. In atomic units, the operators 
have the form: 

P~ = ÇÉÜ + ÇÉW + hÉÜÜ + hÉÜW + hÉWW						(2) 

= −
1
2â

∇ã$

åã

ç

ãéB

−
1
2â∇è$

ê

èéB

+ââ
ëãëí
ìãí

ê

íîã

ê

ãéB

−ââ
ëã
ïèã

ç

ã

	+	ââ
1
ïèñ

ê

ñîè

ê

èéB

ê

è

					(3) 

where ò is the number of nuclei, ô the number of electrons, ∇$ the Laplacian operator, 
åã the mass of the ö nuclei, ëã and ëí the atomic number of the nuclei, ìãí the distance 
between nuclei ö and õ, and ï the g − g or the g − Ñ distance. Taking notice that the nuclei 
are at least three orders of magnitude more massive than electrons, the Born-Oppenheimer 
(BO) approximation states that electrons respond instantaneously to the motions of nuclei, 
and thus the motions of electrons and nuclei can be decoupled. This allows one to describe 
the wavefunction as the product of electronic (ú(ï)) and nucleic (ù(ì)) wavefunctions: 

Ψ(ì, ï) = ú(ï)ù(ì)					(4) 

The Schrödinger equation can now be separated into two sets of equations, one for 
the electronic wavefunction and one for the nucleic wavefunction: 

 	
†ÇÉW + hÉWW + hÉWÜ + hÉÜÜ°ú(ï) = ¢(ì)ú(ï)					(5) 

§ÇÉÜ + ¢(ì)•ù(ì) = Åù(ì)			(6) 

Equation 5 corresponds to the electronic wavefunction, while equation 6 corresponds 
to the nucleic wavefunction. In equation 5, the electronic energy (¢(ì)) depends 
parametrically on the positions of the nuclei. On the other hand, equation 6 shows that the 
electronic energy defines the potential in which the nuclei are moving. Thus, in quantum 
mechanics and under the BO approximation, the nuclei move over a potential energy 
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surface (PES) defined by the electronic energy. The PES of a chemical system is a 
hyperspace composed of all the possible geometrical conformations of the nuclei with their 
associated energy. Critical points associated to minima of the PES correspond to important 
chemical states. Minima are points of the PES where no forces are acting on the nuclei -
i.e, ßh/ßï	 = −© = 0-, and correspond to stable molecules. Moreover, first-order saddle 
points join two adjacent minima, and thus correspond to transition states between different 
conformations or reactants and products. The search of stable chemical structures thus 
corresponds to finding minima on the PES. 

Density Functional Theory 

In the BO approximation, the electronic energy represents the most complex term to 
calculate. Currently, there are two main families of methods to obtain the electronic energy 
from first principles (ab initio): wavefunction (WF) methods and density functional theory 
(DFT) methods. Methods within WF theory have their root in the Hartree-Fock (HF) 
approximation; because of that, such methods are usually referred as post-HF methods. In 
the HF approximation, the N-electron problem is approximated to N effective independent-
particle problems. Because electrons are fermions, the HF approximation maintains the 
antisymmetry of the wavefunction by describing it in terms of a Slater determinant (see 
equation 18). Because of this, repulsion of same-spin electron pairs is described in HF 
(Fermi correlation); however, Coulombic interactions between electrons are not directly 
treated in HF, which approximates the repulsion by means of a mean field potential (mean-
field approximation). This makes opposite-spin electron pairs completely uncorrelated. This 
approximation results in underestimated repulsive potentials between electrons and thus 
the obtained energy from HF methods is an upper bound to the true energy of the system. 
The difference between the exact, completely correlated energy and the HF one is known 
as electron correlation energy. Post-HF methods improve the HF description by introducing 
some correlation of the electronic motion, such as Coupled Cluster, Møller-Plesset (MP) 
perturbational theory or Complete Active Space methodologies. However, introducing 
electron correlation requires a huge computational effort. One of the simplest post-HF 
methods, such as MP-2, already has a computational cost that increases between Ñ| to 
Ñ´, where N is the number of electrons of the system, while more precise methods such 
as coupled cluster with single and double excitations (CCSD) scale as Ñ¨. On the other 
hand, DFT methods can provide energies, structures and properties with accuracies 
between HF and post-HF methods with a computational cost smaller than that of most 
post-HF methods, or in some cases, with similar scalability to HF methods. In general, post-
HF accuracy can be achieved with HF scalability	(Ñ|)1–4.  

The basis of DFT can be found in the paper by Hohenberg and Kohn, where they 
prove the following theorems5: 

1. The external potential is a unique functional of the electron density. Since the 
external potential fixes the Hamiltonian, the properties of the full many-particle 
ground state are a unique functional of the external potential. 
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In essence, the previous statement says that an “external potential”, which in our 
case corresponds to the electron-Nuclei potential (hW≠Æ = hWÜ), is uniquely defined by the 
electron density Ø(ï). The external potential then defines the Hamiltonian, which in turn 
provides the ground state wavefunction, with all the properties of the system. This first 
theorem can be easily demonstrated by reductio ad absurdum for non-degenerate ground-
states. We start by defining the electron density (Ø(ï)) as a function of the ground state 
wavefunction: 

Ø(ï) = 	 ⟨Ψ±|Ø≥|Ψ±⟩ = Nµ…µ|Ψ(∑B∏∏∏∏⃗ , ∑$∏∏∏∏⃗ , … , ∑Ü∏∏∏∏⃗ )|$	∫@B∫∑$∏∏∏∏⃗ … ∫∑Ü∏∏∏∏⃗ 				(7) 

Where ∑º∏∏∏⃗  represents the ith spin coordinate for the ith electron and @ã is the spin of 
the ith electron. Now, we suppose that two different external potentials hW≠^ and h′W≠^ 
arising from the Coulomb potential of the nuclei (as we decoupled the motions of the nuclei 
and electrons with the BO approximation) with different wavefunctions Ψ± and Ψ′± give the 
same electron density, Ø(ï). The variational principle establishes that for a given system the 
energy of a trial wavefunction is always higher than the energy computed from the real 
wavefunction: 

Å = æΨøP~øΨ¿ < æΨ′øP~øΨ′¿				(8) 

Where Ψ is the wavefunction associated with Å and where we use Ψ′ as a trial 
wavefunction. The Hamiltonians have the form: 

P~ = ÇÉW + √~WW + hÉW≠^				(9) 

and  

P~≈ = ÇÉW + √~WW + h≈∆W≠^						(10) 

Both Hamiltonians are related by the difference in the external potential. From 
equations 9 and 10, we can rewrite P~ = P≈∆ + hW≠^∆ − hW≠^≈∆ . The inequality 8 can be 
expressed, also using equation 7,  as: 

Å <	 æΨ≈øP~≈ + hÉW≠Æ − hÉW≠Æ≈ øΨ≈¿ = Å≈ +	æΨ≈øhÉW≠Æ − hÉW≠Æ≈ øΨ≈¿	 

= Å≈ +	µ∫ï	ρ(ï)[hW≠^(ï) − h≈W≠^(ï)]				(11) 

The same result appears if we substitute the energy for Å≈, it’s wavefunction to Ψ≈ 
and the trial wavefunction to be Ψ: 

Å≈ < 	 æΨøP~ + hÉW≠^≈ − hÉW≠^øΨ¿ = Å +	µ∫ï	ρ(ï)[h′W≠^(ï) − hW≠^(ï)] 

= Å −	µ∫ï	ρ(ï)[hW≠^(ï) − h≈W≠^(ï)]				(12) 

Adding equations 11 and 12 we obtain the contradiction: 

Å + Å≈ < 	Å + Å′				(13) 

Which proves that the electron density Ø(ï) has a one to one relationship with the 
external potential, i.e., for each configuration of nuclei there exist only one electron density, 
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and vice versa. Similarly the wavefunction (Ψ) and energy are uniquely defined by the 
electron density (i.e, Ψ is a functional of the electron density). 

The second theorem reads: 

2. The density that minimizes the total energy is the exact ground state density.  

This statement is equivalent to the variational principle. The second theorem can be 
complied as long as the electron density satisfies the boundary conditions that its 
integration provides the number of electrons of the system and is positive: 

µØ(ï) ∫ï = Ñ				(14) 

Ø(ï) ≥ 0.				(15) 

As Ψ is a functional of the electron density, it also implies that the potential and kinetic 
energy are functionals of the electron density as well. If we define the functional ©[Ø] as the 
functional which describes the electron-electron potential and kinetic energy ©[Ø] =
ÇW[Ø] + hWW[Ø], we can describe the electronic energy of the system as: 

ÅÃ[Ø] ≡ 	µhW≠^(ï)Ø(ï)∫ï	 + 	©[Ø]				(16) 

Which is equivalent to: 

ÅÃ = æúø©Éøú¿ + æúøhWÜ∆ øú¿				(17) 

A trial density Ø′(ï) in the same external potential as the ground state density would 
return a wavefunction ψ′ which by variational principle would give a higher energy unless 
ψ′ = ψ±. If the two wavefunctions are equal, the densities must also be equal and therefore 
the trial density corresponds to the real density (ρ′(r) = ρ(r)±).  

The Hohenberg-Kohn theorem proves that DFT can give the exact solution for the 
ground state energy, provided that we know the electronic functional ©[Ø]. However, the 
form of this functional is unknown. The energy can be obtained directly from the density by 
describing the energy functional as a sum of functionals describing the kinetic energy of the 
electrons Ç[Ø], the electron-electron interaction ÅWW[Ø] and the electron-nuclei interaction 
ÅÜW[Ø]. The electron-electron interaction term is also divided into the classical Coulomb 
interaction œ[Ø] and the exchange part –[Ø]. The functionals that describe the nuclei-
electron interaction and the Coulomb interaction from the electron density are directly 
connected with classical expressions, but the electron kinetic energy and exchange 
functionals are unknown, and therefore, initial research on DFT tried to obtain functionals 
able to relate electron densities with the kinetic and exchange energies. This approach 
however hasn't been able to give correct results for molecules, mainly due to a poor 
representation of the kinetic energy and led to the re-introduction of orbitals in the Kohn-
Sham theory6.  

Kohn and Sham realized that the kinetic energy of a non-interacting N electron 
system can be exactly calculated using WF methods. For this non-interacting system, the 
electronic wavefuncion can be described as the product of one electron wavefuncions that 
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move in the mean potential generated by the rest of the electrons. Moreover, the 
wavefuncion has to be anti-symmetric and the electrons must be indistinguishable, and 
therefore all electrons should be able to occupy all the different orbitals. For this reason, 
this product is written as a determinant known as Slater Determinant (SD): 

Ψ± ≈ ΨêV = 	
1
√Ñ!

	∫g”{’B(∑⃗B)	’$(∑⃗$)	. . . ’Ü(∑⃗Ü)}				(18) 

Where N represents the number of electrons, and ’ã(∑⃗◊) corresponds to the ith spin-
orbital composed of a spatial part, ùã(ï⃗), and spin part, either α(@⃗)	or	Ÿ(@⃗). The kinetic 
energy is exactly obtained from the spin-orbital: 

Ç = −
1
2â

⟨’ã|∇$|’ã⟩
Ü

ã

				(19) 

Now, as one can obtain the kinetic energy exactly for this non-interacting system, 
Kohn and Sham proposed to work with a fictitious system of non-interacting electrons 
under an external potential such that the electron density obtained from the Slater 
determinant of this fictitious system (Øê(ï⃗)) is the density of the real system: 

Øê(ï⃗) =ââ|’ã(ï⃗, @)|$ = Ø±(ï⃗)
a

Ü

ã

				(20) 

To find Øê(ï⃗) that corresponds to the real Ø±(ï⃗), we iteratively solve a set of equations 
similar to the Hartree-Fock equations, known as the Kohn-Sham equations. The energy 
can be described both as a functional of the density as well as an operator of the orbitals. 
We define the electronic energy functional Å[Ø(ï⃗)] as the sum of kinetic Ç[Ø], classical 
Coulomb interaction œ[Ø], non-classical correction Å⁄¤[Ø], which includes exchange and 
correlation, but also kinetic energy in a small amount, and finally the nuclei-electron 
interaction ÅÜW[Ø]: 

Å[Ø(ï⃗)] = Çê[Ø] + œ[Ø] + Å⁄¤[Ø] + ÅÜW[Ø] 

= 	Ç[Ø] +	
1
2‹

Ø(ï⃗B)Ø(ï⃗$)
ïB$

∫ï⃗B∫ï⃗$ + Å⁄¤[Ø] +	µhÜWØ(ï⃗)∫ï⃗ 

= −
1
2â

⟨’ã|∇$|’ã⟩
Ü

ã

+
1
2ââ‹|’ã(ï⃗B)|$

1
ïB$

Ü

í

ø’í(ï⃗$)ø
$∫ï⃗B∫ï⃗$

Ü

ã

 

+Å⁄¤[Ø(ï⃗)] −âµâ
ë›
ïB›

|’ã(ï⃗B)|$
fi

›

Ü

ã

∫ï⃗B				(21) 

The Å⁄¤[Ø] term is unknown, and so is the potential related to it. The associated 
potential is defined as the derivative of Å⁄¤[Ø] with respect to the density: 

h⁄¤ =
flÅ⁄¤[Ø]
flØ 				(22) 

We can calculate the energy of the Kohn-Sham orbitals with the equation: 
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‡−
1
2∇

$ + h⁄¤ + µ
Ø(ï$)
ïB$

∫ï −â
ë›
ïB›

fi

›

·’ã = ¢ã’ã				(23) 

Even though the form of Å⁄¤ is not known, much work has been devoted to find 
approximate forms which can describe with precision the effects of exchange and 
correlation. The uniform electron gas allows one to obtain a first approximation of Å⁄¤ which 
is the basis for the most important functionals available, and the ones used in this work. 
Under this approximation, also called the Local Density Approximation (LDA)7 the 
exchange-correlation energy is assumed to arise from the interaction of electrons with a 
homogeneous field: 

Å⁄¤‚V› = ∫ Ø(ï)‰⁄¤†Ø(ï)°∫ï		(24) 

From this equation the single electron energy interaction with the homogeneous field 
(‰⁄¤†Ø(ï)°) can be obtained by separating the exchange (‰⁄) and correlation parts (‰¤): 

‰⁄¤†Ø(ï)° = ‰⁄†Ø(ï)° + ‰¤†Ø(ï)°				(25) 

The ‰⁄ term was derived separately by Bloch and Dirac8,9 to be: 

‰⁄ = −
3
4
Â3Ø(ï)

Ê
Á

			(26) 

On the other hand, the ‰¤ does not have an explicit expression. Nevertheless, 
analytical expressions have been computed by several authors7,10. 

The LDA functionals perform very well taking into account the underlying assumption 
of homogeneous electronic distribution. Nevertheless, molecules and clusters are clearly 
non-homogeneous systems, and further approximations are needed. An improvement over 
the LDA functionals is to include not only the density at a given point but also the gradient, 
as in a Taylor series. This gives rise to the General Gradient Approximation (GGA) 
functionals, which in general describe the exchange correlation energy as: 

Å⁄¤ËË› = ∫ Ø(ï)‰⁄¤†Ø(ï), ∇Ø(ï)°∫ï.				(27) 

The exchange correlation function ‰⁄¤ is not univocally defined for GGA functionals. 
The PBE functional11, developed by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof, is a GGA functional 
developed completely without any fitting procedures. It is one of the most used and well 
established GGA functionals, and it has been used in the calculations in Chapter 5, 6 and 
12. 

A final approach is to calculate the ‰⁄ within the HF scheme instead, since the term 
arises naturally in HF theory, and add some fraction of it to the exchange-correlation energy. 
Such functionals receive the name of hybrid functionals. Different proportions and rationales 
can be used in order to add the Å⁄ÈÍ into the hybrid exchange correlation term (Å⁄¤

ÈYX), most 
of them fitted to a dataset of molecular properties obtained with a combination of the most 
accurate WF methods, the G2 set12. The PBE functional has its own hybrid version which 
follows the equation: 
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Å⁄¤
ÈYX = Å⁄¤ËË› + Î±†Å⁄ÈÍ − Å⁄ËË›°			(28) 

Where the Î± parameter is argued to be 0.25 using arguments from perturbation 
theory. Such functional is known as PBE013. The PBE0 functional is extensively used in 
Chapter 10 of the present thesis. 

Interatomic Potentials. 

While QM methods allow for the most accurate assessment of the structure and 
energy of a chemical system, their computational cost is large. In general, structural features 
such as bond distances and angles are usually quite constant for the same types of atoms 
in many chemical systems –e.g., the Si-O bond length normally is ~1.66 Å-. This generality 
has allowed the development of parametrized functions, known as interatomic potentials 
(IPs), that can efficiently describe the interactions between collections of atoms. A simplified 
IP-PES can be constructed which reproduces the minima positions of the real PES and the 
relative energies between the different minima. 

Overall, IPs define the internal energy (√) of the system as the sum of interactions 
involving two, three or more bodies as in: 

√(ïÜ) =ââù†ïã, ïí°
Ü

íÏã

Ü

ã

+ââ â ù†ïã, ïí, ïÌ°
Ü

ÌÏãÏí

Ü

íÏã

Ü

ã

+ ⋯			(29) 

Where ù is a function which describes the energy interaction between two, three or 
more bodies. The exact number of N-body interactions depends on the actual model used 
to define the IP. Several different types of IPs (also called force-fields) have been developed 
to tackle different families of materials, from general reactive forcefields to ionic models. The 
later models are based on the Born description of ionic crystals14, where the main 
interactions are Coulombic interactions, Van der Waals attraction, and Pauli repulsion.  

The chemical systems studied in this thesis are mostly regarded as ionic, and the 
thus the IPs we use are based on the previously cited Born model. As such, the Coulomb 
interaction is the dominant force in ionic materials and is defined by the Coulomb Law: 

√ãí¤_Ô_`X =ââ
ÒãÒí

4Ê‰±ïãí

Ü

í

Ü

ã

				(30) 

Where Òã is the charge of the i-atom, ‰± is the vacuum permittivity and ïãí is the 
distance between atom ö and õ. In the Born model, atoms -or rather ions, as the Born model 
requires them to possess a formal charge- are treated as point-charges. As a 
consequence, the effect of polarization -i.e., distortion of the electronic structure around an 
atom by the presence of a nearby ion- is completely neglected. The Born model can thus 
be improved by including polarization, mostly of anionic species. The core-shell model15 
divides anions into two particles: the core, positively charged, and the shell, representing 
the electron cloud, which are bonded by an harmonic potential: 

√¤Aê =
1
2Úï

$				(31) 
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In the core-shell model, Coulomb interaction is evaluated between all pairs of shells 
and cores on separate ions, but not for cores and shell of the same ion. On the other hand, 
short-range interactions -Pauli repulsion and Van der Waals attraction- are only applied 
among non-shell atoms and shells. 

The approximation of ions to point-charges neglects the repulsion arising from the 
superposition of the electron clouds of ions (Pauli repulsion) and the short-range attraction 
due to Van der Waals forces. These two interactions can be taken into account using 
several analytical equations, from which the most typical are the Lennard-Jones, 
Buckingham and Morse potentials. Selecting any potential is a matter of preference. For 
ionic models, the most used functional is the Buckingham potential, which is defined as: 

√ãí
ÛÔÙÌã[ıˆ]` = Λãíe(A¯˘˙/˚¸) −

˝]
ïãí¨
						(32) 

Where Λãí, ˝] and Ø± are constant parameters obtained from fitting to ab initio or 
experimental data and ïãí is the interatomic distance between pairs of atoms. Figure 1 
shows a representation of the Buckingham potential function of the Mg-O interaction in Mg-
FFSiOH16. The first term of equation 32 accounts for the Pauli repulsion, while the second 
corresponds to Van der Waals attraction. Overall, at short distances the repulsive term 
dominates, while at long distances we see dominance of the attractive term. The balance 
of these two terms generate an equilibrium position at a certain interatomic distance (see 
Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1. Decomposition of the Buckingham potential (solid line) into the constituent functions that describe the 

Pauli repulsion (dashed line) and Van der Waals attraction (dot-dashed line), using the parameters from Mg-FFSiOH: 
˛ =3200, Ø± = 0.2477 and ˝] = 35.  

Global Optimization 

In nature, most chemical systems are composed by ensembles of clusters, and thus 
measured properties correspond to the average properties of the individual clusters in the 
ensemble. The number of different stable conformations -i.e. structures that correspond to 
minima points in the PES- increases exponentially with size, with each structure showing 
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differences in properties. Finding representative structures is therefore mandatory in order 
to obtain reliable properties of computational methods.  

Following thermodynamics principles, for a given system in equilibrium the most 
populated structures should be those of lowest energy. For example, observed spectra in 
metallic and oxide cluster beam experiments17–19 can often be understood using 
computational chemistry models by studying the properties of energetically low lying 
isomers. Thefore, the problem to solve is that of finding the lowest possible energy structure 
of a given system, i.e., to perform a global optimization (GO) search on a given PES. Since 
the number of possible minima is already large for systems containing tens of atoms, 
methodologies to find GM candidates are typically probabilistic. In such approaches, since 
the PES is not completely explored, it is never guaranteed that the lowest energy isomer is 
found.  

Monte Carlo Basin Hopping 

Different methodologies try to overcome the difficulties faced in efficiently and 
thoroughly exploring the PES. For relatively small systems containing from tens up to 
hundreds of atoms, the Monte Carlo Basin-Hopping methodology (MC-BH) is often 
used20,21. In this scheme, it is not the real PES that is being explored, but rather a 
transformed PES made of the minima structures. Figure 2 shows a graphical representation 
of the original PES and the PES explored using MC-BH. The procedure of the MC-BH 
algorithm is as follows:  

1. an initial structure is optimized within a certain level of theory,  

2. the structure is randomly distorted,  

3. the distorted structure is re-optimized,  

4. the probability of acceptance of the re-optimised structure in 3, ò(∑), is calculated,  

5. if accepted, the re-optimised structure is used as the base of the new cycle starting 
from 2. If the structure is not accepted, the cycle is repeated from 2 using the 
previously optimized structure.  

 
Figure 2. Fictional PES (solid line) and Monte Carlo-Basin Hopping PES (dashed line). Notice how for each point the 

associated energy corresponds to the energy of the closest minimum 

The probability of acceptance (ò(∑)) for a structure follows the Metropolis criterion 
and is mathematically described in equation 33: if the energy of the current step (∑) is lower 
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than the previous accepted structure (∑ − 1), the structure is accepted (ò(∑) = 1), else, a 
random number in the interval [0,1) is compared to the Maxwell Boltzmann distribution as 
in equation 33, where ΔÅ is the difference in energy between the current step and the 
previously accepted step, ÚX is the Boltzmann constant and T is an arbitrary temperature 
with no physical meaning. 

ò(∑) !
= 1, Å(∑) < Å(∑ − 1)

= gA"#/Ì$% , Å(∑) > Å(∑ − 1)				(33) 

In the 2nd step, the random displacement, the atomic positions are randomly 
displaced (both direction and distance) within an interval from zero to a user defined 
parameter, which is typically taken to be 80% of a typical bond-distance in the system 
under study. In this way, at each step the randomly distorted structure is largely confined 
to be in a nearby region of the PES close to the previous structure. The temperature criterion 
in the 4th step allows to tune the probability to escape from deep regions of the PES with 
large barriers, and thus some codes allow this value to change according to a user-defined 
value of the ratio of accepted structures (acceptance ratio), rather than having a fixed 
temperature value. 

In practice, the MC-BH algorithm -or in general any GO technique- requires several 
runs of tens of thousands of steps with different initial conditions of structure and simulation 
temperature/acceptance ratio in order to efficiently explore the PES. As such, the 
computational cost is huge. Assuming that a local optimization takes 10 seconds, a GO 
run with 10.000 steps would require at least one day to complete. Any increase in the 
number of GO steps or in the precision of the energy evaluation by increasing the accuracy 
of the optimization method (e.g. from IP-based methods to DFT) will increase the total GO 
time inmensely, resulting in computational times of years. The most efficient way to perform 
GO relies on the use of IPs to fast evaluate hundreds of structures in a matter of seconds. 
While the use of IPs solves the time issue, new problems arise from optimizing a PES 
generated from IPs. The two important issues that had to be dealt with in the course of this 
thesis are the correspondence between the IP-PES and the DFT-PES, and the optimization 
of core-shell IPs, as a random displacement of the core and shell would cause severe 
computational issues. With regard to IP-PES and DFT-PES correspondence, it is clear that 
the simple description of an IP will never be able to reproduce all peculiarities of the 
electronic structure of nanoscale systems. The only possible solution is to evaluate a large 
number of candidate structures and test whether the relative energies between structures 
are similar in both DFT and IP.  

A new variant of MC-BH was developed in a joint paper with Dr. Andy Cuko22, named 
Cascade MC-BH. In this work, we added a two-step local optimization prior to energy 
evaluation in the GO methodology: the first local optimization is handled by a simple 
potential without shell polarization, bringing the random structure into a more reasonably 
bound cluster, the second optimization with the complete IP then further refines the 
structure and provides the energy by which the Metropolis criterion is evaluated. The 
Cascade MCBH was implemented in the Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE)23, and 
contains most of the capabilities of MCBH algorithms. In order to enrichen the GO 
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searches, we also included an option in the MCBH code to allow for swapping positions of 
dissimilar cations, with a pre-defined probability.  

In this thesis, to obtain accurate results on the GM candidates, the IPs used were 
finely tuned to reproduce as accurately as possible the relative energies of sets of isomers 
for the chemical systems at hand. Moreover, large sets of low lying GM candidate isomers 
were optimized by DFT calculations in order to refine the selection of the energetically 
lowest lying energy structures. 

Molecular Dynamics 

For large particles containing hundreds or thousands of atoms the MC-BH is 
inefficient, as every optimization even at the IP level will take several minutes. In addition, 
the conformational space is huge, thus requiring to evaluate a larger number of structures. 
Hence, any BH algorithm would require at least hundreds of thousands if not millions of 
steps, rendering its application impractical. A complete exploration of the PES of such large 
systems is therefore computationally unaffordable. It is possible however to explore the 
local region of the PES and find structures with lower energy than the initial guess by 
performing Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations. 

Since the nuclei are heavy particles which behave classically, the Newton second law 
allows one to determine the forces acting on each atom based on their corresponding 
positions in the system: 

© = −
∫h
∫' = å

∫$'
∫”$ 						(34) 

Where © is the force, h is the potential, ' is the vector containing the positions of all 
atoms, å their masses, and ” time. The positions of a set of atoms ïã at after a small time-
step ((”) are given by a Taylor expansion: 

ïã)B = ïã +
ßï
ß”
(Δ”) +

1
2
ß$ï
ß”$

(Δ”)$ +
1
6
ß}ï
ß”}

(Δ”)} + ⋯ 

ïã)B = ïã + *ã(Δ”) +
1
2Îã

(Δ”)$ +
1
6 +ã

(Δ”)} + ⋯.					(35) 

Where the first derivative of the position with respect to time is the velocity (*ã), the 
second derivative the acceleration (Îã) and the third the hyperacceleration (+ã). Several 
methods allow one to efficiently determine the position of an atom at the step ö + 1, such 
as the Velocity Verlet, or the leap-frog algorithm. All the methodologies have accuracies up 
to Δ”}. In practice, numerical convergence and energy conservation are assured if the time-
step of the MD simulation is one order of magnitude smaller than the faster process involved 
(e.g., the vibrational frequency of bonds involving the lightest atoms).  

In principle, the forces acting on the atoms can be evaluated with any chosen 
methodology. In practice, usage of ab initio methods to evaluate the forces increases the 
computational cost up to the point that just tens of picoseconds can be simulated on 
systems having ~30 atoms in a period of weeks. Hence, the most common method to 
evaluate forces are IPs. 
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Optimization of a structure using MD simulations have at least two different stages. 
In the first stage, equilibration, a system is gradually heated to high temperatures in order 
to incorporate enough energy into the system so that it can overcome the energetic barriers 
between different conformations. Once the system is thermalized, the production run allows 
the particle to explore the PES landscape. A further MD run slightly lowering the simulation 
temperature will restrict the particle movement over the PES. If the cooling down is done 
with a very small variation in temperature per unit of simulation time, the minima over the 
sampled PES will be found. This method is called Simulated Annealing.  
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Chapter 3: Introduction. 

TiO2 overview. 

Titanium dioxide (titania, TiO$) naturally occurs in several different crystal structures. 
The most well-known polymorphs are Rutile (Rt), Anatase (Ant) and Brookite. Several high-
pressure polymorphs have also been investigated1–3 due to their possible relevance in 
understanding the Earth’s Mantle, with some of the high-pressure polymorphs actually 
found in meteorite impact craters2,4. In terms of technological applications, Rt and Ant 
phases are the most important polymorphs. Figure 3 show a representation of the crystal 
structure of Rt and Ant. Rt and Ant are formed from the chemical building blocks: TiO¨ 
octahedral units. These octahedral structures combine together such that O atoms are 
three coordinated while Ti atoms are six coordinated. The TiO¨ units are is slightly distorted 
in both Rt and Ant: Rt has four equatorial Ti − O distances of 1.946 Å and two apical 
distances of 1.984 Å, while Ant has four equatorial distances of 1.937 Å and two apical 
distances of 1.964 Å. The crystal structure is tetragonal in both cases, but Ant contains 
four TiO$ units while Rt contains only two. The unit cell volumes are 62.43 Å3 for Rt and 
136.82 Å3 for Ant, giving densities of 4.25 g/cm3 for Rt and 3.88 g/cm3 for Ant. Both 
materials have large refractive indices (~2.5 for Ant and ~2.8 for Rt). 

 

Figure 3. Crystal structure of Ant (A) and Rt (B). O atoms are represented by red spheres while Ti atoms are 
represented by blue spheres 

Rt and Ant are widely used, with several industrial applications. The current 
importance of titania is highlighted by the large market around it which has a value of 
~15.000 million USD5. To put such number in context, sulfuric acid has a market value of 
~10.000 million USD6 while ammonia’s market value is around 48.000 million USD7. The 
main use of Rt and Ant is in paintings and coatings due to their great brightness and 
refractive index, but market projections highlight that titania is the leading compound in 
photocatalysis. Water remediation is the most promising short to mid-term application of 
photocatalysis8, with decades of research showing how UV-irradiated TiO$ NPs are an 
efficient way to remove dyes and pathogens9–11. Other important applications of titania 
involve its usage in biomedicine and batteries. For biomedical applications, TiO$ is used as 
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coating of titanium implants12,13 to facilitate the integration of such implants by promoting 
the growth of bone cells (osteoblasts) on it. For application in batteries, nanocrystallite Ant 
phases can be used as anodes in rechargeable batteries, increasing the capacity and 
reducing recharge times14–16. 

Basic photocatalysis and titania. 

Photocatalysis emerged as a field after the seminal work of Fujishima and Honda17 in 
which they presented a photo-electrochemical cell based on a TiO$ cathode and a platinum 
anode for water-splitting. A photocatalyst is a material (mostly a semiconductor) capable of 
absorbing light and providing the absorbed energy to a chemical compound, promoting 
the generation of radical species which can trigger chemical reactions with other 
compounds. In detail, upon irradiation with light, an electron (eA) is promoted to the 
conduction band of the semiconductor generating an electron hole (h)) in the valence band. 
If the recombination time of eA and h) is sufficiently slow, chemical species adsorbed on 
the surface of the semiconductor can react with both eA and h), causing the generation of 
radical species. The following equations exemplify how titania reacts in water: 

TiO$ 	+ 	hν	®	h) + eA																							(36)	
h) 	+ 	H$O-./0123.	®	H)	+•OH						(37)	
h) 	+ 	OH-./0123.A 	®		 OH	

• 																		(38)	
 

Photocatalysis has received a lot of attention due to the possibility of achieving three 
promising applications: (I) water splitting as a potential method to generate H$ gas, (II) CO$ 
reduction to CH|, CH}OH or other organic compounds with high industrial value and (III) 
water remediation. The first photocatalytic application would help move society from a 
carbon-based economy to a hydrogen-based economy, the second would lower the 
impact of fossil fuels introducing novel methods to recycle CO$ and the third would provide 
a more efficient and sustainable method for water purification.  

While several chalcogenides such as ZnO18, CeO$19 or CdS20 have shown 
photocatalytic activity, TiO$ is seen as the most promising photocatalyst due to several of 
its advantages21. Titania is non-toxic, highly-photostable, cheap and can be synthesized at 
the nanoscale with high crystallinities using sol-gel processes, allowing a good degree of 
tailoring, as will be shown later. On the other hand, it suffers from some disadvantages such 
as short electron-hole recombination time22,23 and a wide band gap. The band gap 
determines the range of light frequencies capable of triggering the initial electronic 
excitation. The irradiance (Å6 power received per square meter per wavelength) of the sun 
at sea level is plotted in Figure 4. The maximum irradiance happens at around 500 nm, in 
the visible range, and drops very fast as the frequency moves towards the UV region of the 
spectrum due to absorption and scattering in the atmosphere. The band-gap of the bulk 
Rt phase is 3.02 eV while that of the Ant phase is 3.2 eV. Such energies correspond to 
frequencies of 410 and 387 nm. As a consequence, only 10% of all incoming solar radiation 
can be taken advantage of in photochemical applications using bulk Ant and Rt (see Figure 
4).  
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Figure 4. Sun Irradiance at a frequency range between 250 nm to 2500 nm, thus covering the UV, visible and IR 
spectrum. In black a blackbody model with a temperature of 5780K, in red the sunlight radiation at the upper 

atmosphere and in blue the sea level irradiance. The large dips are due to absorption and scattering in the 
atmosphere. The vertical dashed lines mark the limits on the UV, visible and IR spectra.  

While a smaller bandgap increases the number of photons capable of generating the 
h)/eA pairs, other effects must be considered in order to determine the efficiency of a 
photocatalyst. It was established quite early that, in fact, Ant has larger photoactivity than 
Rt24,25 although having a larger band gap. Explanation of this behavior has been linked to 
larger O2- and O- absorption on the surface of Ant in comparison to Rt24,26. Currently, the 
most efficient commercially available TiO$ photocatalyst consists in a mixture of Ant and Rt 
NPs commercialized by Evonik Degusa under the name of Aeroxide P-2527. It is thought 
that the mixture of both phases may have a synergetic effect on their photocatalytic 
activity28. The use of NPs greatly improves the efficiency per kg of compound, as the surface 
to bulk ratio is largely increased when the particles reach the nano-sized regime.  

Morphology of nanoparticles 

As previously mentioned, the atomic structure of a NP has several consequences on 
the bandgap of a given NP, but that is only one example on the impact structure has on 
both physical and chemical properties of a given material. Another well-known example is 
the larger reactivity of high energy surfaces with respect to the corresponding low energy 
facets29. In the case of TiO$, the theoretical study of Vittadini et al.30 pointed out the 
differences of water adsorption between the {001} and {101} surfaces of the Ant phase: for 
the most stable {101} surfaces, water adsorbs molecularly at all coverages, while for the 
{001} surfaces, metastable with respect to the {101}, the adsorption is dissociative for a 
coverage range from low to one water molecule per surface Ti atom, which could have an 
impact on photovoltaic efficiency. Clearly, the properties of a given NP will depend on both 
the crystal structure and morphology. Theoretical knowledge on the formation processes 
and stability of different surfaces and their properties is a powerful tool to increase our 
capabilities to maximally engineer the synthesis of NPs tailored for specific applications.  
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It is well established that the geometry of a particle during growth is governed by the 
surface free energy. The Gibbs-Wulff theorem31 states that the equilibrium shape of a crystal 
in a given medium is that which minimizes the surface free energy. Equation 39 allows one 
to calculate the difference in free energy (Δvã) of a NP with ö stoichiometric units and 
composed of õ surfaces with respect to the periodic solid. The free energy difference is 
equal to the sum of the surface free energy (7) of each surface (õ) times the area of the 
surface 8í: 

Δvã =â 7í8í
í

						(39) 

The second part of the theorem states that the length of a vector normal to the õ-
plane (ℎí) is proportional to 7í: 

ℎí = :7í							(40) 

Application of the Gibbs-Wulff theorem gives rise to the Wulff construction. For Ant, 
the surface energy of the most stable (101) surface is 0.44 Jm-2, and therefore is the most 
expressed facet. Figure 5 A depicts the most stable Wulff construction for the Ant phase, 
which also shows the (001) surface. Single crystal NPs with the Wulff construction shape 
are easily obtained. 

 

Figure 5. Crystal shapes and STEM images of bipyramidal35 (A), octahedral37 (B), slab38 (C) and needle36 (D) NPs with 
the corresponding facets labelled. For (A), the surfaces are proportional to their surface energy, while (B) and (C) 

have non-equilibrium proportion of facets, and (D) shows a high-index facet. 

Extensive experiments on TiO$ NPs revealed that, if the diameter is kept below 
several tens of nm, the most abundant crystal structure during synthesis is the Ant phase 
rather than Rt. This is the opposite to what would be expected from classical 
thermodynamic arguments where bulk Rt has a larger thermodynamic stability than the 
bulk Ant phases32. The reason is that for such small NPs the contribution of the surface free 
energy can be of the same order of magnitude as the free energy of the core. The Ant (101) 
surface has a free energy of 0.39 J/m2, while the Rt (110) surface has a free energy of 0.47 
J/m2 as computed by DFT using the PW91 functional33. The total energy of an Ant NP is 
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therefore smaller than for Rt for a size range where the surface contribution is sufficiently 
large. The crossover between Rt and Ant phases at the nanoscale has been studied by 
several groups both experimentally and theoretically. Experimentally, the phase transition 
has been observed to occur at a size of 14nm. The theoretical study of Barnard et al.33 also 
computed the crossover between Rt and Ant phases to happen at 9 nm. 

The synthesis of high energy facets also comes from the interplay between theory 
and experiment. Following theoretical predictions by Barnard et al.34, Yang et al.35 
calculated the surface energy of different TiO$ Ant facets with several adsorbate atoms on 
the surface, finding that FA stabilized the {001} surface to energies even below the {101} 
surface. Synthesis using TiF| as precursor allowed Yang et al. to obtain Ant single crystals 
with a large fraction of {001} surfaces, thus confirming theoretical predictions. Several 
synthesis mechanisms have appeared since the work of Yang et al. which allowed the 
synthesis of several other low index facets: {010}, {110} and high index facets {103}, {105} 
or {107}. The significant degree of control over NP growth due to the stabilization of different 
surfaces has also led to the synthesis of tailored structures such as nanoneedles36, 
nanoslabs37, bypiramids38 or cuboctahedrons39. Some of the structures are depicted in 
Figure 5 B, C and D. 

Another relevant structural phase is the amorphous phase. The amorphous phase is 
obviously metastable in the bulk limit, and thus annealing of amorphous nanostructures 
causes the appearance of crystallinity40. However, despite the thermodynamic preference 
of the Rt phase at sizes larger than several nm, annealing of amorphous particles at low 
temperature results in the crystallization of the Ant phase40–43. Justification for such 
observation is actually divided into two points of view: a more crystallographic point of view 
justifies Ant to form faster due to the less constrained nature of its atomic structure than Rt, 
while a more thermodynamic point of view suggests that the lower surface energy of Ant 
with respect to Rt favors the nucleation of the Ant phase44. 

The arguments of the discussion so far had their foundations on the properties of 
macroscopic objects such as bulk free energy and surface free energy of extended solids. 
From a computational point of view, they involve the use of periodic structures of either the 
bulk or surfaces, which are less computational demanding than computing a whole NP. 
However, at sizes below the Ant-Rt crossover, such top-down approaches become more 
difficult to justify. The reason for such difficulties lays in the fact that for NPs with hundreds 
to thousands of atoms, at the border with the nanocluster regime, it is not easy to 
differentiate between bulk and surface, nor the effect of surface atoms on the internal 
structure. This size regime is important as the structure of the smallest clusters can 
influence the structural evolution of nanostructured TiO$ under thermal annealing45. From 
this point of view, the previous observation of the amorphous to Ant transition could be 
related to a closer similarity between structures as size grows, rather than the random 
appearance of crystallite nucleation centers on the grain. A combined experimental and 
computational study on TiO$ nanoclusters with particle sizes of 2 nm found that the most 
promising way to reproduce the experimental pair distribution function of synthesized 
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amorphous clusters was with a NP model which contained an ant core and a distorted 
amorphous shell46. 

More evidence of crystalline core/amorphous shell NPs of TiO$ has also appeared 
with the synthesis of black TiO$47. Black TiO$ is a metastable synthetic phase with 
promising photocatalytic applications, since its bandgap is well below that of Ant and Rt 
with a value around 2.2 eV47. While the precise structure of these NPs is highly dependent 
on the synthesis method, it is well agreed that their photocatalytic application arises from 
its core-shell structure48,49. 

State of the art in computational modelling of %&'( nanoparticles 

Computational studies have been a valuable tool to understand the physical and 
chemical properties of TiO$. Wulff constructed NPs have been investigated by assuming 
that their properties can be described as a combination of the properties of its facets. 
Hence, the body of literature examining the properties of the {101} and {001} Ant facets is 
extensive, with most of the work centered on understanding the reactivity of the surfaces 
and their structure. For instance, the energetic stability of different surfaces seems to be 
related to the presence of 4 coordinated Ti centers, with larger fraction of 4 coordinated Ti 
centers decreasing the stability of the surface. Thus the (110) and (103) facets have larger 
energies than surfaces with higher amount of 5 coordinated Ti centers50. Another explored 
effect is the presence of oxygen vacancies, their characterization and the energetics for 
their diffusion51,52. In terms of adsorption, DFT calculations have been used to understand 
experimental results such as IR spectra of CO$ adsorbed on Ant surfaces53 and STM images 
of the O$ interaction with surfaces containing O vacancies54. Also relevant in the field are 
the studies of the effect of several adsorbates on the band-gap of different surfaces55 and 
the adsorption energies of formic acid56. More recently, the use of full NP models following 
the Wulff construction have been employed. The size evolution of the electronic properties 
of ground state and excited state have found the convergence of NP properties towards 
the bulk limit at a size around 20 nm57,58. For spherical particles, the effect of curvature in 
reactivity and electronic structure has also been modelled by using hydroxylated spherical 
NPs59, although such comparison does not exist for anhydrous spherical models. The effect 
of defective sites on nanocrystals and the comparison with extended surface has also been 
studied, showing a great variation in properties as a function of defective site position in the 
NP60. 

A detailed thermodynamic study of the different phases and structures of NPs from 
the cluster size to nanometer size containing several thousands of atoms could provide 
new clues to understand the transitions between amorphous material and crystal phases, 
as well as finding unexpected reactivity at the nanoscale regime. Several papers have 
performed theoretical searches of TiO$ global minima structures for clusters containing up 
to 38 stoichiometric units61,62. While the smallest clusters tend to have some symmetry, 
their structure cannot be compared to either the Rt or Ant phases. In this regard, the work 
of Lamiel et al63 showed how Ant cut structures can be found to be from 8 to 10 eV higher 
in total energy than the respective global optimized clusters for particles of 28, 35 and 38 
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stoichiometric units. Energetically, the cross-over between amorphous globally optimized 
particles and Ant Wulff constructed NPs was determined to happen in a size range around 
2 nm. The position of spherical crystalline and amorphous NPs in such phase diagrams is 
not yet stablished. Understanding the stability of spherical NPs can also hold clues on the 
degree of hydration that such NPs can possess, which is necessary to properly evaluate 
the properties of such NPs. 

The work presented in this thesis aims to further explore the energetic stability, 
structure and electronic properties of nanoscale TiO$, with emphasis on spherical NPs. In 
order to facilitate computational calculations using high accuracy methods, we evaluate the 
ability of IPs to efficiently pre-optimize nanostructures. In addition, we use IPs to generate 
spherical NP models and compare their internal energy with respect to directly generated 
bulk cuts. Finally, we analyze the evolution of band gap with size and particle morphology, 
as well as describe the structural motifs which differentiate the spherical amorphous NPs. 
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Chapter 4: Objectives 

As seen in the previous chapter, knowledge on nanometre sized TiO$ NPs is still far 
from complete. For one, the preferential crystallization of amorphous NPs in the Ant phase 
is currently controversial. For structures smaller than 2 nm in diameter, the lowest energy 
clusters reported by means of GO are amorphous, and do not yet seem to have any 
resemblance to the Ant structure. As the structures of Ant core / Amorphous shell NPs 
seem to be most compatible with the experimental X-ray spectra of small NPs, it is 
important to evaluate the relative energy of core-shell NPs with respect to other 
morphologies. As core-shell NPs are of spherical geometry, it is necessary to generate fully 
crystalline models of spherical particles, as such crystalline spherical particles represent an 
extreme case of core-shell particles in which the amorphous shell is non-existent. In 
addition, having proper models of spherical NPs structures with their relative energy also 
serves as a starting point for further studies aimed to evaluate the effect of hydration of 
these structures. Finally, a comparison of non-hydroxylated TiO$ NPs with several 
geometries can allow a better understanding of the effect of structure on the electronic 
structure of the system.  

 

Specifically, the objectives of this part of the thesis are: 

1. Determine the most appropriate IP to pre-optimize models of Wulff constructed and 
spherical NPs to speed up DFT calculations of TiO2 nanosystems containing 
hundreds or thousands of atoms. 

2. Determine whether MD simulations using IPs can properly stabilize spherical cut 
models with lower internal energies than direct bulk cuts and reproduce the 
energetical stability as obtained from DFT methods. 

3. Determine the energetic stability of different anhydrous TiO2 NP models. 

4. Characterize the structure of core-shell amorphous NP models. 

5. Understand the factors that play a key role in the energetic stability of NPs. 

6. Understand the factors that play a key role in determining the bandgap of spherical 
NP models. 
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Chapter 5: Efficient preparation of TiO2 nanoparticle models using 
interatomic potentials. 

Introduction 

As seen in Chapter 3, the shape of TiO$ NPs can be tailored to obtain specific 
properties29,56. Among the different tuneable physical characteristics which affect the 
properties of the material one can vary crystal structure, shape, composition or size. With 
respect to geometry, the shape of a large NP is mostly governed by the free energy of the 
different possible surfaces31. Thus, synthesis conditions which stabilize different surfaces 
allow the generation of facetted NPs with different morphologies. Spherical NPs can also 
be synthesized both in the amorphous -as observed in X-ray- and crystalline state 
depending on size40,41. 

Despite the great degree of control over the synthesis, the NP products generally 
exhibit a variety of surfaces and sizes, which complicates ascribing an obtained property to 
a single chemical or structural motif. In some circumstances, even the characterization of 
the produced NP is not obvious. Examples of such cases are black TiO$ and amorphous 
NPs, where it is thought that the amorphous surface may hide a crystalline core in its 
interior46,64.  

Computational methods have been used to identify the precise importance of 
different structural features on material properties. Different modelling approaches are used 
depending on the type of study at hand. For static properties such as band-gap, IR spectra 
or energetics of bulk, surfaces, and small finite clusters, DFT methods are the most popular 
choice, as even moderate computer capabilities allow such calculations. For dealing with 
large nanoclusters or NPs and/or time dependent processes such as amorphization or 
growth, other methodologies must be used such as Tight Binding DFT methods65 (TB-DFT) 
or interatomic potentials (IPs) coupled with MD simulations64,66–71. While IPs have extremely 
low computational cost, they can only offer structural derived data, but not electronic 
structure properties. TB-DFT methods on the other hand parametrize the electronic 
interaction between pairs of elements. The computational cost is therefore reduced with 
respect to pure DFT methods while retaining some components of the electronic structure. 

Synthesized NPs have a typical size between 10 to 100 nm72, with lower limits of 3 
to 4 nm46. Accurately computing the electronic properties of such experimentally obtained 
species face several difficulties. Such NPs are composed of several thousands of atoms 
and even a small size increase means a huge increase in number of atoms, as volume 
increases as the cube of radius (h ∝ ï}). For instance, a particle of 3.1 nm is composed of 
around 500 units of TiO$ (i.e., 1500 atoms), while a particle of 3.3 nm is composed of 600 
units of TiO$ (i.e., 300 more atoms). The computational cost of DFT methods increase 
approximately as ÑW|, where ÑW is the number of electrons. Consequently, each Self 
Consistent Field cycle has a very large computational cost. Even the optimization of a Wulff 
constructed NP, whose structure is closest to the bulk structure, requires several SCF steps 
and thus has a large computational cost. On the other hand, experimental results typically 
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involve ensembles of structures, especially for non-annealed samples. Obtained properties 
are therefore averages of the present structures which may not correspond to 
thermodynamically stable NPs. It is therefore necessary to explore large portions of the PES 
and analyze the properties of large sets of structures. However, evaluating a large number 
of structures is not possible with DFT methods. 

With respect to DFT, the use of TB-DFT and IP methods as a faster way to obtain 
properties is well established. However, investigations assessing the time saved in using 
such methodologies as pre-optimizers for subsequent more accurate DFT calculations is 
not common. Although pre-optimization is unlikely to change the order of magnitude of the 
computational cost of a calculation, for NPs that can only be computed in High 
Performance Computing centers the time savings could imply a large increment of the 
achievable research for a fixed computational time budget. In the following article we 
benchmark several IPs with respect to their capability as pre-optimizers and compare them 
to TB-DFT methods. As it is reasonable to expect that reducing the time needed for a DFT 
calculation is related to having a starting structure closer to the DFT minima, it follows that 
the PES of the IP should be related to the PES as obtained from DFT. We therefore evaluate 
the energetic impact of IP-based simulated annealing on directly cut spherical NPs by 
calculating the induced energy change using DFT. 

In the following paper, led by the author of this thesis, we investigate the capability of 
four different IPs to lower to computational cost of DFT calculations. This work was done 
in collaboration of Dr. Angel Morales. The author of the thesis generated all amorphous 
models by means of MD simulations and analyzed the speed-up obtained due to the pre-
optimization using IPs. The DFT calculations were performed by Dr. Angel Morales and the 
discussion of the paper was done by all authors. 
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Results 
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Conclusions 

1. From the analysis of the 84 units Wulff constructed TiO$ NP, the equilibrium 
geometry obtained using the PMMCS IP deviates significantly from the 
corresponding DFT optimised structure. Such a result is surprising as the Wulff 
constructed NPs are the most bulk-like possible and are those expected to be most 
easily reproduced by IPs. However, the PMMCS was not fitted to reproduce the 
Ant crystal structure, but rather silicate glasses with Ti inclusions and the Rt TiO$ 
crystal structure. We conclude that PMMCS is not appropriate to pre-optimize Ant 
TiO$ NPs and highlight the necessity of adequate fitting or careful selection of an IP 
for correct usage.  

2. The total DFT optimization time can be both increased and decreased by using IPs 
as pre-optimizers, with respect to a DFT-only optimization. By checking the time 
taken per each optimization step, we show that the main difference between large 
optimization times and short optimization times depends on the time to converge 
the wavefunction in the initial steps of the optimization. This, in turn, is related to 
structural differences between the initial NP and the final DFT-optimized equilibrium 
geometry at DFT level, thus implying that a suitable IP for efficient pre-optimization 
shares the position of the optimized energy minimum on the PES with that from 
DFT. 

3. The MA and NanoTiO pre-optimized 84 units NPs allowed for a convergence of the 
structure at the DFT level three times faster than from direct DFT optimization. The 
total optimization time when pre-optimizing using TVQIP was longer than for the 
direct DFT optimization.  

4. In order to evaluate if NP size may change the time saving capabilities of 
preoptimizing with IPs, we performed a test comparing different NP sizes. As single 
point (SP) calculations are a good proxy for understanding if a stucture will be 
optimized faster, we evaluated the SP time of several NPs with 10, 35, 84 and 165 
TiO$ units with each IP with respect to DFT results. Both MA and NanoTiO achieve 
faster SP convergence and energies closer to the DFT optimized structure 
independently of NP size. 

5. We also compared the performance of using DFTB and SCC-DFTB as pre-
optimizers with respect to IPs. We found that such methodologies, albeit providing 
more information than IPs, have similar performances in terms of their structural and 
pre-optimization capabilities. However, their optimization time is two orders of 
magnitude longer than for IPs. In conclusion, we believe that if the objective is purely 
to pre-optimize a NP for efficient subsequent DFT optimization, it is better to use 
IPs. However, if exploratory data on the approximate electronic structure of a NP is 
rapidly required the usage of DFTB methods is a reasonable option. 

6. MD annealing using the NanoTiO IP resulted in core-shell NP structures which were 
lower in energy than the direct spherical cuts from the Ant crystal. Comparison of 
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the relative energies between the original as-cut spheres and the annealed NPs with 
DFT, IPs and SCC-DFTB shows that their relative energetic stabilities are better 
reproduced with NanoTiO than with the MA IP. DFT results show that annealed 
nanospheres are between 12 to 13 eV more stable than the original spherical cut 
NPs. NanoTiO was found to ascribe similar annealing induced stabilization energies 
of ~15 eV for five different annealed NP structures. Conversely, the MA IP predicted 
the as-cut spherical NP to be more stable than the annealed NPs in three out of the 
five considered cases. In the other two cases, the MA-predicted energy difference 
was smaller than 2 eV. Finally, SCC-DFTB was found to have a similar performance 
to NanoTiO, providing stabilization energies between 10 to 12 eV for all five cases. 
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Chapter 6: Understanding the interplay between size, 
morphology and energy gap in photoactive TiO2 nanoparticles 

Introduction 

As previously mentioned, the performance of TiO$ NPs with respect to specific 
applications relies on their optical, electronic, structural, morphological and surface 
properties. Experimental synthesis techniques have achieved a great control in the structure 
and morphology of TiO$ NPs. A novel achievement in the tailoring of TiO$ NPs has been 
the synthesis of the so-called black TiO$ NPs. With the objective of extending the valence 
or conduction band and increase the amount of light capable of triggering electronic 
excitations, Chen et al47 used a high-pressure hydrogen atmosphere to amorphize the 
surface of crystalline NPs. The resulting black TiO$ NPs have much lower band-gaps than 
crystalline NPs. The work of Liu et al73 evaluated the reason why amorphization induced by 
H adsorption increased the electron-hole recombination time, in contrast to established 
knowledge which assumed that amorphization lowers the catalytic activity. However, the 
internal and surface structure of black TiO$ is still a subject of debate, with claims of 
stoichiometric surface and vacancies in the internal structure49 or, conversely, a surface 
layer of Ti$O} composition with a stoichiometric TiO$ interior48. As the structures obtained 
in the MD simulations of the preceding chapter can be defined as containing an internal 
crystalline core and an amorphous shell, their electronic structure can give insights into the 
structure of black TiO$. 

The annealing dynamics of amorphous TiO$ NPs has also been related to crystalline 
core-amorphous shell NPs. To obtain single crystal NPs from sol-gel synthesis, amorphous 
TiO$ NPs are heated at temperatures between 400 to 500 ºC74. While the dominance of 
Ant has been justified by the thermodynamic preference of Ant with respect to Rt at the 
nanoscale, it is not clear why the Brookite phase does not form, even when Brookite is the 
most stable phase for a size range between 11 to 33 nm75. Comparison of the Pair 
Distribution Function (PDF) of sol-gel synthesized amorphous particles with computational 
models revealed that core-shell particles are the most appropriate models to reproduce the 
experimental PDF of spherical amorphous particles of ~2nm46. 

The work of Fazio et al.59 compared the effect of shape on the structure of TiO$ NPs. 
In their work, they compare the type and fraction of sites of Ant Wulff constructed NPs 
versus spherical ones. However, in order to generate spherical crystalline NPs, their work 
cuts spheres from the bulk structure and saturated undercoordinated atoms by adding OH 
and H. Thus, these NP models have differences in chemical composition and, while they 
could represent the NPs in low water environments, the electronic properties may be 
influenced by the presence of hydroxyl groups on their surfaces. Moreover, the surface of 
these models is completely crystalline, in contrast to the core-shell structure reported in the 
work of Zhang46. Another hindrance is that the models provided by Fazio et al. cannot be 
used to explain important effects such as stabilization due to hydroxylation, nor compute 
the adsorption energy of water, as a definite NP size can only be saturated in a unique way. 
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Hence, a complete picture of the differences between spherical stoichiometric and faceted 
NPs is still required.  

Following the work of Chapter 5 and building upon previous results from our group63, 
in this paper we evaluate the evolution of internal energy with respect to size for differently 
shaped TiO$ NPs. We expand previous work by adding larger sizes, allowing a better 
determination of the cross-over between amorphous nanoclusters obtained from global 
optimization and Wulff constructed NPs. In this work we also include spherical NPs as cut 
directly from the crystal structure and modified by simulated annealing, with the later 
structures characterized by a core-shell structure. In addition, we perform high temperature 
simulated MD annealing on three moderately sized NPs to compare the energetic stability 
of amorphous NPs against the crystalline core-amorphous shell NPs. With the energetic 
results we propose a tentative structure vs stability diagram. We also rationalize the 
energetic stability in terms of coordination number for Ti and O elements. Finally, we 
evaluate the band-gap of the different families of structures, finding significant differences 
in band gap values, and we rationalize the structural features causing the differences. 

In this work, led by Dr. Angel Morales performed all the DFT calculations. The author 
of this thesis generated both the as-cut spherical models and the core-shell models and 
performed the MD simulations to obtain amorphous structures from the spherical particles. 
All the codes to extract structural data have also been written by the present author. Finally, 
the author has contributed in the discussion of the phase diagram and energy vs size of 
the differently shaped NPs. 
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Results 
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Conclusions 
1. Evaluation of the energetic stability of a variety of different anhydrous titania NP 

shapes and structures shows that GO NPs, which we ascribe to the family of 
amorphous structures up to the analyzed sizes, are most stable until a diameter of 
2.5 nm. Beyond this size, in vacuum, crystalline Ant NPs with a Wulff-constructed 
faceted bypiramidal shape are the most stable. Directly cut spherical Ant NPs are 
always metastable with respect to such bipyramidal NPs. 

2. Annealing spherical cut Ant NPs using the MA IP resulted in core-shell NPs which 
were lower in energy than the direct cuts for all sizes, but still metastable with 
respect to Wulff-constructed faceted NPs. Annealing using the NanoTiO IP for the 
smallest NP sizes resulted in complete amorphization of the structures and a large 
energy stabilization compared to the MA annealing, providing amorphous NPs with 
energies similar to those of faceted NPs. We ascribe the energy stabilization of the 
core-shell structures to an annealing-induced increase of four coordinated sites in 
the surface of the NP. 

3. Based on the energetic results of our MD simulations, we propose an energy versus 
shape stability diagram as a function of size with an upper energy bound taken to 
be that of as-cut spherically shaped Ant NPs.  

4. We evaluated the band-gap of our NPs with respect to size and family of the 
structure using DFT calculations. As expected, we find that the band-gap 
diminishes as the NP size increases. However, we find a large difference between 
the band-gap of spherical NPs and faceted ones. In particular, we find that annealed 
and spherical NPs have band-gaps below that of bulk ant and in line with the band-
gap values of experimentally tailored anhydrous TiO$ NPs. 

5. Analyzing the density of states of the different NP models we ascribe the difference 
in band-gap to the presence of a long tail in the valence band of spherical and core-
shell NPs. Looking at the contribution of each atom in the density of states, we find 
that low coordination centers (two-fold coordinated O and four coordinated Ti sites) 
are the origin of the tail. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions on TiO2 nanoparticles and Outlook 

The work done in the present thesis provides valuable advances in the modelling of 
TiO$ NPs, with implications on understanding both their electronic structure -and hence 
the band-gap- of differently shaped NPs and their crystallization processes. The first 
published result stress the benefits of using IPs even when target properties can only be 
obtained through ab initio theory. We highlight two important advantages as: 1) IPs can 
reduce the time of DFT calculations by half or even more, as both the initial SCF cycle time 
and the number of steps to find the appropriate minima are diminished, and 2) NP models 
which cannot be generated by hand -such as annealed spherical cut particles- can be 
produced accurately with IPs in several steps to provide insight into the PES of the system 
and point to clues on the stability of NPs. We conclude that while the MA IP can provide 
slightly faster optimization times than the NanoTiO IP, the latter is able to accurately stabilize 
spherical NPs, as judged via posterior DFT optimizations providing similar stabilization 
energies. The second published result uses the NP structures generated in the preceding 
paper to extend the analysis of the energetic stability of different NP shapes: direct-cut 
spherical, faceted, core-shell and GO amorphous NPs. For small NP sizes, spherically cut 
Ant NPs are highly metastable with respect to GO amorphous NPs. In this regime core-
shell NPs are slightly more stable than as-cut spherical ant NPs and faceted ant NPs. 
However, the family of faceted Ant NPs become the most stable species once they reach 
a size of 2.5 nm in diameter. Analyzing the stability of the core-shell NPs, we find that the 
structure has an increase of 4 coordinated Ti centers with respect to the original Ant 
spherical cuts. We ascribe the energetic stability to this increase of 4 coordinated Ti centers. 
We also analyze the band-gap of the different NP families and find that spherical and core-
shell NPs have smaller band-gaps than faceted NPs. The diminished band-gap in the 
former species can be attributed to low coordination centers, such as 4 coordinated Ti 
atoms and 2 coordinated O atoms.  

The NP models provided in this thesis open new opportunities for research in the field 
of TiO$ NPs. Starting with the core-shell NPs, it seems reasonable to assume that 
amorphous NPs from GO will, at some point, be large enough to allow the presence of a 
crystalline region in their core. Whether they are the global minima for a certain size, it is not 
known, but they could provide information on the interface between crystalline NPs and 
reconstructed/amorphous surfaces. The interplay between IP and DFT methods can allow 
the modelling and energy evaluation of such models. Analysis of the effect of hydroxylation 
could show differences between faceted NPs and spherical ones, thanks to the possibility 
to generate spherical NPs with any degree of hydroxylation. Current hydrated NP models 
used in the literature are derived from direct crystal cuts where the low coordinated centers 
are saturated with H or OH groups, which cause that for a certain size there is only one 
possible degree of hydroxylation. Comparison between constructing hydroxylated models 
by either annealing anhydrous NPs for posterior hydroxylation or directly saturating dangling 
bonds will also allow a better understanding on the effect that hydroxylation has on the 
crystallinity of nanostructures.  
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Chapter 8: Introduction 

Astronomical dust 

The study of the universe has its foundation on the light gathered from the sky. 
Through the light received, the brightness and effective temperature of stars can be 
determined, and properties such as mass, age or relative motion estimated. It was soon 
realized though that stars often showed a lower emission than expected in the blue 
component of light and absorption features in very specific regions of the infrared spectra1. 
This effect, named by the astronomical community as extinction or interstellar reddening, 
has a dependency on the observed direction in the sky: regions pointing toward the galactic 
plane and distant objects have smaller emissivity (i.e., larger extinction) than other directions 
or closer objects. Thus, extinction is caused by something within our galaxy, and not as a 
consequence of the properties of the interstellar medium (ISM) itself. In addition, evolved 
stars (i.e., stars in the last stages of their life-cycle) show deviations from black body 
emission, implying that the mechanism causing the extinction is more prominent in the final 
stages of stellar evolution. It was later suggested that the extinction was caused by the 
presence of solid particles: grains of different chemical nature which, upon interaction with 
light, absorb, scatter and reemit radiation, changing the Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) 
of the source. Such solid particles have been called dust grains due to their size, which 
ranges from nanometers to micrometers2.  

 
 

Although the density of such particles is very small, the vast distances between stars 
compensate such low density. The effects of the interaction between dust and light become 
easily apparent even to the amateur astrophotographer in the dark regions of galaxies like 
our own Milky Way (Figure 6). It is important to note that interstellar dust has been estimated 
to reprocess between 30% to 50% of the light in the entire universe3,4. A precise knowledge 

Figure 6: Picture of the milky way. Dark patches correspond to obscured light due to 
dust grains. Photo by Denis Degioanni on Unsplash 
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of the obscuration caused by dust is of uttermost importance if one wishes to accurately 
determine the brightness and therefore SED of the parent source in order to determine its 
current state, which in turn is necessary to understand the evolution of the universe.  

Although improving our understanding of observational measurements is a good 
reason on its own to perform research on astronomical dust, this is just one of several 
reasons which make astronomical dust a very important scientific subject. While 
obscuration is caused by dust being in between a light source and the observer, light that 
does not travel towards us also interacts with dust and some fraction of it is reemitted in 
our direction at a different wavelength. The two possible scenarios are pictured in Figure 7; 
in one (left), the cloud is irradiated by light which is not traveling towards the observer, but 
scattered and emitted light does travel toward the observer. In the second (right), the cloud 
of dust is between the light source and the observer, obscuring the light source. The 
emission of dust therefore allows us to determine the spatial extent and geometry of dust 
clouds, providing insights into the physics relating the interactions between stars, dust 
clouds and the ISM. Absorption and emission of light can also reveal dust properties such 
as composition, temperature or size. Other heating mechanisms such as gas-grain 
collisions and reactivity on the surface also increase the temperature of the grains and 
cause some regions of space to become visible in the IR without the need of a light source. 
The physical conditions of the ISM can thus be explored by analyzing the dust in it. 

 
Figure 7. two scenarios showing the interaction of light between a light source and the observer. In the left, the light 
from a source interacts with the ISM cloud which radiates certain wavelengths in other directions. In the right, the 
light from the source goes through the ISM cloud, which lowers the intensity and loses part of the high frequency 
region due to scattering. Blue arrows represent the original light emitted by an object, while red straight arrows 

indicate the light which has passed through the dust, with a lower component of blue light. Red sinusoidal arrows 
indicate emission from dust due to absorption of light. 

Dust also plays a major role in determining the chemical properties of the ISM, as it 
is involved in the formation of H$ as well as the depletion -i.e, disappearance of atomic lines 
in the UV-vis part of the spectrum, an indication of the removal of free atoms- of heavy 
elements by condensation into grains5,6. Dust also plays a role in the formation and 
chemistry of molecular clouds, and their evolution into new stars. Since star forming regions 
correspond to high density zones where collisions between matter are more abundant, dust 
emission is linked to star forming regions7–10. This allows one to characterize the star 
formation rates for different galaxies, a parameter related to the time a galaxy formed and 
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even to the overall evolution of the Universe. It is also clear that the early stages of formation 
of rocky planets, and quite likely also giant planets11, require seeds of dust particles in order 
to nucleate and grow12. 

There are also several astrochemical processes in which astronomical dust is 
relevant. Gas-phase chemical reactions in space are very slow due to the extremely low 
concentrations of reactants. The low densities have two important effects. Firstly, the 
reaction rates are consequently very small. Secondly, the reaction yields also suffer from 
such low densities: the energy generated in combination reactions (A + B → AB) must be 
dissipated, otherwise the product will mostly decompose into reactants. The low density 
implies that the reaction energy cannot be dissipated by inelastic collisions with third 
bodies, and thus the newly formed molecules dissociate into the parent species. However, 
if reactants are adsorbed or chemically bound onto dust species, the energy released in 
the surface reaction can be distributed among the dust grain. This mechanism allows, as 
previously mentioned, the formation of H$13–16. In the same way, after gas phase species 
such as CH|, H$O, NH} or CO are deposited on the surface of grains in the form of ices, 
complex chemical reactions can take place on the surface of grains or inside the ices after 
irradiation of UV light, allowing the formation of complex organic molecules17,18. Hence, 
there is great interest in understanding the adsorption of organic species onto dust grains 
and elucidating if dust itself has a major role in such reactions.  

Finally, understanding the formation of dust particles and their chemical and physical 
evolution throughout their life cycle is a major challenge to current models of nucleation and 
crystallization. Using classical nucleation theory (CNT), the net dust formation in outflows of 
dying stars is calculated to be lower than the net destruction of dust in the ISM19,20. These 
theoretical results are in clear contradiction with observational evidence of dust in interstellar 
space and highlight the need to find new formation pathways or a revision of the models 
used in calculating dust formation rates. 

In summary, dust is present everywhere in the universe, and understanding its 
properties and its interaction with various environmental factors such as electromagnetic 
radiation and gas phase molecules is paramount in order to describe processes such as 
how planetary seeds are formed, the conditions found in different astronomical 
environments, or even to understand large scale processes such as star formation at 
different stages of the universe. 

The stellar and dust life-cycle. 

The life cycle of stars and dust are intimately related. An overall view of both cycles 
helps understand why dust is related to such a large number of astronomical environments, 
provides clues of where we should detect dust and which are their most likely compositions. 
It is also important to know the different classes of stellar objects as these are classified 
(among other things) as a consequence of their stage in the stellar life-cycle and their current 
path (which depends on its mass). Finally, knowledge of the stellar life-cycle also provides 
an understanding of the actual feasibility of observing and studying certain events related 
with the formation and destruction of dust. 
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Figure 8 provides a summarized scheme of the stellar life-cycle. Stars are formed 
from the collapse of clouds of gas. Under the approximation of a homogeneous spherical 
cloud of gas, the Virial theorem states that the kinetic energy (–) is equal to half the potential 
energy (√) if the matter is under thermodynamic equilibrium: 

– =
1
2√				(41) 

If the kinetic energy is less than half the potential energy, the cloud of gas is said to 
be under gravitational collapse, causing its shrinking and the formation of proto-stars. 
Under more realistic conditions, i.e, inhomogeneities caused by differences in density of 
several regions or the interplay between magnetic-fields and cloud matter, the cloud will 
give rise to hundreds of proto-stars, where the temperature of each of this proto-stars will 
increase due to the increase in kinetic energy and pressure. Stellar objects in their early 
phase can be classified in several categories with respect to different properties, where  
mass is one of the most important. Two classes of stellar objects are important in this stage: 
T-Tauri stars and Herbig stars. T-Tauri stars are low mass objects that lay in the transition 
between stars shrouded in dust and main sequence stars (i.e, stellar objects where H fusion 
is the main source of energy). The lifetime of this stage of stellar evolution is of the order of 
107 years, and, as a consequence of the dynamics of stellar formation, they have mass loss 
rates of 10-8 solar masses (O⨀) per year. On the other hand, Herbig stars are the high-end 
masses of T-Tauri stars. Their lifetime is shorter, between 106 and 104 years. 

	  

Once the burgeoning star’s temperature is high enough, nuclear reactions will start 
to take place, with H fusion becoming the major energy source. At this stage, the star is 
said to be in its main sequence phase. 

Figure 8. Schematic overview of stellar evolution for low mass and high mass stars with examples. From Wikipedia, 
by cmglee based on an original image from NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 
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Along the main sequence, stars are in hydrostatic equilibrium, meaning that the force 
of gravity is counteracted by the outward pressure fueled by fusion reactions. In this static 
picture, the structure of the star is described by the following set of equations: 

∫ò
∫ï = −v
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The previous idealized set of differential equations describe the pressure (42), mass 
(43), luminosity (44) and temperature (45) gradients as a function of stellar radius and shows 
how they are interconnected. From these equations, the Vogt-Russell theorem arises, 
which states that the mass and composition structure determine the radius, luminosity and 
internal structure, as well as the evolution of the star. 

Although the model has several limitations, it serves as a tool to understand several 
properties of the star. For instance, the amount of mass determines the rate at which stars 
will consume its energy, since a larger mass will require a larger pressure coming from the 
nuclear fusion reactions. As a consequence, massive stars have lifetimes orders of 
magnitudes shorter than low-mass stars. The lifetime range of main sequence stars can 
vary from 106 years to 5·1011 years. Luminosity and radii are, equivalently, larger for more 
massive stars. The mass loss rate during this stage of stellar evolution is 10-14 O⨀/Gï, 
confirming that through their lifetime stars are effectively static.  

Another result of the previous equations is the radial structure of the star. Three main 
regions dominate the star structure: the core, where H fusion is happening, and the radiative 
and convective zone, which as the name suggest are characterized by the energy transport 
mechanism. 

Once H fusion is no longer occurring at the core of the star, the core will contract and 
release potential energy to the outer shells, causing its expansion and a decrease of the 
effective temperature. This process generates a shell of H fusion surrounding the core, now 
mainly composed of He. Several processes involving changes in the composition and 
reignition of layers of H and He fusion causes an even larger expansion of the star and a 
drop in effective temperature. This brings the star to a stage known as the Asymptotic Giant 
Branch (AGB), which corresponds to the Red Giant label in Figure 8. During the AGB stage, 
the structure of the star is described as a shell of Helium fusion, a shell of Hydrogen fusion, 
an envelope with non-ionized H and He and a core composed of Carbon/Oxygen, with no 
fusion reactions taking place. The H shell expels mass at an estimated rate between 10-7 
to 10-4 O⨀/Gï, which depends on further considerations of the evolutionary stage inside 
the AGB period. The estimated lifetime of this evolutionary stage is of the order of 107 years 
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and finishes with the formation of a white dwarf and ejection of the remaining shell21,22. This 
phase is called the post-AGB phase. The ejected matter from the stellar envelope will loose 
its gravitational binding to the star and will travel through the ISM, where eventually will form 
a new star-forming nebula and start the cycle again. 

While the main sequence stars do not eject large quantities of mass through their life, 
and therefore don’t contribute to the return of mass to the ISM, the initial and final stages 
of star formation (Herbig/T-tauri stars and AGB/post-AGB respectively) contribute to the 
return budget. Young stellar objects form circumstellar shells that accrete and form 
protoplanetary disks, and the real estimate of dust return varies from 0.33-0.1 of the 
accreted material. Hence, the main contributors to the presence of dust in the ISM are 
thought to be AGB stars and supernovae (i.e., the explosion of a massive post AGB-star)23. 
It must be noted that the initial and final stages of stellar evolution represent 1% of the total 
evolutionary time of the stellar cycle, which make it less abundant to observe, as can be 
seen in Table 1. As a consequence, the number of observable stars in such stages is low, 
and observational data of the processes occurring in such stages is scarce. 

Evolutionary stage Number of entries Percentage of population 

Herbig 151 0.004 % 

T-Tauri 3278 0.095 % 

AGB 2737 0.089 % 

Post-AGB 306 0.009 % 

Total star entries 3.442.662  

Table 1. Population of stellar objects relevant to this thesis extracted from the Simbad astronomical database 
(http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/) 

The link between stellar death and new star forming regions is the ISM. It is important 
to note that the ISM is far from being a homogeneous medium. Rather, current theories 
assume that the ISM can be divided in five different phases: molecular medium (MM), cold 
neutral medium (CNM), warm neutral medium (WNM), warm ionized medium (WIM) and hot 
ionized medium (HIM). The main differences between phases correspond to density and 
strength of the radiation. In terms of density, the variations are as large as 10}	H/cm} in the 
MM to 10A}	H/cm} in HIM. The radiation causes the ionization fraction to vary from non-
ionized material in the MM to highly ionized metal elements in the HIM.  

Due to different processing mechanism, dust is theoretically expected to be 
amorphized an destroyed in a time period of 5·108 million years, while the replenishment 
rate is calculated to be 2.5·109 million years19,24,25. As observation shows the presence of 
dust in the ISM, the faster destruction rate with respect to replenishment rate seems 
contradictory. While it has been suggested that dust may grow in the ISM, it is clear that a 
complete picture of the processes involving dust growth, destruction and formation is still 
missing. 
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Nature of dust. 

As mentioned in the previous section, AGB stars and supernovae are thought to be 
the main source of dust in the universe. The conditions of stellar atmospheres are, 
nevertheless, very harsh for the formation of grains and molecules: the temperature of the 
outer envelope of AGB stars varies from 10,000 K at the most internal region to 10 K at the 
most external, where the border with the ISM lies26. Simultaneously, pressure also drops 
significantly, and thus in the region in which temperature is near to 1,000 K the pressure is 
within the range of 10-7 to 10-10 bars. Under such environment, only extremely refractory 
grains -i.e., materials showing great thermal stability and thus strong bonding- can be 
formed with adequate rates. A first guess of the possible condensates in such environments 
can be made by using elemental abundances. Table 2 shows the elemental abundances 
of our sun as reported by Asplund et al27. Although the chemical composition changes 
within the stellar phase and quite likely from source to source, it is expected that the 
abundances are within similar orders of magnitude among main sequence stars, as well as 
in the initial stages of AGB stars. From Table 2, the elements with higher abundancies 
capable of forming refractory materials are C and O, which can form carbonaceous or oxide 
dust respectively. The nature of the carbonaceous dust is thought to be amorphous 
material -soot and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH)-, while oxides can be formed of 
a variety of elements. Again, arguments based on abundances point out that the most 
copious oxides should be silicates of either Fe or Mg nature.  

Element Solar System abundance 

H 9.09·10-1 

He 8.51·10-2 

C 2.69·10-4 

N 6.76·10-5 

O 4.90·10-4 

Mg 3.98·10-5 

Al 2.82·10-6 

Si 3.24·10-5 

Fe 3.16·10-5 

Ti 8.91·10-8 

 

Several evidences confirm the composition and presence of both families of dust 
particles. Two major indications are spectroscopic evidence obtained from observation and 
the composition of meteors. However, carbonaceous and silicate dust are not expected to 
form simultaneously. C and O primarily form carbon monoxide due to its very large binding 
energy of 11.14 eV, which is of the same order of the N$ molecule and larger than any 

Table 2. Solar system elemental abundances. It is assumed that, overall, elemental abundances in the sun are similar 
to other stars and ISM27. In astrophysics, the H abundance is referred to X, the He abundance to Y, and the rest of 

elements as Z, a value also known as metallicity. 
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precursor to silicate or carbonaceous dust28. Formation of CO is much more favorable than 
either family of dust and thus the less common element of the population of C and O atoms 
is expected to be completely locked into CO. Therefore, AGB stars will form different kinds 
of dust according to their composition: carbon rich (C-rich) stars will produce carbon dust, 
and oxygen rich (O-rich) stars will produce silicate dust. Stars that have O/C ratios ~1 mainly 
produce SiC grains. 

The theoretical prediction of the most abundant dust compositions is supported by 
observational evidence. Careful analysis of the spectra of AGB stars, regions of the ISM 
and young stars show features characteristic of both types of grain both in the UV and IR 
regions. Table 3 provides a list of the strongest emission and absorption features and their 
corresponding dust assignments. A corresponding IR spectrum obtained from 
observations toward the center of the galactic plane is shown in Figure 9. The 
wavelength/frequency of the IR signals correspond to the average wavelength/frequency 
of the features, as changes in the dust composition shift the wavelength/frequency of the 
peaks to slightly shorter or longer values. 

Wavelength Frequency Assigned to 

217.5 nm 1.38·1015 Hz Carbon/aromatic dust 

3.1 µm 3226 cm-1 Ices 

3.4 µm 2941 cm-1 Carbon/aliphatic dust 

6.2 µm 1492 cm-1 PAHs 

7.7 µm 1299 cm-1 PAHs 

8.6 µm 1163 cm-1 PAHs 

9.7 µm 1031 cm-1 Silicate dust 

11.3 µm 885 cm-1 PAHs 

18 µm 555 cm-1 Silicate dust 

Table 3. Spectroscopic features in wavelength, frequency and their corresponding assignment. PAH is the acronym 
for Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon. 

The IR signals reported in Table 3 are mainly associated with stretching and bending 
modes of C-H and Si-O bonds. These IR bands are generally quite broad, especially for the 
silicate features, therefore implying that it originates from non-crystalline dust. While the 
previous features are the most prominent, crystalline silicate dust has also been detected 
in several environments29–31.  
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General silicate structure 

Silicates constitutes the largest family of minerals, where the main structural unit is 
the silicate tetrahedron [SiO|]|A, with cations counteracting the silicate tetrahedron charge. 
The semi-covalent nature of the Si-O bond32 allows the silicate tetrahedrons to polymerize 
in a sizeable number of ways, and thus allow a great diversity of crystalline materials. The 
classification of silicate minerals is based on the degree of polymerization/structure of the 
silicate tetrahedrons, as can be seen in Table 4. 

 For each of major group, several sub-groups exist according to the particular crystal 
structure, which is determined by the cation that compensates the silicate charge. Fe and 
Mg are the main elements adjoint with silicates in astronomical environments. Both are 
divalent cations and have similar cationic radii. Hence, silicates of both metals share the 
same crystalline structures and can be exchanged in their corresponding minerals by the 
other cation, therefore forming near ideal solid solutions33,34 (i.e., the energy of substituting 
Mg$) by Fe$)	or vice versa is linear with respect to the concentration of either element in 
the crystalline system). As a consequence, genuinely pure Mg or Fe silicates are not 
common in nature and normally contain a large fraction of the other element. Thus, in 

Figure 9. IR spectrum obtained by IRAS from the galactic center (GC). Emission by atomic features are seen as spikes 
and labelled according to its origin, while absorption due to dust grains and ices correspond to large dips in the 

spectrum. 

Table 4. Classification of Silicate groups according to the polymerization of the silicate units 

Major group Structure Silicate chemical formula 
Nesosilicates Isolated tetrahedron [SiO4]4− 
Sorosilicates double tetrahedra [Si2O7]6− 
Cyclosilicates Rings [SinO3n]2n- 
Inosilicates Chains [SinO3n]2n− or [Si4nO11n]6n- 
Phyllosilicates Sheets [Si2nO5n]2n− 
Tectosilicates 3d Frameworks [AlxSiyO(2x+2y)]x- 
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general, silicate stoichiometry is better represented by A$AHBHSiO| or ABAHBHSiO}, with A 
and B being either Fe or Mg. 

The most abundant crystalline systems of Mg and Fe stoichiometries contain either 
isolated tetrahedrons (nesosilicates) for the C$SiO| stoichiometry or chains of tetrahedra 
(inosilicates) for the CSiO} stoichiometry, with C = Mg/Fe. The C$SiO| composition forms 
the Olivine group, which has an orthorhombic crystalline structure with the Pbnm space 
group. Wadsleyite and ringwoodite are polymorphs of the olivine stoichiometry found in 
meteors and shown to exist in high-pressure regions such as the Earth mantle. The Mg-
rich olivine is called Forsterite (Fo) while the Fe-rich olivine is called Fayalite (Fa). As 
previously mentioned, olivine generally appears containing a substantial fraction of Fe and 
Mg in either of the “pure” mineral species. A representation of the Olivine structure is 
displayed in Figure 10 A. 

 
Figure 10. Crystal structures of Olivine (A) and Pyroxene (B), with [ôö8|]|A tetrahedrons in blue, oxygen atoms in red 

and divalent cations in orange. 

On the other hand, the CSiO} composition forms the Pyroxene group. The Mg-rich 
end member is called Enstatite (En) while the Fe-rich end member is called Ferrosilite (Fs). 
Three different polymorphs are largely abundant: two orthorhombic crystal structures with 
groups Pbca and Pbcn and a monoclinic crystal structure with the space group P21/c. The 
ortho-En is the most abundant of the three polymorphs. A representation of the Pyroxene 
crystal structure can be seen in Figure 10 B. 

The exact structure of astrosilicates remains unknown. As pointed out in the previous 
section, the silicate dust IR bands are attributed to amorphous material due to the 
broadness of the bands. An accepted definition of amorphous material is given by S.R 
Elliot, which defines amorphous as a structure that lacks long range order35. Glasses are a 
subset of amorphous structures and are defined as “an amorphous solid which exhibits a 
glass transition”. While silica (SiO$) generates amorphous structures with ease, the addition 
of Mg in the structure lowers the ability of the silicate structure to form amorphous states, 
as described in Zachariasen’s theory of glasses36. Even when En can form glasses with 
ease, the large Mg:Si ratio in Forsterite suggested that it could not form glasses. Amorphous 
materials with the same overall composition of Mg$SiO| were synthesized in 1982 by Nuth 
et al.37 by evaporation of Mg and SiO at a temperature of 750K. However, such amorphous 
particles showed at least some degree of segregation with MgO regions, pure Si and 
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Mg$SiO| phases. To distinguish such an inhomogeneous particle with a hypothetic pure 
Mg$SiO| amorphous state, the term silicate-smoke was coined. Some years later, other 
techniques were devised which allow for a better synthesis of glassy Mg$SiO| samples, 
based on ion bombardment, ultra-rapid cooling of silicate melts, sol-gel synthesis or vapor 
deposition of gas-phase precursors38–41. However, a small variety of subtle physical-
chemical properties such as porosity, compactness of the sample, homogeneity or 
hydration, some of which arise naturally from the synthesis technique, have an impact on 
the resulting IR spectra. Therefore, while the IR spectra of amorphous silicates are very 
similar, small differences with respect to peak positions and broadness of the peaks 
highlight differences in the physical structure of the samples. Such differences are not easily 
measured with standard characterization techniques due to the small size of the samples 
used (between 10 to 100 nm)42,43. While we will refer to all the different samples by 
amorphous material, one must bear in mind that their structure is not clearly determined. 
Without an understanding of the structure it is not possible to evaluate further properties 
such as kinetics of growth, adsorption or crystallization. 

State of the art into the research of astrosilicates. 

As mentioned before, the typical silicate IR features appear at both 9.7 and 18 µm. 
These silicate IR features, as present in AGB stars, were fitted in 1996 using laboratory 
spectra from Mg-rich amorphous material of olivine composition44. The amorphous material 
in the ISM was thus determined to likely be of olivine stoichiometry, but in this case, with a 
quite large contribution of Fe of around 50%45–47. Nevertheless, different Fe/Mg ratios can 
result in similar spectra due to particle effects such as porosity and shape. Thus, pure Mg 
compositions can also fit the ISM spectrum. In addition, the shape of the 9.7 µm silicate 
feature is not constant throughout the entirety of the ISM, which suggests slight differences 
at different phases of the ISM48. Finally, IR spectra of Herbig stars are best fitted with Mg-
pure amorphous silicate spectra as the main component49. Therefore, although silicates are 
clearly the source of one of the most prominent signals in the IR spectrum of most ISM 
environments, there is still wide discrepancies on the exact composition and nature of 
astrosilicate dust particles. This problem arises as amorphous structures can exhibit a great 
degree of variation in shape, structure and composition that allows one to fit the same IR 
spectrum with quite different grain types. 

With space telescopes such as Spitzer, accurate measures in the far-IR have also 
revealed some crystalline dust, including crystalline olivines and pyroxenes in circumstellar 
shells. The 69 µm and 40.5 µm features, which respectively serve to identify olivine and 
pyroxene crystals, also allows one to partially determine the Fe content of such crystals50. 
From IR analysis it can be concluded that the observed crystalline astrosilicate dust particles 
are mainly Mg-rich silicate crystals which contain ~15% of the silicate dust mass30,51,52. 
Herbig stars possess similar features as AGB stars, but they can reach higher crystallinity 
levels of up to 36% (see the entry for HD179218 in table 9 from Juhasz49). In the ISM 
however, no crystalline IR features have been observed, placing upwards limits to the 
presence of silicates in the ISM of less than ~3%53. The difference in the degree of 
crystallinity between AGB stars and the ISM provides evidence of the dust processing in 
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the ISM, and two possible mechanisms have been proposed: 1. Complete destruction and 
reformation of amorphous material54, or 2. Amorphization of the dust grains by low energy 
ions55 or high-energy cosmic rays56. 

Theoretical work on the nucleation and growth of silicates in AGB envelopes was 
started by Gail, Sedlmayr and Ferrorati. Based purely on thermodynamic arguments of bulk 
crystalline samples and a simple model for the description of the physical state of AGB 
stars, their work shows the preferential condensation of forsterite in the circumstellar shells 
of AGB stars57,58, even if the Mg/Si ratio is largely displaced toward Si59. The main outcomes 
of such modelling are the predicted proportions of different chemical species and their grain 
size, assuming the particles are of spherical shape. Overall, the models show that the 
formed grains should stop growing at radius between 0.04 to 0.14 µm (thus, in the NP 
regime), with differences related to the chemical stoichiometry. At such sizes, the radiation 
pressure from the star causes the ejection of the NPs from the star atmosphere60,61. Still, a 
variety of results can be achieved by changing input parameters of the model, such as gas 
density of elements in the stellar wind, effective temperature of the star, and more 
importantly, sticking coefficients (i.e, the ability of an incoming atom/molecule to be 
adsorbed on the surface of a grain62). However, an important requirement of the models is 
the presence of seed nanoclusters of 1nm in radius. The true nature of the seed 
nanoclusters is still not clear. The main candidates for seed nanoclusters are TiO$ and 
Al$O}63, as these compounds are very refractory, and the elemental abundances are large. 
Surprisingly, observational evidence seems to indicate that TiO/TiO$ nanoclusters/gas-
phase molecules are detectable through a wide range of distances from the parent star, 
with the amount of Ti trapped in nanoclusters accounting for almost the entirety of Ti64. As 
astrosilicate dust must condensate in the vicinity of the star, the long-range presence of Ti 
nanoclusters discard it as a seed for astrosilicate dust. Observation of Al-compounds and 
their distributions seem more in line with the expected distributions if Al-compounds are 
indeed precursors to astrosilicate dust grains, but clear evidence is still lacking65. In addition 
to these two species, atomistic modelling has shown that the nucleation of silicate 
nanoclusters is feasible if the precursor (SiO)$ species can be formed66, highlighting the 
need to incorporate ab initio computed data for nanoclusters of the involved species in 
order to clearly determine the different routes by which dust can be formed.  

While the objective of the former theoretical approaches was to determine the 
nucleation conditions and rates of astrosilicate NPs, other theoretical approaches are used 
to describe the physical properties of dust grains. While IR absorption allows one to 
determine the composition of the dust grains, the UV-vis scattering and the polarization at 
different wavelengths allows one to introduce constraints on the size and shape of the dust 
NPs. Using the optical constants of bulk silicates, Mie theory allows one to extrapolate the 
spectral properties down to the nanometer regime. Using such approximations, 
Weingartner, Li and Draine67,68 computed the size population of different grains, providing 
estimates of up to 20% of the Si elements in nanoclusters with radius below 1.5 nm. It must 
be noted, however, that Si depletion varies largely along different regions of the ISM -see 
Figure 2 of the review by Jones6-. 
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The shape of silicate particles is important in the selection of the model used to 
reproduce the IR spectrum of the dust particles50,69. Dust shape is also responsible for the 
polarization of the received starlight70, and thus proposed grain models need to adequately 
fit such observable characteristics. Assuming spheroidal shapes -i.e, two axes being equal 
in length-, the possible values of axial to equatorial ratio which fit the observed polarization 
ranges from 371 to 1.372.  

 
Figure 11. Ellipsoids with aspect ratios (AR) of 3 (A) and 1.3 (B), corresponding to the theoretical shapes of 

astronomical silicates as obtained from polarization constrains. 

The importance of nanosilicates. 

Nanoscale and sub-nanoscale silicates are gaining attention in the astrophysics 
community. The relatively large population of “ultrasmall” dust particles (i.e., nanoclusters 
and NPs) mentioned before is thought to play a role in the heating of the ISM due to 
photoelectric emission67,73. Thanks to their large surface to bulk ratio, their absorption and 
scattering cross-sections are much larger than their corresponding bulk materials74, and 
thus their interaction with free electrons and other particles is more efficient. In the work of 
Weingartner and Draine67, the ionization potentials (IP) and electron affinities (EA) are 
approximated from bulk parameters for a series of sizes ranging from 5 Å to 1.5 nm in 
radius. From such parameters, the charged state of the nanoclusters as well as the heating 
due to incident light was evaluated and its importance to some astronomical environments 
assessed. 

While the top-down methodology used to extrapolate the IP and EA properties is 
useful as a first order approximation, such electronic properties are prone to be dependent 
on the detailed atomic/electronic structure of the silicate material down to the nanoscale. 
The large surface contribution at such sizes means that the properties will be governed 
primarily by surface effects, and thus bulk extrapolations could be misleading75. One of 
such properties is the IR spectra. Current estimates of the amount of silicate nanoclusters 
and the amount of crystalline silicates in the ISM is based on the extrapolation of the bulk 
optical constants by means of Mie theory. The large fraction of surface at the nanoscale 
cause a deviation of the environment from the ideal bulk case, and thus the force constants 
on each atomic center will not be the same as in the bulk case. Consequently, the IR 
spectrum should differ. The size limit at which the IR spectrum of a nanocluster will 
correspond to that of a bulk sample is unknown.  
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Silicate NPs and nanoclusters can also be present in the atmosphere of some 
astronomical objects. Brown Dwarfs -i.e., stellar objects with masses between 0.08 and 
0.12 O⨀, unable to undergo nuclear fusion- show a colour change in the range of 
temperatures between 1100K and 1400K, known as the L-T transition. The formation of 
clouds is the main candidate to explain the colour transition76. As in AGB stars, the 
temperature conditions suggest that the main condensates should be silicates or iron. Yet, 
the pressure conditions are very different: from 10-4 to 10 bars in Brown Dwarfs, -around 
10-7 for AGB stars-, and thus the structures and compositions are expected to differ from 
ISM silicates. Another important feature that has been recently related to astrosilicate 
nanoclusters is an unidentified signal in the microwave region -300 MHz to 300 GHz- of the 
electromagnetic spectrum. The Anomalous Microwave Emission (AME) refers to an 
emission feature observed in most ISM environments which appears between 10 to 60 
GHz and was first detected as early as 1960. The AME is correlated with the presence of 
dust77–79 and therefore dust is regarded as the most likely carrier for such emission. Since 
the models for AME emission requires particles with radius ranging from 7 Å to 10 nm, the 
original models relied on PAHs as the most important source of the AME, as PAHs are 
thought to be the most abundant particles with a molecular size. Yet, further research has 
recently shown that the intensity of PAHs is not well correlated with AME intensity80, casting 
doubts on PAHs as the source of the AME. Since then, silicates have gained attention as 
likely carriers of the AME emission81,82. However, to establish the carrier of the AME it is 
necessary to know the dipole moments of the parent species. Up to date, no experimental 
or computational determination of the dipole moments of silicate nanoclusters has been 
available, and the role of nano-silicates in the AME emission is still under debate. 

It is clear that understanding silicate nanoclusters is crucial to further enhance our 
knowledge of the universe, as they are likely to provide new ways to measure the physical 
state of a wide range of astronomical objects. Computational chemistry can play an 
important role in such feat, as several techniques allow to obtain structures in the nano-
meter size regime. For the smaller nanoclusters, GO can provide reliable low energy 
structures based on internal energy. The GO technique can also provide a wide range of 
isomers which allows one to explore the variations that a given property could have if a 
range of structures is chosen instead of the lowest energy structure. For the NP regime, 
faceted particles possessing known bulk crystal structures can serve as a starting point to 
explore the potential energy landscape by means of thermal annealing. Having reliable 
structures, properties such as dipole moments -which determine the microwave emission 
and intensity-, IR spectra and free energies can be computed. Thus, computational 
chemistry can in principle determine which are the most likely structures for astrosilicate 
nanocluster and NP species, the observable properties of such particles, and allow us to 
understand the astronomical environment in which the particles are found. This part of the 
thesis aims to provide a solid knowledge on the physical properties of astrosilicates as 
obtained from accurate computational methods, with emphasis on the importance such 
properties have on our knowledge of astrosilicates in space. Solid evidence is presented in 
favour of nanosilicates as the main source of AME.  
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Chapter 9: Objectives 

As seen in the previous chapter, silicate NPs and nanoclusters have important roles 
in a wide variety of environments (ISM, circumstellar shells of both post-AGB stars, young 
stars, etc) and are likely candidates for several signals in the electromagnetic spectra (e.g. 
AME). Laboratory measurements of such clusters/NPs is, up to now, still unachieved, and 
thus properties such as optical constants, dipole moments, IPs or EAs are being derived 
from top-down models.  

Thus, in the present part of this thesis we want to provide a foundational 
computational study of Mg-rich silicate nanoclusters/NPs with the purpose to serve as 
reference data for astrophysics research by providing ab-initio determined properties of Mg 
silicates as well as to provide structures for further investigations. We focus our interest on 
stoichiometric pure Mg silicate particles MgSiO} for pyroxenic stoichiometry and Mg$SiO| 

for olivinic stoichiometry containing from tens of atoms up to thousands of atoms. Such 
particles have sizes of several nm in diameter.  

In detail, the objectives of this part of the thesis are: 

1. Determine/derive the most appropriate IP to perform extensive and accurate GO. 

2. Obtain reliable low energy global minima candidate structures for Mg-pure (i.e, 
Mg$SiO| and MgSiO}) silicates of sub-nm size. 

3. Obtain reliable low energy candidate structures for olivinic stoichiometry NPs with 
diameter between 1 to 5 nm. 

4. Describe the structural properties of such silicates and compare them to their most 
stable bulk phase. 

5. Identify particularly stable structures (i.e. “magic” clusters) that could become good 
candidates to direct astronomical observations in order to confirm the presence of 
such nanoclusters. 

6. Evaluate whether bulk crystal structure is thermodynamically favoured at the 
nanoscale. 

7. Provide spectroscopic data that can be used to unequivocally detect nanoscale 
silicates in astronomical environments. 

8. Determine whether astrosilicate nanoclusters can indeed be an important source 
for the AME. 
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Chapter 10: Structure and Properties of Nanosilicates with Olivine 
(Mg2SiO4)N and Pyroxene (MgSiO3)N Compositions 

Introduction 

The presence of silicate grains of large sizes is demonstrated by their 
absorption/emission features in the IR spectrum in a wide range of astronomical 
environments31,49,83–85. The size of such silicate structures can be extrapolated by fitting the 
light extinction curves with models of dust having a certain size distribution2,86. Using the 
experimental optical constants from different laboratories44,55,87 and applying Mie theory, the 
observational IR curve can be fitted considering the particle size as a parameter. The fitting 
predicts particle sizes from 0.1 µm to 0.005 µm. Since the population density of particles 
results also from the fitting, the depletion of Si can be traced. The results suggest that 
almost the entirety of Si is trapped in dust in the cold regions (MM, CNM) of the ISM, 
assuming that the ISM has a similar composition to our Sun88.  

After the proposal of PAHs as likely carriers of the IR features appearing at 3.3, 6.2, 
7.7, 8.6 and 11.3 µm, research has focused on trying to find out the population of such 
equivalent nanoclusters for astrosilicate dust. The lack of observed signatures of silicates 
in some regions of the interstellar medium led to the conclusion that astrosilicate 
nanoclusters were not present in the diffuse interstellar medium89. However, further 
research suggested that astrosilicate nanocluster signatures could be hidden under the 
large PAH features. In such scenario, a fraction of up to ~15%68 of the total Si budget could 
be hidden in astrosilicate nanoclusters if their radii is <1.5 nm. Such conclusion was 
reached after using experimental optical constants of large grains to extrapolate the IR 
spectrum of crystalline and amorphous nanoclusters. After computing the IR emission of 
such nanoclusters, the population limit is determined by not allowing the emission to 
surpass the observed intensity. While the previous argument does not prove the existence 
of such small silicates, the fact that silicate dust is largely abundant with reasonable sizes 
in most sightlines, but almost completely disappears in certain environments is a strong 
proof of the processing, destruction, and regrowth of silicate grains, which can justify the 
large presence of astrosilicate nanoclusters. Moreover, the regrowth of silicates in the ISM 
requires a nucleation route in cold environments. Modelling of such growth is being carried 
out using binding energies extracted from bulk parameters, but a fair modelling of the 
growth requires the binding energies of the nanometer species90,91.  

In addition to the destruction processes in the ISM, the formation of silicates in AGB 
stars is a likely source of freshly generated astrosilicate nanoclusters. Again, large grains of 
silicates are easily detected through their IR signatures and UV extinction. While 
thermodynamic arguments and computational models of the structure of AGB stars clearly 
allow the formation of such silicates, they require seeds where deposition of parent species 
-i.e, Mg, SiO, and H$O- allow the growth of silicates. Typically, Al$O}	 or TiO$ are generally 
thought to be the primary seed condensates, but computational chemistry methods have 
shown that silicate nanoclusters of Mg$Si$O¨ (P-2) can indeed form steadily and apparently 
grow in a barrier less manner, at least for a couple of monomeric additions92,93. The only 
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requirement is the formation of the Si$O$, whose mechanism of formation has not yet been 
demonstrated. 

The understanding of both grain formation and destruction in the ISM can be further 
enhanced by computational chemistry research. Deriving the amount of nanoclusters and 
NPs in the ISM using properties of bulk materials may be erroneous. The proportion of 
surface atoms in such small clusters is very large, and thus their properties will not 
correspond to those of bulk materials. The presence of defects and surface reconstruction 
will affect the bond lengths and angles, and thus modify the IR spectra. The IR spectra of 
nanoclusters of sizes of up to approximately one hundred atoms can be calculated by ab 

initio methods and thus, if realistic structures are available, IR spectra of astrosilicate 
nanoclusters can be evaluated and compared to previous assumptions. In terms of the 
formation of silicates in AGB stars, research requires a number of advances in order to 
confirm that silicate growth is actually feasible: (i) kinetic models must prove that the growth 
continues unhampered until nanoclusters of large sizes, (ii) the growth rate must allow one 
to reach macroscopic particles at the observed rates and (iii), since the observational 
spectra is fitted with olivine particles, a formation route to the olivine stoichiometry is 
required. 

With respect to nanoclusters, all the previous points require to obtain reliable 
structures for both olivine and pyroxene stoichiometries. Some authors have already 
published some structures for these species, but the methodology and objectives of these 
works is not adequate for understanding astrosilicate nanoclusters. In the work performed 
by Woodley94, the main objective was to evaluate a Global Optimization algorithm, and thus 
the reported structures are not optimized with ab initio methods but rather correspond to 
the directly obtained structures from the GO with the use of IPs. On the other hand, the 
work of Lazzati et al.95 did perform DFT optimizations after the GO, but only focused on the 
olivine stoichiometry. The structures proposed by the two papers are quite different among 
themselves. Figure 12 shows as an example the structure of (Mg$SiO|)J of both works. 
The structures shown by Lazzati et al.95 are segregated structures where a SiO$ skeleton 
of completely linked [SiO|]|A tetrahedra takes the central position, and low coordinated 
Mg$) cations are grouped around the SiO$	 skeleton in a sandwich-like manner. On the 
other hand, the structures proposed in Woodley’s work are much more compact and 
several of them appear to be symmetric. Yet, the Olivine structures also appear to be 
composed of a SiO$ core and MgO surrounding it.  

 
Figure 12. Structures for (OK$ôö8|)J obtained in the work of Lazzati et al.95 (left) and Woodley et al.94 (right). The 

colour code for the left structure is green for Mg, light brown for Si and red for O, for the right structure, black is O, 
light grey is Si and white is Mg. 
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GO procedures, while being extremely useful, can provide unrealistic results if not 
applied with care. One important feature that was not tested in any of the previously 
published works was the capability of the used IPs to reproduce the relative energies of Mg 
silicate structures. Optimization of the IP PES can provide unrealistic results if the energetic 
description of the IP does not correspond to that of the material at the nanoscale. The IPs 
used both by Woodley and Lazzati et al both are derived from an IP originally devised to 
describe bulk properties of general silicates96. Hence, the IP’s ability to provide reasonable 
structures for clusters cannot be guaranteed. 

Our group has published a comparison of two IPs, FFSiOH and ReaxFF, to describe 
structures and relative stabilities of pure silica and hydroxylated silica nanoclusters 
compared to the results obtained with DFT calculations using the B3LYP functional97. 
FFSiOH reproduced the structure, energetics and even frequencies of pure and 
hydroxylated silica up to the point of allowing one to accurately compute free energies98. 
Using the FFSiOH atomic charges as a reference, and the shape of the Mg-O interaction 
as calculated from an IP published by Walker et al.99, we included Mg as a species into the 
FFSiOH IP. The new IP (labelled as Mg-FFSiOH) has the Mg-O interaction manually fine-
tuned by trying to obtain the best correlation in relative energy for a sub-set of (MgSiO})¨ 
structures against the relative energy derived from DFT calculations using the PBE0 
functional. The resulting IP outperforms previous IPs in describing the relative energies of 
Mg silicate structures, as described by the PBE0 functional, for both Olivinic and Pyroxenic 
stoichiometries. An example for O-6 structures can be seen in Figure 13.   

 
Figure 13. DFT relative energy vs IP relative energy for isomers of the (OK$ôö8|)¨ structure. IP-1 corresponds to the 

one defined in Walker et al.99, IP-2 is the potential defined in Woodley94, and finally IP-3 is the potential defined in 
Lazzati et al.95 the colours represent structures found in GO searches using Woodley IP (blue) and Mg-FFSiOH (red).  

In orange the structure found by Lazzati, and in black the structure found by Woodley. 
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The correspondence between DFT and IP relative energy in the Mg-FFSiOH is better 
than any other reported IP. For the olivine stoichiometry nanoclusters, the previous reported 
GM candidates of 6 formula units are between 2 to 5.5 eV above our GM candidate. For 
the pyroxene stoichiometry, the energy difference is quite smaller, of the order of 0.4 eV for 
the (MgSiO})J cluster -see Figure 1 in results-. The good correlation between Mg-FFSiOH 
and the DFT energies used as reference allows us to be confident that the obtained 
structures are good references for energetic studies and extracting information from the 
structure of the nanoclusters. 

The energies and structures obtained through the GO optimization method allows 
one to determine if some particular nanocluster sizes are intrinsically more stable than 
others. In cluster beam experiments of MgO, the flow of nanoclusters going through a mass 
spectrometer shows that the size population of nanoclusters is biased towards certain 
sizes100,101. Computational modelling allows one to rationalize the energetic stability of such 
nanoclusters by analyzing their structure. This analysis shows that the series of (MgO)3N 
clusters corresponds to structures that form symmetric tubes or cubes, while nanoclusters 
not belonging to this series had less stable structures. The energetically stable and 
abundant nanoclusters are known as “magic” clusters in the literature. If such magic 
clusters exist in the family of silicates, those nanoclusters should be targeted as main 
candidates for further studies and astronomical observations, since their presumably large 
population could lead to detectable signatures of their presence. 

The IR spectra of the silicate nanoclusters can be computed by means of the 
harmonic approximation. The observed astronomical spectrum will be composed of the 
individual spectrum of each nanocluster, weighted by the density of each individual 
nanocluster. While currently there is no way to determine the population of each nanocluster 
size, by adding the spectra of the different silicate nanoclusters we can highlight common 
features which can be compared to models available in the literature. Such analysis can 
provide fundamental measures to allow better estimates of silicates nanoclusters. It is 
important therefore the find out the differences between the IR spectra of silicate 
nanoclusters and the corresponding IR spectra from extrapolation of bulk parameters.  

In collaboration with Dr. Thomas Lazauskas and Dr. Scot Woodley, the following 
article provides the basis of the work performed on astrosilicate nanoclusters. Their 
contribution to the article was to apply their advanced GO code Knowledge Lead Master 
Code (KLMC)102 in the search of stable structures. In this article, we present low lying energy 
structures of Mg-pure pyroxene and olivine stoichiometric nanoclusters containing from 1 
to 10 formula units. We compare the structure and electronic properties of such silicate 
nanoclusters with the corresponding most stable bulk crystal structure: En for pyroxene 
and Fo for olivine. The energetic stability of the nanoclusters has been compared with 
respect to the bulk structure as well as among themselves, to find out whether magic 
clusters exists for silicates. The IR spectra of the nanoclusters has also been calculated 
using the harmonic approximation. Finally, as an exploratory analysis to understand shifts 
compared to bulk spectra, we generated an IR spectrum by equally weighted sums of all 
nanocluster spectra.  
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ABSTRACT: Magnesium-rich silicates are ubiquitous both terrestrially and
astronomically, where they are often present as small particles. Nanosized Mg-rich
silicate particles are likely to be particularly important for understanding the
formation, processing, and properties of cosmic dust grains. Although
astronomical observations and laboratory studies have revealed much about
such silicate dust, our knowledge of this hugely important class of nanosolids
largely rests on top-down comparisons with the properties of bulk silicates. Herein,
we provide a foundational bottom-up study of the structure and properties of Mg-
rich nanosilicates based on carefully procured atomistic models. Specifically, we
employ state-of-the-art global optimization methods to search for the most stable
structures of silicate nanoclusters with olivine (Mg2SiO4)N and pyroxene
(MgSiO3)N compositions with N = 1−10. To ensure the reliability of our
searches, we develop a new interatomic potential that has been especially tuned for
nanosilicates. Subsequently, we refine these searches and calculate a range of
physicochemical properties of the most stable nanoclusters using accurate density functional theory based electronic structure
calculations. We report a detailed analysis of structural and energy properties, charge distributions, and infrared vibrational
spectra, where in all cases we compare our finding for nanosilicates with those of the corresponding bulk silicate crystals. For
most properties considered, we find large differences with respect to the bulk limit, underlining the limitations of a top-down
approach for describing these species. Overall, our work provides a new platform for an accurate and detailed understanding of
nanoscale silicates.
KEYWORDS: cosmic dust grains, silicates, infrared spectra, nanoclusters, interstellar medium, computational modeling,
global optimization, density functional theory

■ INTRODUCTION
Silicates constitute the largest fraction of solid matter in the
universe. Although bulk silicates form the basis for the geology
of the earth’s crust and mantle,1 weathering processes produce
mineral nanoparticles which are widely distributed throughout
many terrestrial systems.2 Tonnes of small silicate particles also
enter our atmosphere every day in the form of interplanetary
dust particles.3 Indeed, all planetary silicates have their origin
in such extraterrestrial silicate dust, which is ubiquitously
found in numerous astronomical environments.4,5 Much of this
silicate cosmic dust is formed around evolved oxygen-rich stars
where it nucleates from small nanoscale clusters to form
micrometer-sized grains, which are then injected into the
interstellar medium (ISM).6 Before their eventual coalescence
into larger bodies in protoplanetary disks, these grains follow a
long and tumultuous journey through the ISM. During this
time the dust is subject to processing by high-energy particles
and radiation (e.g., fragmentation, destruction, and reforma-
tion), leading to silicates with a range of sizes, shapes, chemical

compositions, and structures.7,8 Largely because of such
processes, a significant percentage of silicate cosmic dust
grains are likely to be nanosized (i.e., with diameters of
between 1 and 100 nm). Using observational constraints, it has
been estimated that up to 10% of the mass fraction of silicate
grains in the ISM could form a large population of very small
nanosilicates with diameters of less than 3 nm.9 We also note
that the modeling of brown dwarf atmospheres also underlines
the likely importance of (nano)silicates in cloud formation and
the temperatures of such objects.10,11

Clues to the chemical structures and composition of silicate
dust in astronomical environments largely rely on the fact that
silicates tend to absorb and/or emit light at two characteristic
infrared (IR) wavelengths around 10 and 20 μm, which are
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associated with vibrational modes associated with Si−O
stretching and O−Si−O bending, respectively. A comparison
of IR observations with spectra from laboratory silicate samples
has generally confirmed that cosmic silicates are probably of
pyroxene (Mg1−nFenSiO3) or olivine (Mg2−nFenSiO4) compo-
sitions or mixtures thereof and are very Mg-rich.12 In some
specific cases, crystalline grains of these two compositions (i.e.,
enstatite and forsterite, respectively, for the Mg-rich end
members) have been observed; however, in the majority of
cases, the observed IR spectra exhibit only two broad silicate
peaks, and no detailed chemical structural information can be
obtained. As such, the available information on the properties
of nanoscale silicates is very limited.
Herein, we provide the structures and properties of stable

Mg-rich pyroxene (MgSiO3)N and olivine (Mg2SiO4)N nano-
silicates for N = 1−10 (∼0.4−1.1 nm diameters) with
structures obtained via global optimization searches and
properties evaluated using accurate quantum chemical
calculations. We analyze how the structure and properties of
nano-olivines and nano-pyroxenes evolve with size and how
both compare with one another and their respective bulk
crystalline limits. For example, by comparing the stabilities of
these mixed magnesium silicate nanosystems with those of
pure magnesium oxide (MgO)N and silica (SiO2)N nano-
clusters, we obtain nanosize-scaled formation energies, which
are compared with those of the respective bulk phases. For all
of our nanosilicates, we also calculate their IR spectra over a
5−25 μm wavelength range and compare them with typical IR
spectra of astronomical silicate dust and of crystalline enstatite
and forsterite. In general, our systematic and detailed study
reveals a number of significant differences between nano-
silicates and bulk silicates and provides a new platform for
understanding the stabilities, structures, and properties of
silicates from the nanoscale upwards.

■ METHODOLOGY
For both Mg-rich pyroxene (MgSiO3)N and olivine
(Mg2SiO4)N compositions, we employed global optimization
methods to explore the potential energy surface (PES) of
nanosilicate structures to find the lowest-energy isomers for
each size for N = 1−10. For these calculations, we developed a
specifically tailored interatomic potential (IP) for silicate
nanoclusters and performed searches using both the Monte
Carlo basin hopping (MCBH)13 method and a genetic
algorithm (GA),14 as described below. Depending on the
system size, 50 to 200 of the lowest-energy nanocluster isomers
from the combined global optimization searches for each N
and stoichiometry were then optimized without symmetry
constraints using quantum chemical density functional theory
(DFT)-based calculations. For the latter, we employed all-
electron, full potential electronic structure code FHI-aims15

using the PBE0 hybrid functional16 and a Tier1/light-atom-
centered numerical basis set. We note that the basis set has an
accuracy comparable to that of a TZVP Gaussian-type orbital
basis set.17 DFT calculations of this type were used to derive all
reported energies, charges, structures, and harmonic IR
vibrational frequencies. All results pertain to the best global
minimum (GM) candidate nanoclusters as determined by their
lowest energy obtained via these DFT-based calculations.
Monte Carlo Basin Hopping (MCBH). Although

originally applied to biomolecules,18 the MCBH algorithm
has been shown to be an excellent tool for exploring the low-
energy PES of nanoclusters.13 Our present application of the

method follows previous successful work on anhydrous and
hydroxylated silica nanoclusters,19−21 titanosilicate nanoclus-
ters,22 and the nucleation of silicon monoxide23 and
magnesium silicates.24 The standard MCBH algorithm moves
on the PES of nanocluster configurations through repeated
steps of distorting optimized structures, through the
application of small random atomic displacements, followed
by structural reoptimization. To better explore the PES in our
MCBH searches, in addition to atomic displacements, we also
set 0.5% of the steps to attempt a Mg ↔ Si cation exchange
move to further disrupt the nanocluster structure. After each
step, newly optimized nanocluster structures are accepted if
they are lower in energy than the previously accepted
optimized structure. If they are higher in energy, then a
probabilistic Metropolis criterion is employed to determine the
outcome. In the latter, the probability of acceptance is lower/
higher for a larger/smaller increase in energy. Herein, we
employ our cascade MCBH code25 which was written using
the Python-based Atomistic Simulation Environment (ASE)26

and which uses the General Utility Lattice Package (GULP)27

code as an externally called nanocluster optimizer. The IPs we
employ describe the polarizability of the oxygen anions
through the core−shell model.28 Highly distorted structures
possessing polarized ions described in this way can be difficult
to optimize. To avoid these difficulties, our cascade MCBH
approach first optimizes distorted nanoclusters with a
simplified IP without shells, followed by a more refined
optimization with shells incorporated. For each nanocluster
composition and size, we used 5 MCBH runs of between
10 000 and 250 000 steps depending on the cluster size and
with each initialized using a distinct nanocluster structure.
During each run, the temperature was dynamically adapted to
maintain a target acceptance/rejection ratio of 0.65.

Genetic Algorithm (GA). A Lamarckian GA search of the
PES of all nanocluster compositions and sizes was also
performed using the Knowledge Led Master Code
(KLMC)14,29 software suite. The KLMC’s GA module has
previously been proven to efficiently locate low-energy minima
for a range different systems.30−33 Most of the search
parameters were kept as defined in ref.14 Some minor
adjustments were, however, introduced in order to ensure a
sufficiently intensive search of the PES for magnesium silicate
nanoclusters. Namely, depending on the system size under
investigation, the population size, number of iterations, and
simulation box size were varied from 100 to 200, from 1000 to
2000, and from 10 to 28 Å, respectively. For each nanocluster
size and stoichiometry (olivine and pyroxene), we performed
five independent GA searches. We stopped our GA simulations
when the energy of the lowest-energy structure and the average
energy of the 20 lowest energy structures became stable.

Interatomic Potentials (IP). To make the application of
both global optimization algorithms efficient and tractable for
available computer resources when performing an extensive
search of the PES for each nanocluster composition, IPs based
on simple analytical expressions were used. Such IPs are
computationally very inexpensive to evaluate with respect to
quantum mechanical-based electronic structure calculations.
Generally, however, IPs are parameterised to describe bulk
crystalline systems and are thus often less reliable for
describing nanoscale systems where structures can be more
varied and disordered. Also, because they possess two types of
cations, ternary magnesium silicate nanoclusters have a
relatively high degree of configurational structural freedom
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compared to clusters of binary ionic compounds. For any one
nanocluster size with a fixed composition, for example, we can
imagine a range of Mg/Si cationic ordering possibilities,
ranging from various highly segregated structures (e.g., layered,
core−shell, side-by-side) to fully mixed structures. Thus, in
order to help our global optimization searches find low-energy
isomers of (Mg2SiO4)N and (MgSiO3)N nanoclusters we
require an IP that provides a reasonably reliable description
of the complex PES of these systems.
Herein, we have reparametrized a bulk-parametrized IP to

more accurately describe the structures and energetics of
nanosilicates. This strategy has previously been shown to work
successfully in an IP-based global optimization study of silica
nanoclusters.34 Recently, we showed that FFSiOH35 is a highly
accurate and reliable bulk-parametrized IP for describing the
structure and properties of hydroxylated silica nanoclusters.36

Using the Si−O interaction in FFSiOH as a base, we
incorporated new parameters to describe the Mg−O
interaction in magnesium silicate nanoclusters based on a
modified version of the Mg−O interaction potential used in a
previously reported IP.37 We refer to this new IP as Mg-
FFSiOH, which incorporates a short-range Buckingham
interaction, long-range electrostatics, and polarization of the
oxygen anions:
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The full set of IP parameters for Mg-FFSiOH is provided in
Table S1 of the Supporting Information (SI). Although our
global optimization searches were mainly carried out using the
Mg-FFSiOH IP, we also employed an IP used to model bulk
crystalline olivine by Walker et al.38 (hereafter referred to as
IP-1) and an IP based on parameters published in ref 39 for
pure Si−O and O−O interactions and parameters reported in a
library file of the GULP code27 for the Mg−O interaction
(hereafter referred to as IP-2). The use of multiple IPs helped
to provide a greater degree of structural richness to our
searches. An example of the ability of Mg-FFSiOH to describe
the relative energies of silicate nanoclusters with respect to
those calculated by (DFT-based calculations is shown in
Figure 1 for the cases of olivine (Mg2SiO4)6 nanocluster
isomers and (MgSiO3)7 pyroxene nanocluster isomers. In each
case, we plot the Mg-FFSiOH-optimized energies versus the
corresponding DFT-optimized energies for over 1000 distinct
isomers obtained from global optimization searches. For the
(Mg2SiO4)6 searches we used Mg-FFSiOH and IP-1, and for
the (MgSiO3)7 searches we used Mg-FFSiOH and IP-2.
Clearly, in both cases, the Mg-FFSiOH calculated isomer
energies correlate quite well with those from DFT-based
calculations. For (Mg2SiO4)6, the two lowest-energy isomers
according to Mg-FFSiOH are also the lowest in energy for
DFT. For (MgSiO3)7, the best GM candidate according to
DFT is the 16th lowest-energy isomer with respect to Mg-
FFSiOH. We note that our best GM candidates for both
olivine and pyroxene nanoclusters for nearly all cases for N > 5
resulted from global optimization searches using Mg-FFSiOH.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Previous work by Woodley40 using an evolutionary algorithm
and a simplified version of IP-2 without polarizable shells on
the oxygen anions was the first to report GM candidates for
magnesium silicate nanoclusters. In this work, only IP-
optimized nanocluster structures were reported (i.e., no
DFT-based refinement, as performed in the present work)
for (Mg2SiO4)N for N = 1−7 and for (MgSiO3)N for N = 1−
10. In ref 40, the GM candidates found for both olivine and
pyroxene nanosilicate families were found to exhibit all or most
of their Si cations in a single central network of oxygen-bridged
SiO4 tetrahedra decorated by peripherally scattered Mg
cations. Only the larger (Mg2SiO4)N olivinic nanoclusters (N
= 4−7) were found to display one SiO4 unit separated from the
main silica network. For the pyroxene (MgSiO3)N GM
candidates, the silica networks tended to be quite compact
and form a number of (SiO)x rings with x = 2−5. A number of
the predicted GM candidates displayed fairly symmetric
structures and often displayed five-coordinate Si centers.
A more recent study by Mauney and Lazzati41 focusing on

the nucleation of astrophysical Mg-rich olivinic dust also
derived some GM candidates for (Mg2SiO4)N with N = 2−13
using an IP (hereafter referred to as IP-3) which was derived
from combining parameters from various sources.34,37,42 The

Figure 1. MgFFSiOH IP-optimized energies against DFT-optimized
energies with respect to the energy of the lowest-energy DFT
structure (GM) for ∼1000 isomers as obtained from global
optimization searches described above for (Mg2SiO4)6 olivine
nanocluster isomers (upper) and (MgSiO3)7 pyroxene nanocluster
isomers (lower). Data points corresponding to the GM candidates
obtained in ref 40 are highlighted in each case. Note that the GM
(Mg2SiO4)6 candidate from ref 41 was found to lie over 5.5 eV higher
in energy than our proposed GM isomer (as calculated via DFT) and
is outside of the plotted range.
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reported Mg-rich olivine nanoclusters, like many of those in ref
40, possess a single ···Si−O··· bonded network. However, in ref
41 the reported lowest-energy nanoclusters have a relatively
high degree of segregation. In particular, the silica fraction of
the (Mg2SiO4)N nanoclusters was typically found to form
highly compact subclusters sandwiched between dense MgO
regions.
IP-2 and IP-3 have a number of parameters in common with

IP-1. In fact, IP-1, IP-2, and IP-3 have a core set of parameters
for O−O and Si−O interactions that can be found in earlier
published IPs (e.g., refs 42 and 39). As such, we may expect
that the reliabilities of the predicted low-energy isomers using
each of these three IPs with respect to DFT-based calculations
would be quite similar. In section S1 of the SI, we plot the
relative energies of the 1000 (Mg2SiO4)6 isomers in Figure 1
calculated using IP-1, IP-2, and IP-3 with respect to those
calculated using DFT. Figure S2 shows that the performance of
IP-1, IP-2 and IP-3 is rather poor compared to that of Mg-
FFSiOH (Figure 1). The energetic stabilities of the candidate
GM isomers for (Mg2SiO4)6 proposed in ref 40 (using IP-2
without shells) and ref 41 (using IP-3) are also indicated in
Figure 1 (upper). These isomers are found to be between 1.5
and 5.5 eV higher in energy (as calculated using DFT) than
our GM candidate and to be less energetically stable than
many other isomers in our extensive data set. The predicted
GM isomer for (MgSiO3)7 in ref 40 is also highlighted in
Figure 1 (lower), confirming the relatively worse performance
of IP-2 for pyroxene nanoclusters. A more extensive
comparison between IP-2 and DFT relative energies for
(MgSiO3)7 isomers is reported in section S2 of the SI. Clearly,
these comparisons raise serious doubts as to the adequacy of
IP-1, IP-2, and IP-3 for finding structures of low-energy silicate
nanoclusters.
Our newly parametrized Mg-FFSiOH, as employed herein,

appears to provide a reasonably accurate and computationally
efficient means to search the PES of energetically stable
nanosilicate cluster structures. The use of a more accurate IP
for our global optimizations with respect to previous searches
is also clearly reflected in the structures of the resultant
candidate GM nanocluster isomers. For example, in contrast to
previous studies, the olivinic (Mg2SiO4)N nanocluster
structures from our Mg-FFSiOH-based global optimization
searches display increasingly nonsegregated structures with
increasing size. This relatively low degree of SiO4 polymer-
ization in our olivine nanoclusters is consistent with the bulk
crystalline phase of Mg2SiO4 (i.e., forsterite), where all of the
silica tetrahedra are completely isolated. Below we provide a
more detailed structural analysis of all of our GM nanocluster
candidates followed by an evaluation of their charge
distributions, energetics, and IR spectra.
Structure. Figures 2 and 3 show our candidate GM

nanocluster structures for Mg-rich olivine (Mg2SiO4)N and
pyroxene (MgSiO3)N nanoclusters, respectively. Hereafter, we
will refer to our olivine and pyroxene nanoclusters with N units
by the abbreviations O-N and P-N, respectively. The Cartesian
coordinates of the atoms in all nanoclusters are provided in the
SI and are also available in the open access HIVE database of
atomic structures for nanoclusters (https://hive.chem.ucl.ac.
uk/).
Although the majority of the O-N and P-N nanocluster

structures are nonsymmetric, a few symmetric and nearly
symmetric cases were found. For olivine nanoclusters,
symmetry is exhibited only by O-1 (C2v) and O-2 (Cs). The

O-3 nanocluster is also close to having a structure with Cs
symmetry that is broken by small distortions. For pyroxene
nanoclusters, P-1, P-2, and P-6 have structures with C2v, C2h,
and Ci point group symmetries, respectively. A more
symmetric C2h version of the P-6 (MgSiO3)6 structure is also
found in a very low energy (Al2O3)6 nanocluster isomer.43

Attempts to optimize our candidate GM (MgSiO3)6 P-6
structure in this higher symmetry spontaneously relaxed to the
more stable Ci structure probably because of the symmetry-
breaking influence of the two cation types. The P-3 and P-4
nanoclusters can also be viewed as having structures in which
energy-lowering distortions have broken a higher C2v symmetry
to form a C1 structure. We note that the P-4 and O-3
nanoclusters were employed in a previous study modeling the
formation and dissociation of H2 on nanosilicate dust
grains.44,45 The P-4 nanocluster was also used in a study of
absorption of water on nanosilicates.65 All other nanocluster
structures are reported herein for the first time.

[SiO4]4− Polymerization. In the olivine Mg2SiO4 composi-
tion, two Mg2+ cations formally balance the charge of each
[SiO4]4− anion. Indeed, the structure of bulk crystalline
forsterite can be viewed as an interacting ordered array of such
discrete ionic species. However, if [SiO4]4− tetrahedra begin to
segregate and share oxygen atoms (i.e., [SiO3−O−SiO3]6−),
then this in turn frees up O2− ions that then can coordinate
with Mg2+ cations to promote MgO-rich regions (i.e., MgO
segregation). Generally, a low degree of Si−O−Si
polymerization implies less segregation and vice versa. In
bulk systems with the Mg2SiO4 composition, such segregation
appears to be strongly energetically disfavored and the
dimerization of [SiO4]4− tetrahedra is typically observed only
in high pressure phases (e.g., wadsleyite). Consistent with the

Figure 2. Structures of our GM candidate Mg-rich olivine
(Mg2SiO4)N nanoclusters (O-N) for N = 1−10. For each size, we
show the bonding connectivity of all atoms (left) and that of only the
bonded Si−O skeleton (right). Atom key: Si, yellow; O, red; and Mg,
blue.
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structure of low-energy bulk Mg2SiO4 crystalline phases under
ambient conditions, our candidate GM olivine nanocluster
structures have a much lower degree of polymerization than do
previously reported nanoclusters.40,41 With increasing system
size, the most energetically stable nanoclusters should
approach their respective bulk limit in terms of properties
and structure. The size-dependent evolution of oxide nano-
cluster properties toward the bulk is very system-specific and is
typically highly nonmonotonic at small system sizes.46

However, on average we expect that the degree of polymer-
ization (i.e., number and size of polymers) in our olivine
nanoclusters should diminish with increasing size. The smallest
olivine nanoclusters, O-2 and O-3, are found to be fully
polymerized and exhibit segregated structures containing a
[Si2O7]

6− dimer and a [Si3O10]
8− trimer for O-3. For O-4, half

of the four [SiO4]
4− tetrahedra are dimerized, with the other

two being isolated. O-5 and O-6 both contain no polymers and
are fully mixed systems with all [SiO4]4− tetrahedra isolated.
Surprisingly, a small degree of polymerization appears again for
O-7 whereby two of the [SiO4]4− tetrahedra (<30%) are
dimerized. Our best GM candidate for O-8 also exhibits a
single dimer, but in this case, two [SiO4]4− units share two
oxygen atoms to form a Si2O2 ring. Such strained “two-rings”
are not typically found in stable bulk silicates but are known to
be high-energy local reconstructions on the surfaces of
amorphous pure silica.47 Two-rings are, however, commonly
found in small low energy nanoclusters of pure silica.20 In the
case of O-8, the Si2O2 two-ring resides on the surface of the
nanocluster, but it is not clear why this particular structure is
more stable than many others in our searches that do not

display such a ring. The O-9 nanocluster possesses a single
oxygen-bridged dimer, meaning that ∼22% of the [SiO4]4−

tetrahedra are polymerized. The O-10 structure possesses two
such dimers with six isolated [SiO4]4− units. Although the
trends in the number and length of polymers in our
(Mg2SiO4)N GM candidates are not simply monotonically
decreasing with increasing N, we note that (i) the highest
degree of polymerization (i.e., 100%) is found for O-2 and O-
3, (ii) polymerization is mainly limited to dimerization, with
only one instance of a trimer polymer in O-3, and (iii) the
number of nonpolymerized isolated [SiO4]4− units tends to
increase with size (e.g., 0−2 for O-1−O-4 and 5−7 for O-5−
O-10).
Because of the higher Si/O ratio in pyroxene (1:3) relative

to that in olivine (1:4), a correspondingly higher degree of
polymerization (i.e., oxygen sharing) in pyroxene is necessary
to maintain the four-coordination of the [SiO4]4− units. In the
bulk crystalline MgSiO3 enstatite phase, this is achieved
through the formation of linear polymers chains in which every
[SiO4]4− tetrahedral unit participates in two single-oxygen
bridges with two other units. Similarly, in finite (MgSiO3)N
nanoclusters a relatively higher degree of polymerization is
necessary relative to olivine nanoclusters. In our candidate GM
pyroxene nanoclusters, polymerization occurs via the for-
mation of closed rings and/or branched networks. For the very
small P-2 and P-3 nanoclusters, the polymerization needed to
ensure four-coordination of the [SiO4]4− units results in the
formation of two-rings and/or triply shared oxygen centers.
Nanoclusters P-4 and P-5 have more extended branched
polymeric networks which exhibit a single (SiO)3 three-ring. P-
6 can be seen as a simple structural extension of P-5, which
results in a symmetric nanocluster structure with two
nonlinked three-rings. Similarly, P-7 can be viewed as an
extension of P-6 in which the symmetry is lost and the two
distinct three-rings become a dimer and a branched network
containing a three-ring and a two-ring, respectively. Nano-
clusters P-8 and P-10 contain branched networks containing
one three-ring. The P-9 structure is unusual because it contains
three silicate groups, one nonpolymerized isolated [SiO4]4−

tetrahedron, a [Si2O7]−6 dimer, and a six-membered chain
which contains three two-rings. Although all of these pyroxene
nanoclusters are relatively highly polymerized, often with a
single network of [SiO4]4− tetrahedra, there does not appear to
be any simple tendency with respect to the type/degree of
polymerization in nanoclusters over the considered size range.

[SiO4]4− Tetrahedral Distortion. For both the P-N and O-N
nanoclusters, the overall structural distortion of the [SiO4]4−

tetrahedral units, with respect to perfect tetrahedrality,
decreases with increasing N. Specifically, in Figure 4 we
show how the root-mean-square (rms) O−Si−O angle over all
[SiO4]4− units in each nanocluster relative to the symmetric
unstrained angle of 109.47° (i.e., ΔO−Si−O = ⟨abs(θO−Si−O −
109.47)⟩) varies with N, as compared with the bulk values of
enstatite (4.4°) and forsterite (6.5°). Generally, the overall
trend is for ΔO−Si−O values to decrease with increasing N,
indicating a corresponding decrease in internal structural strain
with increasing nanocluster size. However, the two classes of
nanoclusters show differences in their structural evolution with
size. For small nanocluster sizes (N < 4), the pyroxene
nanoclusters have notably more tetrahedral distortion than
olivine nanoclusters. However, for the P-N nanoclusters the
ΔO−Si−O values also rapidly decrease with increasing size, and
for N = 4, the tetrahedral distortion is lower than in the O-4

Figure 3. Structures of our GM candidate Mg-rich pyroxene
(MgSiO3)N nanoclusters (P-N) for N = 1−10. For each size, we
show the bonding connectivity of all atoms (left) and that of only the
bonded Si−O skeleton (right). Atom key: Si, yellow; O, red; and Mg,
blue.
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nanocluster. For sizes N ≥ 4, the tetrahedral distortion in the
P-N nanoclusters appears to stabilize and exhibits an odd−
even oscillation around a value of approximately 8.3°. This
result suggests that pyroxene nanoclusters are structurally still
far away from the bulk crystalline limit. This can be
rationalized by the fact that the inherent spatial confinement
of the finite nanoclusters causes the short polymerized
[SiO4]4− chain to be bent and dendritic, unlike the long linear
chains in the bulk structure. For O-N nanoclusters with N ≥ 4,
the ΔO−Si−O values tend to keep gradually decreasing with
increasing N, and for O-10, they come very close to the bulk
limit. This result is in line with the fact that the larger O-N
clusters exhibit isolated [SiO4]4− units as in the bulk forsterite
structure.
Mg2+ Coordination Number. Silicate polymerization is only

one descriptor of the chemical structure of nanosilicates. By
examining the changes in the number of bonded neighbors to
each Mg2+ cation (i.e., the coordination number, CN)
throughout the O-N and P-N series, we obtain a comple-
mentary perspective on the size-dependent evolution of
nanosilicate structure (Figure 5). Generally, for both P-N

and O-N structures the average CN, ⟨CN⟩, of Mg2+ cations
tends to increase with increasing nanocluster size. For the O-N
nanoclusters, ⟨CN⟩ monotonically increases from 2 (O-1) to 4
(O-6), where it then seems to stabilize for O-7 to O-10 (Figure
5, left). For the P-N nanocluster series, ⟨CN⟩ increases in a
more irregular fashion from 2 (P-1) to 3.88 (P-8), where it
then remains between 3.8 and 3.9 until P-10. We note, in
particular, that the ⟨CN⟩ value for P-5 appears to be rather
high relative to its size, leading to a small peak in the ⟨CN⟩

versus size plot in Figure 5 (right). As we will see below, this
property is likely related to the anomalous high energy stability
of the P-5 nanocluster.
In both sets of nanoclusters, ⟨CN⟩ is still always below the

typical bulk value of 6 as found in both forsterite and enstatite
bulk crystals. This is unsurprising because many of the Mg2+

cations in finite nanoclusters are near the surface and have
correspondingly fewer oxygen neighbors than within an
extended bulk system. Examining individual contributions to
⟨CN⟩, we can see that there is indeed a heterogeneous mix of
CN values for each Mg2+ cation within each nanocluster (gray
disks in Figure 5). For the P-N series, the lower and upper
bounds of the set of exhibited individual CN values {A, B, etc.}
follow a monotonically increasing tendency with increasing
nanocluster size: P-1, {2}; P-2−P-4, {3}; P-5−P-7, {3, 4}; P-
8−P-10, {3, 4, 5}. See Figure 5 (right). Here, a maximum
individual CN value of 5 is achieved, clearly confirming the
nonbulk chemical environment of all Mg2+ cations in all P-N
nanoclusters. For the O-N series, the distribution of CN values
for individual Mg2+ cations in each nanocluster evolves with
size in a more complex fashion. For example, O-4 has a
broader set of CN values (i.e., {2, 3, 4, 5}) than do O-3 and O-
5 (i.e., {3, 4}), with all three nanoclusters having fairly similar
⟨CN⟩ values between 3 and 4. This suggests that O-N
nanoclusters can use multiple low-energy structural arrange-
ments of Mg2+ cations to compensate for the charge of their
[SiO4]4− anions. This apparent structural freedom is further
confirmed by examining the Mg2+ CN distributions and overall
structures for the largest olivine nanoclusters, O-6−O-10. As in
most of the O-N series considered, in these nanoclusters most
of the Mg2+ cations are four-coordinated. For O-6, unlike for
smaller olivine nanoclusters, one finds a centrally located Mg2+

cation which allows it to be the first six-coordinated Mg2+ in
the O-N series. The structures of O-7 and O-8 further exhibit
two Mg2+ cations linked by two oxygen anions, near their
centers. For O-7, both central Mg2+ cations are five-
coordinated, whereas for the larger O-8 structure one of the
central cations is able to attain six-coordination. Although the
emergence of six-coordinate Mg2+ cations in O-6 and O-8
suggests that the larger O-N nanoclusters are becoming more
bulklike, these nanoclusters are still far from having fully
bulklike structures. In O-9 and O-10, for example, we see
structures that maintain a relatively high ⟨CN⟩ by having fewer
three-coordinate Mg2+ cations and more with Mg2+ cations
with five-coordination, but display no six-coordinated centers.

Atomically Partitioned Charges. In mineralogy, the
atomic structure of silicates is often described and classified in
terms of the ordering and polymerization of silicate anionic
species with respect to an arrangement of charge-compensating
Mg cations (see above). Although silicates are generally ionic
insulators, the degree of charge transfer between anions and
cations largely depends on the local environment of the ions in
question. In crystalline bulk silicates, the periodic space group
symmetry dictates that only a limited number of distinct
environments for the ions are possible. However, for our
silicate nanoclusters, often possessing no point group
symmetry, every ion can have a different coordination
environment (Figure 5), thus potentially yielding a different
ionic charge.
In Figure 6, we plot the Hirshfeld partitioned charges48 of

oxygen anions and magnesium cations with respect to
nanocluster size and distance to the center of mass of each
nanocluster for both the O-N and P-N series. We note that

Figure 4. Average tetrahedral distortion of [SiO4]
4− centers

(ΔSi−O−Si) with respect to nanocluster size (N) for both the O-N
(blue) and P-N (red) series. Dashed lines correspond to the bulk
limits of forsterite (blue, 6.5°) and enstatite (red, 4.4°).

Figure 5. Average coordination numbers of Mg2+ cations (i.e., ⟨CN⟩)
in O-N (left) and P-N (right) nanoclusters (blue lines). The size of
the gray disks corresponds to the number of Mg2+ cations with a
particular coordination in a nanocluster of a given size. A 2.3 Å Mg−
O bond cutoff was applied to calculate the coordination values.
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these partitioned charges are significantly smaller in magnitude
than the formal charge states of the constituent ions and do
not reflect any observable quantity. Instead, these partitioned
charges should be viewed as a consistent means by which to
compare the charge distribution in the nanoclusters with
respect to variations in size, structure, and composition.
For the O-N nanocluster series, the average partitioned

positive Mg charge and the average partitioned negative O
charge both decrease in magnitude with increasing nanocluster
size. In the bulk olivinic limit of forsterite, Mg cations occupy
two crystallographically similar but distinct sites. Atomic
charge partitioning reveals these two types of sites to have
very slightly different positive charges. The respective bulk
limiting values (i.e., for forsterite for the O-N series and for
enstatite for the P-N series) are indicated by dashed lines in
Figure 6. A corresponding situation is found for O anions
which are found to possess slightly different negative
partitioned charges. In both cases, the respective average
partitioned charges in the O-N clusters are always higher in
magnitude than that in the bulk but approach the bulk
partitioned charge values with increasing nanocluster size.
In the bulk enstatite crystal, there are two crystallo-

graphically distinct oxygen anions with significantly different
chemical environments: (i) bridging siloxane oxygen centers
(Si−O−Si) and (ii) oxygen centers bonded to a single silicon
cation. The former oxygen center is found to have a lower
partitioned charge (−0.25 e) than the latter (−0.34 e). Both
types of oxygen can be identified in the P-N nanoclusters, and
as in the bulk, the siloxane bridging oxygen anions are
consistently less negative than the remaining oxygen centers on
average. As in the O-N case, the nanocluster-averaged
partitioned charges of these oxygen centers are more negative

than their respective bulk counterparts and become pro-
gressively less negative with increasing N. The nanocluster-
averaged partitioned Mg cationic charges in the P-N series also
follow the general trend found for the O-N nanoclusters,
whereby the charge magnitude decreases with increasing
nanocluster size toward the bulk limits for partitioned Mg
cationic charges in forsterite. We note that unlike the Mg and
O partitioned charges, the average partitioned silicon charge
for all O-N nanoclusters remains unchanged at +0.42 e with a
standard deviation of 0.02 and a bulk value of +0.46 e. For P-N
nanoclusters, the average partitioned Si charge is +0.46 e with a
standard deviation of 0.03, while for enstatite the value is +0.51
e.
In each plot in Figure 6, we color code each individual O

and Mg partitioned charge to indicate its distance from the
center of mass of the respective nanocluster. First, this analysis
shows that the average partitioned charge values for O anions
and Mg cations result from a wide range of charge values
which, in some cases, can be lower in magnitude than the
corresponding bulk charge values. Such an extreme variation
reflects the high structural variety in nanoclusters with respect
to the ordered crystalline bulk phases. Second, we observe a
tendency for partitioned charges to be smaller in magnitude
the closer they are to the center of their respective nanocluster.
In the plots in Figure 6 we can see this by an increasing
blueness (i.e. toward smaller distances) of the data points
closer to the bulk limiting dashed lines. This can be
rationalized by noting that atoms in the interior of a
nanocluster (i.e., nonsurface) have a chemical environment
closer to the bulk, and hence they have correspondingly more
bulklike charge. With increasing size, the proportion of interior
atoms increases; therefore, the average partitioned charge
within a nanocluster for each species comes progressively
closer to the bulk limit.

Relative Energies. We employ the normalized relative
energy, Erel(N) (eq 1) and first-order and second-order energy
differences, Δ1(N) and Δ2(N) (eqs 2 and 3, respectively) to
characterize the relative energetic stability of our O-N and P-N
nanosilicate clusters:

= −E N
E
N

E( ) N
rel bulk (1)

Δ = − −−N E E E( ) N N
1

1 1 (2)

Δ = − +− +N E
E E

( )
2N

N N2 1 1
(3)

Here, EN is the total energy of a nanocluster containing N
stoichiometric units, and Ebulk is the energy per stoichiometric
unit of the respective bulk crystalline structure.
In Figure 7, we plot the normalized relative energies for both

the O-N and P-N nanocluster series. In both cases, Erel(N)
decreases monotonically from N = 1−10 with increasing size.
From a structural point of view olivine nanoclusters seem to be
closer than the pyroxene nanoclusters to the most stable bulk
phase. However, the largest O-10 nanocluster is 3.55 eV higher
in energy per unit than bulk forsterite, whereas for the same
number of units pyroxene is 2.56 eV higher in energy than the
enstatite bulk. To provide a rough estimate of the size at which
the nanosilicates become bulklike, we fit the Erel(N) data with a
third-order polynomial in powers of N−1/3 (ref 49):

= + + −− −E N a N a N a N( )rel 1
1/3

2
2/3

3
1

(4)

Figure 6. Hirshfeld partitioned charges of Mg cations (left) and O
anions (right) in P-N (upper) and O-N (lower) nanoclusters. Dashed
lines correspond to bulk crystalline limiting values (i.e., forsterite for
the O-N series and enstatite for the P-N series), and black data points
and the associated black line follow the corresponding average
partitioned charge values with respect to size N. The colors of other
data points indicate the distance (in angstroms) between the charged
ion and the center of mass of the respective nanocluster according to
the respective legend next to each plot.
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The resulting fitting lines based on the O-N and P-N total
energy data are shown in Figure 7. (All fitting parameters are
provided in Table S2 of the SI.) Considering, generally, that
metastable bulk polymorphs typically lie, at most, within a few
tenths of an eV per unit of the most stable bulk phase, we
assume that nanoclusters would become bulklike when Erel(N)
− Ebulk < δ, where we take δ to be 0.1 eV per atom. For olivine,
this criterion provides us with an approximate size of N = 860
(i.e., 6020 atoms), whereas for pyroxene we obtain a smaller
size of N = 380 (i.e., 1900 atoms). Although these are relatively
crude assessments, it suggests that at least a few thousand
atoms are required for nanosilicates to start to exhibit bulklike
energy stabilities. Interestingly, these estimates also suggest
that pyroxene attains a more bulklike energetic stability at
smaller sizes than olivine.
In Figure 8, we plot the first-order energy difference, Δ1(N),

and the second-order energy difference, Δ2(N), for both the

O-N and P-N nanoclusters with respect to nanocluster size.
The first-order energy difference provides a measure of stability
for a nanocluster with N units with respect to a nanocluster of
N − 1 units and the N = 1 monomer. In this sense, Δ1(N) can
be thought of as a nucleation energy where more negative
values indicate an energetically favored incremental N − 1 →
N size increase and positive values indicate the converse. The
second-order energy difference measures the energy stability of
a nanocluster with N units with respect to nanoclusters with
both N − 1 and N + 1 units. For both measures, the
appearance of pronounced dips for specific values of N
confirms the particularly high relative stability of this
nanocluster size with respect to neighboring nanocluster
sizes. Values of N with high relative stability as shown by
Δ1(N) and Δ2(N) are referred to as magic numbers. Magic
number nanoclusters are found in many systems and are
usually found to have relatively high abundances in the

distribution of nanocluster sizes in cluster beam experiments.50

For olivine, the O-3, O-6, and O-9 sequences of nanoclusters
exhibit pronounced dips for Δ2(N) and, to a lesser extent, for
Δ1(N). These nanoclusters do not appear to have any
common structural features and have no symmetry. Of these
three nanoclusters, O-9 has the lowest values for both
measures and this is the most magic size for the olivine series.
For the pyroxene nanoclusters, although P-7 and P-9 show dips
for Δ1(N) and Δ2(N), the clearest signal of magic number
stability is for P-5, which has very pronounced dips for both
measures. Although the P-5 nanocluster has no symmetry, its
high relative stability may be linked to its relatively high Mg
cation coordination for its size (Figure 5).
We note that Δ1(N) and Δ2(N) are very sensitive measures

of the relative energy stability, and it is thus interesting to
establish whether the stability trends they predict are also valid
at finite temperatures. We note that many dust-containing
astrophysical environments (e.g., the ISM) have rather low
temperatures (≤100 K) and pressures, so the change in our 0
K results will be negligible. However, in circumstellar regions
of evolved stars,6 nanosilicates are thought to start nucleating
at temperatures close to 1000 K. One may also consider the
standard laboratory conditions to be relatively extreme
compared to those of the ISM. In section S3 of the SI, we
calculate the Δ1(N) and Δ2(N) values for our P-N and O-N
nanoclusters based on their finite temperature free energies
under standard terrestrial conditions (298 K and 101 300 Pa)
and circumstellar conditions (1000 K and 0.0005 Pa). From
this analysis, we can see that the general tendencies predicted
by our energetics calculated at 0 K are maintained for all O-N
nanoclusters. For the P-N nanoclusters, we see little difference
under standard conditions, but under circumstellar conditions,
the changes are more significant. In particular, we note that the
P-5 nanocluster loses its magic stability status and P-9 becomes
more magic.

Energies of Formation. The enthalpy of formation of a
bulk magnesium silicate from the binary oxides (MgO rock salt
and SiO2 quartz) (ΔHf

oxides) can be derived from

Δ [ ] = Δ [ ]
− Δ [ ] + Δ [ ]
H H

a H b H

silicate (MgO) (SiO )

( MgO SiO )
a bf

oxides
f 2

f f 2 (5)

where ΔHf[(MgO)a(SiO2)b] is the enthalpy of formation of
the magnesium silicate in question and ΔHf[MgO] and
ΔHf[SiO2] are the enthalpies of formation of the oxides, all
relative to the elements. For forsterite (Mg2SiO4), stoichio-
metric coefficients a = 2 and b = 1 are used, whereas for
enstatite (MgSiO3), one should employ a = b = 1. Using
extrapolated 0 K values from the NIST-JANAF tables of
experimental thermodynamic data51 for the three terms on the
right-hand side of eq 5, we obtain ΔHf

oxides[forsterite] = −0.66
eV and ΔHf

oxides[enstatite] = −0.38 eV. We note that these
values are within 0.01 eV of directly measured values obtained
at 970 K.52 Using the same level of DFT theory as for the
nanoclusters, we find ΔHf

oxides[forsterite] = −0.77 eV and
ΔHf

oxides[enstatite] = −0.42 eV, which are in quite good
agreement with the experimental values, thus confirming the
adequacy of our DFT calculations for silicate energetics. Note
that in these theoretical values the calculated internal energies
are assumed to be a good approximation to the enthalpies (i.e.,
pV contributions are taken to be negligible). Because of the
fact that both of these silicates have distinct stoichiometries, a
direct comparison of these two values is not very informative.

Figure 7. Energy per stoichiometric unit, Erel(N), for the O-N
nanoclusters with respect to forsterite (left) and the P-N nanoclusters
with respect to enstatite (right). Blue data points indicate the
calculated data, and the blue lines show fits to the data following eq 4.

Figure 8. First-order (red line, left vertical axes) and second-order
(blue line, right vertical axes) energy differences for the O-N (left)
and P-N (right) nanoclusters.
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For each silicate family considered, we would like to have a
method for comparing the formation energies with their
respective bulk values which takes into account the finite size
of both the nanosilicate and the oxide components. One way
to do this is to find appropriately sized low-energy nanoclusters
of MgO and SiO2 which, when brought together, form a
system with the same size and stoichiometry as for a particular
silicate nanocluster. Formally, we can describe this energy
difference (per stoichiometric unit) by

Δ [ ] ≈ Δ [ ]

=
[ ] − [ ] + [ ]+

H E

E E E
N

nanosilicate nanosilicate

(Mg Si O ) ( (MgO) (SiO ) )a b a b aN bN

f(reactive)
oxides

f(reactive)
oxides

2 N 2

(6)

where N is the number of stoichiometric units in the silicate
nanocluster and, as in eq 1, we have a = 2 and b = 1 for the
olivine case and a = b = 1 for the pyroxene case. Note that in
this case we compare the internal energies of a combined
system with (a + 2b)N oxygen anions with two smaller systems
containing aN and 2bN oxygen anions, respectively. In this
sense, we refer to these energies as reactive formation energies
(RFEs).
Although nanocluster RFEs can be difficult to obtain

experimentally, they can be easily evaluated using the
calculated energies of our candidate GM nanosilicates and
the corresponding GM nanoclusters for (MgO)N

53,54 and
(SiO2)N.

20 In Figure 9, we plot the RFEs of the P-N and O-N

nanoclusters (blue lines) with respect to the number of units in
each nanocluster. In both cases, the RFE is initially relatively
negative because of the high energy stabilization gained from
the addition of the smallest and least stable monomeric pure
oxide species. With increasing nanocluster size, the internal
energies per unit of nanosilicates and the respective pure oxide
nanoclusters tend to increasingly stabilize toward the
corresponding bulk values. Note that, unlike the simple
normalization used to obtain the energy per unit (Figure 7)
for the nanoclusters, the RFE energies are dependent on the
stabilities of different smaller subclusters for each nanocluster
size and thus show some size-dependent fluctuations.
However, with increasing size these fluctuations will subside
and the RFE values for the P-N series and the O-N nanocluster
series will become progressively closer to the calculated bulk
enthalpies of formation for enstatite and forsterite, respectively
(dashed horizontal lines in Figure 9). Taking the largest O-10
and P-10 nanoclusters, we note that their RFE values are both

still >1.5 eV more negative than the respective bulk ΔHf
oxides

values.
An alternative way to calculate silicate nanocluster formation

energies is with respect to the proportions of pure oxide
nanoclusters which contain the same number of oxygen anions
as in the silicate nanocluster in question. In such a formulation,
silicate nanoclusters are compared with oxide nanoclusters of a
similar size, thus mirroring the calculation of ΔHf

oxides for bulk
silicates. The equation for calculating such a “mixing”
formation energy (MFE) for nanosilicates is given in eq 7.

Δ [ ] ≈ Δ [ ]

=
− [ ] + [ ]

+

‐
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2
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The results of the MFE are shown for both pyroxene and
olivine systems in Figure 10. As for the RFE values, the MFE

equation implies that with increasing size the MFE will
approach the respective enthalpy of formation (per oxygen) of
the corresponding bulk. The MFE compares the energy of any
particular silicate nanocluster with that of a proportional mix of
pure oxide nanoclusters possessing the same number of oxygen
cations. As such, the MFE values are not dominated by the
energy liberated in a reaction of smaller pure oxide
nanoclusters and, unlike the RFE values, do not simply tend
to increase monotonically with increasing silicate nanocluster
size. Instead, starting from the smallest considered nano-
clusters, the MFE values for both pyroxene and olivine
nanoclusters initially decrease with increasing size. For
nanosilicates with more than approximately 18 oxygen cations,
the MFE values in both cases tend to then increase toward
their respective bulk limits. Curiously, although the bulk
enthalpy of formation per oxygen atom (and thus the bulk
MFE) is more negative for forsterite than for enstatite, for the
range of oxygen content considered for the nanosilicates the
MFE values are more negative for pyroxene than for olivine.
This inversion of the MFE values for small sizes has
implications for the relative stabilities of nanosilicates. For
example, if we take two silicate nanoclusters with the same
oxygen content in this inverted MFE regime, we can calculate
the total energies of the following Si/Mg exchange reactions
and compare with the corresponding bulk case (in square
brackets we also include the bulk reaction energy calculated
from data in the JANAF tables51):

+ → + Δ = −E(Mg SiO ) Si (MgSiO ) 2Mg, 0.59 eV2 4 3 3 4

Figure 9. Reactive formation energies (RFEs) for the O-N (left) and
P-N (right) silicate nanoclusters with respect to the number of
stoichiometric units. In each case, the calculated limiting value of the
calculated enthalpy of formation of the respective bulk crystalline
silicate is indicated by a dashed line (i.e., forsterite, left; enstatite,
right).

Figure 10. Mixing formation energies (MFEs) of the O-N (red) and
P-N (blue) silicate nanoclusters with respect to oxygen content. The
dashed lines indicate the calculated bulk enthalpy of formation for
forsterite (red) and enstatite (blue) per oxygen atom.
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+ → + Δ = −E(Mg SiO ) 2Si (MgSiO ) 4Mg, 0.53 eV2 4 6 3 8

+ → +
Δ = + [+ ]E

(Mg SiO ) Si (MgSiO ) 2Mg,

1.11 1.84 eV
2 4 forsterite 3 enstatite

These reactions imply that under nonoxidizing conditions (i.e.,
limited availability of oxygen), it is energetically favorable to
convert olivine nanoclusters to pyroxene nanoclusters via the
replacement of Mg by Si, while the analogous bulk process is
not energetically viable. In astrophysical environments, atomic
Si is often depleted into silicate dust and/or SiO molecules,
tending to reduce its availability for such processes. At low-
enough temperatures, the latter can condense into (SiO)N
nanoclusters55 which tend to segregate into O-rich (i.e., silica-
like) and Si-rich (i.e., silicon-like) subclusters.23 Because Si−Si
bonds are much weaker than Si−O bonds, dust processing in
the ISM (e.g., shocks, sputtering) could potentially then lead to
the release of Si from the Si-rich parts of such nanograins. We
further note that careful estimates of observed Si depletions in
various regions of the ISM have recently been incorporated
into dust evolution models. This modeling leads to predictions
of the sufficient availability of atomic Si for high silicate dust
formation rates, especially in a cold neutral medium.56 Our
mechanism provides one possible route whereby such available
Si could then be (re)depleted onto olivinic nanograins, leading
to the sputtering of Mg to produce pyroxenic species. In
particular, the nanoscale thermodynamic preference for
pyroxene could provide an additional route for the observed
presence of pyroxene dust,57,58 where bulk thermodynamics
would suggest the favored formation of olivine.59

IR Vibrational Spectra. Typical IR spectra from
amorphous astronomical silicates have two broad peaks
centered around 10 μm and 18−20 μm.4,60 The more intense
10 μm peak is associated with Si−O stretching modes, and the
weaker, longer-wavelength peak is linked to O−Si−O bending
modes. Like all silicate grains, nanosilicates will absorb infrared
(IR) radiation, and because of their ultrasmall size, they are
also subject to single-photon heating and thus are likely to
produce well-defined IR emission signatures.60 Under the
assumption that the IR wavelengths at which nanosilicates
absorb/emit are the same as those typically associated with
bulk laboratory silicates, observational spectra can place some
limitations on the potential abundance of nanosilicate species.
Assuming a single-sized population of spherical grains, for
example, the IR emission intensity with respect to wavelength
can thus be estimated for different ultrasmall grain sizes. In this
way, without violating any observational IR emission
constraints, it has been proposed that up to 15% of the silicon
in the diffuse ISM could reside in amorphous nanosilicate
grains having diameters ≤1 nm.9 Such approaches to estimate
the IR spectra of nanosilicates are based on approximate top-
down methods in that they employ simple geometric
representations of grain shapes without atomic detail and
dielectric responses derived from those of bulk silicates. Our
DFT-based calculations allow us to directly and accurately
calculate the oscillatory atomic motions associated with IR-
active vibrational modes in our atomistically detailed silicate
structures. Herein, we use such an approach to calculate the IR
vibrational spectra for our O-N and P-N nanoclusters which all
lie in the ≤1-nm-diameter size regime.
A study comparing various functionals for DFT-based

calculations of the bulk forsterite crystal using a 28-atom
unit cell showed PBE0 to be particularly accurate for capturing

silicate atomic structure (differences with respect to exper-
imental parameters are typically <1%) and also for accurately
reproducing relative experimental IR oscillator strengths.61

Reference 62 also showed that the DFT-calculated vibrational
frequencies of bulk forsterite using PBE0 were consistently
slightly overestimated with respect to experimentally measured
values (by 12.3 cm−1 on average). To compare our DFT-
calculated results more easily with published IR spectra of
silicate dust from astronomical observations, we convert the
frequencies directly obtained from our calculations to wave-
lengths in micrometers and add a small amount of Gaussian
broadening. We note that an average corrective frequency
downshift of 12.3 cm−1 would correspond to small corrective
wavelength upshifts of only ∼0.1 μm for features close to 10
μm and ∼0.3 μm for features close to 20 μm. In Figures 11 and

12, we show the uncorrected DFT-calculated IR spectra for the
O-N and P-N nanoclusters, respectively. In these figures, we
highlight the wavelength range associated with Si−O stretching
modes for the respective bulk crystal (gray area) and the
wavelengths of the corresponding main crystalline bands
within this region (red lines). With respect to the calculated
spectra of the corresponding crystalline bulk systems, in the

Figure 11. Calculated harmonic IR spectra for the O-N nanoclusters
with respect to wavelength (blue line). The gray shaded region spans
the wavelength range corresponding to Si−O stretching modes
calculated for the bulk forsterite crystal (where vertical orange lines
correspond to experimental peak positions of the IR reflection
spectra62). The green shaded regions show the corresponding
wavelength range where Si−O stretching modes can be identified
for each nanocluster (note that O−Si−O bending modes can also be
found in these regions). The overlap of green and gray regions is
indicated by dark-green shading.
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nanoclusters the lower-wavelength peaks corresponding to Si−
O asymmetric stretching tend to cover a broader wavelength
range (green shading in Figures 11 and 12). These regions
tend to be reasonably symmetrically broadened in the O-N
nanoclusters with respect to that for forsterite. For the
pyroxene nanoclusters, however, the region of Si−O stretching
modes starts at a very similar wavelength to that in bulk
enstatite but then extends to much longer wavelengths (often
to >15 μm as compared to the bulk enstatite upper limit of
∼12 μm). Such differences are likely due to the distinct size-
induced atomic structure of the nanoclusters (see above)
relative to the periodic atomic order found in crystalline bulk
systems.
Unlike typical IR spectra from astronomical silicate sources,

the calculated IR spectra of the individual nanoclusters clearly
have a great deal of discernible detail because of the fact that
these small nanoclusters possess a relatively small number of
vibrational degrees of freedom. This molecular-like character is
clearly more evident in the smaller clusters than in the larger
nanosilicates, where individual peaks start to overlap to form
broader features. Even for the larger nanosilicate clusters
considered, however, there are a number of significant distinct
peaks in the 8−12 μm region. It is of note that very few of the

individual nanocluster spectra have significant IR oscillator
strengths at or very close to 10 μm (e.g., O-10). As such, it is
not clear to what extent silicate nanoclusters would contribute
to the observed 10 μm Si−O stretching feature. We also note
that, generally, the well-defined peaks in the Si−O stretching
regions of the nanocluster spectra do not coincide with those
of the corresponding bulk crystal. In those few cases where
there is a match between nanocluster and bulk IR Si−O peaks
(e.g., for O-8 and P-8), this is clearly not due to a structural
correspondence between the two systems and is likely just a
coincidence.
For longer wavelengths, none of the pyroxene clusters

exhibit significant IR peaks beyond 15−17 μm. For the olivine
clusters, some discernible IR peaks can be found at up to 18 to
19 μm. The double-peaked spectra observed for noncrystalline
astronomical silicates are best matched by the spectra for O-N
nanoclusters, especially for N ≥ 6. For this set of nanoclusters,
two main regions of the spectra can be distinguished: (i) a Si−
O stretching region between approximately 8 and 14 μm and
(ii) a longer-wavelength region between 14 and 21 μm. In the
latter region, the more intense peaks tend to be found in the
15−18 μm range and are thus at shorter wavelengths than
usually observed for astronomical silicate dust (i.e., 18−20
μm).
We note that our reported spectra correspond only to the

lowest-energy GM silicate nanoclusters and do not currently
consider contributions from metastable nanosilicate isomers in
the size range considered. A comparison of DFT-derived IR
spectra with spectra from cluster beam experiments indicates
that the contributions from the lowest-energy cluster isomers
often dominate the measured spectra.64 However, in
astrophysical environments, various processing phenomena
could yield distributions of nanoclusters that are not
dominated by thermodynamics and that have contributions
from large ensembles of dust particles with diverse structures.
To begin to see the effect of mixing spectra from nanosilicate
grains with different structures and sizes, in Figure 13 we show

the spectra resulting from equally weighted sums of all O-N
spectra (left) and of all P-N spectra (right). In Figure 13, we
also highlight wavelength regions typical of astronomical
silicate IR spectra with gray areas at 9.7 ± 0.5 μm and at
18−20 μm. Consistent with the above discussion of IR spectra
of individual nanoclusters, in both summed spectra in Figure
13 we find that the 18−20 μm region is relatively weak and
instead we have greater intensity in the 14−18 μm range. In
both spectra we also find two main peaks on either side of 10
μm rather than a single feature peaking at around 10 μm. In

Figure 12. Calculated harmonic IR spectra for P-N nanoclusters with
respect to wavelength (blue line). The gray shaded region spans the
wavelength range corresponding to Si−O stretching modes calculated
for the bulk clinoenstatite crystal (where vertical orange lines
correspond to experimental peak positions of the mass absorption
coefficients63). The green shaded regions show the corresponding
wavelength range where Si−O stretching modes can be identified for
each nanocluster. (Note that O−Si−O bending modes can also be
found in these regions.) The overlap of green and gray regions is
indicated by dark-green shading.

Figure 13. Spectra resulting from equally weighted sums of (i) all
spectra from O-N nanoclusters in Figure 11 (left) and (ii) all spectra
from P-N nanoclusters in Figure 12 (right). Shaded bars indicate
typical wavelength ranges for the two main features assigned to
noncrystalline silicate dust.
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both cases, we also find a sharp feature at around 9.1 μm and a
broader set of less intense peaks spanning a wavelength range
approximately between 10.2 and 12.5 μm.
The clear difference between our calculated IR nanosilicate

spectra and those typically observed and assigned to silicate
dust raises some questions. For example, the poor match
between our calculated IR spectra and those observed in
circumstellar outflows of evolved stars (where the nucleation of
nanosilicates is thought to occur) could provide evidence that
nucleation predominantly occurs on other seed species rather
than on nanosilicates forming directly. Another possibility
could be that nanosilicates in such environments are present
but are very short-lived species (because of growth into larger
grains) and thus their net populations are very small.
Generally, our accurate calculated data for silicate nanoclusters
in the ≤1-nm-diameter size regime show that the assumption
that nanosilicates display IR spectra analogous to those of bulk
silicates is not always valid. As such, much care should be taken
when assessing the astronomical abundances of nanosilicates
based on bulk silicate interpretations of observed IR spectra.9

■ CONCLUSIONS
Through the development of an IP that has been specifically
tuned for describing the structures and energetics of nano-
silicates, we perform extensive global optimization searches to
find new candidate GM isomers for olivine (Mg2SiO4)N and
pyroxene (MgSiO3)N nanoclusters for N = 1−10. Using
quantum chemical DFT calculations, we refine our search
results to obtain more accurate energies, structures, and
properties of our obtained nanosilicates. In particular, we track
the evolution of chemical structure, relative energies, energies
of formation, ionic charge distributions, and IR spectra with
nanocluster size and composition. Whenever possible we
compare these results with those from analogous accurate
calculations on bulk silicate crystals (i.e., enstatite and
forsterite).
Both O-N and P-N nanoclusters tend to have rather irregular

structures with only a few exhibiting symmetric or nearly
symmetric atomic arrangements. Although there is no
indication of crystalline structure, in all cases, some of the
larger O-N nanoclusters have all of their [SiO4]4− units as
nonpolymerized isolated species and also begin to exhibit
occasional six-coordinate Mg2+ cations, as found in the
corresponding bulk forsterite crystal. The sizes and structures
of our reported nanoclusters are also strongly linked to their
ionic charge distributions. We find that the magnitude of the
average atomically partitioned charges of the oxygen anions
and magnesium cations decreases with increasing size of both
O-N and P-N nanoclusters toward their respective bulk values.
However, in line with their rather irregular structures there is a
large scattering of cationic and anionic charges in all
nanoclusters.
Within the set of nanoclusters studied, we find that some

have relatively high energy stabilities with respect to other
nanoclusters of the same composition and similar size (e.g., O-
9 and P-5) and are thus predicted to be magic number clusters
at low temperatures. For larger nanoclusters, extrapolating how
the energy stability per unit of the O-N and P-N series evolves
with increasing size, we roughly estimate that a crossover to
bulklike crystalline stability would require having silicate
nanoparticles with at least ∼2000 atoms (pyroxene) and
∼6000 atoms (olivine). The energies of formation of our
magnesium silicate nanoclusters with respect to the reaction

from constituent subclusters of MgO and SiO2 (i.e., the RFE
values) approach the corresponding bulk crystal energies of
formation from below in a nearly monotonically increasing
fashion. The energies of formation of our silicate nanoclusters
were also calculated with respect to a normalized mixture of
MgO and SiO2 nanoclusters, both with the same oxygen
content as the silicate nanocluster under consideration, (i.e.,
the MFE values). With increasing size the silicate nanocluster
MFE values should converge to the energy of formation values
per oxygen atom of the respective bulk silicate. Unlike for RFE
values, the MFE values pass through a minimum (for
nanoclusters containing 18−20 oxygen anions) before
approaching toward bulk values for larger nanocluster sizes.
For sizes near this minimum, the MFE values for pyroxene
nanoclusters are lower than those for olivine nanoclusters,
which is the inverse of the situation for the bulk energies of
formation per oxygen atom for enstatite and forsterite,
respectively. This unexpected higher stability for small
pyroxene nanoclusters relative to olivine nanoclusters, under
conditions when oxygen availability is limited, has potential
implications for astrophysical dust processing and/or for-
mation (e.g., circumstellar environments, the ISM, and
exoplanetary atmospheres).
Finally, we report the calculated harmonic IR spectra of all

considered silicate nanoclusters. As expected from their small
size, all spectra have a number of discernible peaks. However,
in line with their noncrystalline structures, few of the peaks in
the nanosilicate spectra have wavelengths which match those
of the IR spectra from bulk silicate crystals. For the Si−O
stretching region, the O-N and P-N nanoclusters typically have
IR peaks with both longer and shorter wavelengths than those
found for forsterite and enstatite, respectively. The O−Si−O
bending band of typical IR spectra for astronomical silicates
typically covers an 18−20 μm range. In the P-N nanoclusters,
we find very little intensity for the O−Si−O bending modes.
For the O-N nanoclusters, we find more significant peaks for
these modes but with the highest intensity concentrated over a
15−18 μm interval. A sum of spectra for each respective
nanosilicate family confirms this general picture and also
highlights that the 10 μm Si−O bending feature for our
nanosilicates tends to be split into two components above and
below 10 μm.
Overall, we provide a systematic bottom-up study of the

structure, energetics, and properties of stable Mg-rich nano-
silicates with both olivine and pyroxene stoichiometries. Our
results, based on accurate electronic structure calculations of
atomically detailed nanoclusters, highlight clear differences
between nanosilicates and bulk silicates and how the former
approaches the latter with increasing size. Our analyses thereby
underline the limitations of trying to understand and
rationalize the properties of ultrasmall nanosilicate grains by
using traditional top-down approaches extrapolating from bulk
silicate properties. Overall, we provide a new platform for an
accurate and detailed understanding of nanoscale silicates
which we hope will be of use in both earth and space sciences.
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Conclusions 
1. We developed a new IP (Mg-FFSiOH) tailored to perform GO for Mg-silicate 

stoichiometries. From the scatter plots of the relative energy, as calculated with DFT 
using the PBE0 functional, versus the relative energy, as calculated with Mg-
FFSiOH, we find that there is a reasonable correlation between the two sets of 
energies: r2=0.57 for (MgSiO})J	and r2=0.68 for (Mg$SiO|)¨. The results for this IP 
outperform all commonly used IPs and gives us confidence that our presented 
results are accurate 

2. With the exception of P-1, P-2 and P-6, the rest of the P-N nanoclusters do not 
present symmetry.  

3. As with the P-N nanoclusters, the O-N nanoclusters do not show symmetry with 
the exception of O-1 and O-2. The nanoclusters show some degree of 
polymerization of the silica part, which is contrary to the known bulk phase Fo. 
Overall, the tendency is to decrease the degree of polymerization as the nanocluster 
size increases. Mg$) cations tend to be placed close to the center of the 
nanocluster to increase their coordination.  

4. The atomic charges calculated within the Hirshfeld partition scheme, the average 
O-Si-O angle, and the Mg coordination, all show values larger than bulk ones. The 
importance of each of the structural descriptors in stabilizing the energy is not clear. 
Although in many silicate systems the O-Si-O angle is thought to be one of the most 
important factors to describe the energetic stability of the nanoclusters, the 
presence of four-member rings indicate that other energetic contributions (e.g., Mg 
coordination, Mg coordination shape, surface effects…) that we have not been able 
to identify can play a more important role. The O-N nanoclusters are closer to the 
corresponding bulk value than the P-N nanoclusters 

5. In the P-N series, the first and second order energy differences as defined in the 
paper show that the P-5 cluster is particularly stable, and thus corresponds to a 
magic cluster. For the O-N nanoclusters, there is a series of magic clusters following 
the 3N sizes.  

6. Although the structural parameters seem to suggest that O-N clusters are closer to 
the bulk, in terms of energy the P-N clusters are slightly closer to the bulk limit. This 
is a rather surprising result since (i) Fo is thermodynamically more stable than En 
and (ii) for the same number of formula units, the O-N clusters have more atoms, 
and therefore it would be expected to be closer to the bulk values. If the energy 
comparison is done with respect to oxygen content, we find that the P-N 
nanoclusters have lower energy per oxygen atom than the O-N nanoclusters, as 
opposed to the bulk system.  

7. In terms of IR spectra, although the nanoclusters are amorphous and thus would 
generally be fitted with the broad 10 µm feature, we show that, due to the small 
number of atoms in the clusters, the IR spectrum of each individual nanocluster is 
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composed of a wide distribution of signals with no visual correspondence to those 
typical of astronomical silicates. Adding together the IR spectrum for each 
stoichiometry separately we can highlight the most important features and test 
whether the resulting spectra would appear as a gaussian distribution. Even the 
added spectra of the particles show large deviations from the expected behavior, 
with several strong features appearing. The 10 µm feature is shifted to lower 
wavelengths and a strong wide feature at 11.5 µm appears. On the other hand, we 
don’t find features in the 18 to 20 µm range, but rather at quite smaller wavelengths 
around ~15 µm. Such results point towards the inadequacy of the usage of bulk 
parameters to extrapolate the IR spectra of nanoclusters and highlights the need to 
reevaluate the presence of silicates in the ISM as calculated with IR spectroscopy. 
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Chapter 11: Assessing the viability of silicate nanoclusters as 
carriers of the anomalous microwave emission: A quantum 
mechanical study 

Introduction 

The Microwave radiation (i.e, from 300 MHz to 300GHz) received by radio telescopes 
is composed of two main components: i) a background component, the cosmic microwave 
background (CMB), assigned to echoes of early stages of the universe, and ii) foreground 
components, which can be ascribed to different mechanisms: thermal emission by dust 
grains, synchrotron radiation and free-free emission. However, observations in the late 90s 
showed the existence of a bump in the region between 10 to 60 GHz78,79. Some controversy 
over the existence of such bump followed until its clear detection in the Perseus103 and the 
r-Ophiuchus104 molecular clouds. As the mechanism that caused the emission is not yet 
clear, this feature has been named the Anomalous Microwave Emission (AME). Since then, 
studies trying to localize the AME have shown that such emission is ubiquitous105,106 in the 
ISM. Furthermore, the importance of the AME was highlighted in at least two studies which 
showed that AME accounts for 25 to 45% of the radiation emitted at 23 GHz in the direction 
of the galactic plane107,108. Moreover, the AME has been recently detected in Herbig stars109 
and nearby galaxies110. 

While several hypothesis have been put forward as for which mechanism is 
responsible for the AME111,112, the mechanism that better fits the observations is the 
spinning dust mechanism proposed by Draine and Lazarian113,114. The spinning dust 
mechanism uses classical mechanics to describe the emission and intensity of rotational 
emission from “ultra-small dust particles” -i. e nanoclusters having radii between ~5 Å to 
20 Å- subject to a large number of torques arising from the conditions of the ISM, such as 
plasma-drag or collision with H and He ions. This mechanism is supported by several 
factors. First, spatial correlation of the intensity of the AME with dust emission in the IR links 
these two emissions in some manner105,106. Second, the model predicts that the H column 
density, a trace of dust growth, should be inversely proportional to the intensity of AME, as 
a consequence of the coalescence of nanoclusters in large grains104,115,116. Third, the 
polarization of the AME is consistent with that of dust nanoclusters117. Finally, the studies 
done with the space telescope Planck showed that the maximum intensity of the feature is 
not constant, but rather appears to be displaced towards higher frequencies, which can be 
described by rotation of smaller, faster nanoclusters116. 

Although the spinning dust model fit observations particularly well, two important 
caveats prevent the use of the AME to obtain properties of the environment in which it is 
found. To emit radiation due to rotation, the nanoclusters require to have sufficiently large 
permanent dipole moment, which is required to be larger as the size increases. Second, 
the shape of the particle and the orientation of the dipole moment with respect to the 
principal moments of inertia plays an important role on the intensity of the emission. The 
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spinning dust model can thus work well with almost any particle type provided that the 
combination of abundance-permanent dipole moment allows for large enough emissivity. 

The detection of IR features associated with C-H and C-C stretching and bending 
modes of polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) -i.e, the features at 3.3, 6.2, 7.7, 8.6, 11.2 
µm- brought the confirmation of the presence of molecules with radius as small as 5 Å118,119, 
which could have an abundance of 5 to 10% of the C mass120. Thus, PAHs have been 
regarded as the main ultra-small species and the most likely candidate for the AME 
emission. Other candidates based on carbon-based species are nanodiamonds, as 
proposed by Greaves et al.109 

Instead of the dipole moment, the astrophysics community use the parameter Ÿ, 
defined as Ÿ = è

√Ü
, with F being the dipole moment in Debyes, and Ñ the number of atoms, 

to describe the average dipole moment need by PAH molecules to have the required 
emission. In the work of Draine114, the value of Ÿ was set to 0.4, and such value has been 
implemented in the results of the Planck Collaboration108.  

However, it is still not clear that PAHs are the carriers of the AME. PAHs are mainly 
non-polar molecules as they are mostly constituted by non-polar C-H and C-C bonds. In 
addition, most of the molecules are symmetric. Hence, most of the studied PAHs have very 
small or even no dipole moment. In Table 5 we report the dipole moment of some pure 
PAH molecules and some which contain N in their structure, as well as a list of the dipole 
moment particles of size N should have in order to comply with Ÿ = 0.4. Some arguments 
have been put forward in order to justify the possible large dipole moment in such grains, 
such as the possibility of having radicals, charged states, or N substituted PAHs. As can 
be seen in the table, N substitution allows for large values of dipole moment, but it does 
not seem likely that the combination of abundance and dipole moment of such species 
allows one to explain the entirety of AME emission. An important observational result is also 
contrary to the PAHs as the carriers of the AME. If PAHs were indeed the source of the 
AME, the emission in the IR should be correlated with the AME emission. However, a recent 
study80 has shown that this is not the case, but still found excellent correlation between 
dust IR emissivity and AME emissivity. 

Ÿ  = 0.4  
N Dipole moment Selected Molecules N Dipole moment (b) 

10 1.26 Benzonitrile121 13 4.18 (1.15) 
15 1.54 Ethylbenzene122 18 0.59 (0.14) 
20 1.79 Azulene123 18 0.8 (0.19) 
50 2.82 Fluorene123 23 0.56 (0.02) 
100 4 Coronene123 36 0 (0) 
150 4.5 N-Coronene124 36 5.48 (0.91) 
Table 5. Left: approximate dipole moment of molecules with selected N values assuming Ÿ = 0.4, and right, dipole 

moment of some astronomically relevant PAH with the calculated b values. 
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As PAHs are questioned as being the source of AME, research is going back to 
investigate other dust species as carriers of the AME. The similar dust population between 
carbonaceous and silicate dust has brought forward the possible contribution of silicates 
to the AME. Since there is no experimental measure of the dipole moment of silicate 
nanoclusters, two separate works81,82 have tried to determine the required values of dipole 
moment of silicates nanoclusters in order to account for the entirety of the AME. The two 
studies arrive to similar conclusions: if the fraction of nanosilicates (YSi) is between 0.04 to 
0.14, silicates could account for the entirety of the AME if Ÿ ≈ 0.3 − 0.4 without violating 
any other observational constraint. The presence of the dipole moment is justified by 
random orientation of Si-O bonds. However, such justification does not seem likely, as SiO4 
tetrahedrons are fairly rigid. 

Dipole moments can be readily obtained with ab initio quantum chemical methods 
for any particular structure in its ground state or in other electronic states. Thus, we have 
used the results from the previous GO study to evaluate the dipole moment of our silicate 
nanocluster global minima candidates. While Mg-rich silicates are generally thought to be 
the most abundant silicon bearing species, molecular SiO is detected in large quantities 
and in a wide variety of environments. Moreover, the SiO molecule can condense in cold 
environments, as shown in the literature125, which appears to be the most viable route to 
the formation of silicates in the ISM. Hence, (SiO)N is another potential viable carrier of the 
AME. As GO of the (SiO)N molecule are readily available in the literature66, we also included 
(SiO)N nanoclusters in our study. 

Even if thermodynamic arguments suggest that the most stable structure should be 
the most abundant, the conditions at which silicates form in different astronomical 
conditions could be controlled by kinetic effects rather than thermodynamics. Thus, in 
addition to the size evolution of the dipole moment we evaluate the dipole moment of a 
range of 150 structures up to 1.5 eV higher in energy than the global minima candidate for 
the O-6 and P-6 sizes. This test allows us to both obtain a view of the energetic distribution 
of dipole moments as well as check the robustness of our results in the event that our 
structures are not the global minima or in the case that astrosilicate nanoclusters are 
composed of several high-lying isomers. As astrosilicates could contain Fe$) we evaluate 
the effect of substituting one Mg$) cation for a Fe$) cation in all positions of the P-4 
structure in order to explore the possible variations due to Fe incorporation. Finally, we also 
evaluated the differences in dipole moment caused by the formation of anions (Z=-1) and 
cations (Z=1), which are expected to be in abundance in some astronomical 
environments67. 

Polarization of the AME and IR requires the grains to be non-spherical and some 
authors71,72,126 have tried to obtain plausible axial ratios of the particles based on the 
observed polarization. From our calculations, the ratios of the moments of inertia can be 
evaluated, and assuming ellipsoidal shapes of homogeneous density the ellipsoids semi-
axis can be calculated.  

The moments of inertia, obtained directly from the structure, are also a requirement 
to compute the rotational constants of the nanoclusters, which correspond to the most 
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fundamental value required to evaluate the rotational spectra of molecules/nanoclusters127. 
In this work we provide the rotational constants for all the studied nanoclusters. The 
calculation of the rotational spectra of rigid-rotor diatomic/linear molecules can be 
computed analytically, but for asymmetric top rotors this is not the case. Yet, the spectra 
of asymmetric top rotors can be computed by assuming that the rotational wavefunction 
can be described as a linear combination of symmetric rotor functions128. Free codes are 
available to diagonalize the rotational Hamiltonian. In this work, we used the ASROT code 
from the PROSPE website129 to compute the rigid-rotor energy levels and Einstein 
coefficient of spontaneous emission of our nanoclusters. With the Einstein coefficient of 
spontaneous emission between two states (Lãí), the transition frequencies, and the 
population of each rotational level obtained from Boltzmann statistics, we compute the 
emissivity of our nanoclusters in every wavelength for typical MC conditions, and compare 
this model with existing models based on classical mechanics. As we used the rigid-rotor 
approximation to describe our spectra, in Appendix 4 we provide an estimate of the order 
of magnitude difference due to the inclusion of centrifugal terms. The centrifugal constants 
for the P-1, O-1 and P-2 nanoclusters are determined by anharmonic frequency 
calculations as described in the paper of Barone130, using the Gaussian code131. 

Finally, the vertical ionization potential (IPM) and the vertical electron affinity (EAM) are 
reported. These parameters are required to determine the charge state of the particles and 
can also determine the interaction and temperature -through photoelectron emission- of 
the environment in which the nanoclusters are67. 
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Conclusions 

1. Mg-rich silicate nanoclusters of up to 1 nm in diameter are mainly prolate, with no 
tendency to become spherical with increasing size. The aspect ratio of these 
nanoclusters seems to evolve towards a value of 1.33 as their size increases. 

2. The IP and EA values of Mg-rich silicate nanoclusters differ substantially from values 
calculated from classical electrostatics assuming perfectly spherical clusters. For 
clusters having a radius of 4 Å the agreement between the values calculated by 
quantum and classical methods is reasonably good. 

3. The dipole moments calculated from DFT methods from all considered Mg-rich 
silicate nanoclusters are in line with the required values to account for the entirety 
of the observed AME. Only some nanoclusters with high symmetry have zero dipole 
moment. (SiO)N on the other hand do not appear to have the appropriate dipole 
moments for small sizes, and only the largest segregated (SiO)N nanoclusters could 
play some role in accounting for the AME. 

4. An analysis of large sets of nanoclusters (~180 isomers) of O-6 and P-6 shows that 
the variability in dipole moment with respect to nanocluster structure is large. 
However, only a small fraction (4%) of these nanoclusters have dipole moments that 
are below the value required to contribute to the AME. We also show the lack of 
correlation between dipole moment and energetic stability of these nanoclusters, 
implying that even if the nanoclusters presented in this thesis do not correspond to 
global minima, it is very likely that more stable nanoclusters would also have large 
dipole moments.  

5. A change in the charge state does not always increase the dipole moment, as 
previously assumed. For very dipolar nanoclusters, the added charge tends to 
allocate itself to lower the dipole moment of the neutral nanocluster. Overall, for the 
P-N, O-N and the smallest SiO-N (N<10) nanoclusters, the dipole moment slightly 
lowers, although not enough to change the conclusions reached from neutral 
nanoclusters. For the large SiO-N nanoclusters (N>10), the segregated nature of 
the particle causes the excess electronic charge to be localized in the Si pure region, 
bot for anions and cations. As a consequence, a large dipole moment arises from 
the large difference between the position of the center of mass and the center of 
charge. Ionic SiO-N nanoclusters could therefore contribute to the AME. 

6. Fe incorporation is the main compositional variation that silicate nanoclusters would 
likely possess. Based on calculations on an example nanocluster we obtained a first 
order estimate of the effects of substitution of Mg by Fe. We conclude that Fe does 
not greatly affect the dipole moment of our candidate Mg-rich silicate nanocluster 
structures. 

7. We report the rotational constants of all our nanoclusters. Together with the 
structures provided in Chapter 10, more precise calculations of the rotational 
spectrum can be evaluated. 
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8. We calculate the emissivity of silicate nanoclusters in several astronomical 
environments by using Boltzmann statistics to evaluate the population of each 
rotational level. We find that astrosilicate nanoclusters would require 1% of the Si 
budget in order to account for the entirety of the AME, ten times less than previously 
assumed. 
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Chapter 12: What can infrared spectra tell us about the 
crystallinity of nano-sized interstellar silicate dust grains? 

Introduction 

The presence of dust in the ISM is essential to allow the cooling of interstellar clouds 
through gas-surface reactions and, as a consequence, dust is linked to the chemical 
evolution of interstellar clouds132,133. Thus, understanding the types of dust present in the 
ISM and their efficiency in adsorbing gas-phase molecules and elements is important to 
further refine evolutionary models of interstellar clouds, galaxies and even the universe25. 
Unfortunately, our knowledge of the evolution of dust grains in the ISM is far from complete. 
One of the most critical issues in our understanding of dust in the ISM is the discrepancy 
between injection rates of dust (109 yrs to produce all observed dust) and dust destruction 
rates (108 yrs to destroy all observed dust)19. The ongoing debate as whether these two 
rates can be accurately determined with current knowledge25 highlight the limitations of our 
knowledge of the critical processes in the ISM. 

The IR spectra of astrosilicate dust show differences between the regions where dust 
is produced (e.g. AGB stars), where it is reprocessed (e.g. the different phases of the ISM) 
and where it is finally incorporated (e.g. protoplanetary disks). As described in Chapter 8 
the main evidence for the presence of silicates in astronomical environments is the IR 
signatures of the Si-O stretching (~9.7 µm) and O-Si-O bending modes (~18 µm) in silicate 
tetrahedra. The silicate component expelled from AGB stars is mainly amorphous, but a 
considerable fraction (from ~20 to 60% in Si mass) could be present as crystalline silicates, 
as identified by features at 40 and 60 µm85. However, IR spectra observed from the ISM 
indicate that the structure of the dust is amorphous in nature, with an estimated maximum 
fraction of crystalline dust of 2.4%134. Even though the IR spectra of silicates in the ISM 
clearly points to amorphous dust, the position and width of the two main silicate features 
varies for different sources48, which has been suggested to be related to the growth of dust 
grains or differences in composition. The disappearance of crystalline spectral features 
suggests that processing occurs in the ISM. There is debate as whether this processing 
leads to complete destruction of silicates and regrowth into amorphous grains54 or, instead, 
that amorphization (without destructions) of crystalline grains is fast enough to produce the 
observed IR spectra135. Current models appear to favour a complete destruction and 
regrowth scenario. 

In addition to IR observations, a novel method has been devised to obtain new 
information about astrosilicates. Stars that emit strong radiation in the X-ray region of the 
spectrum can be used to analyse the X-ray absorption spectra of astrosilicates if the original 
star is located behind a significant dust-containing region of the ISM. Using an extensive 
set of experimental X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) spectra as reference, including 
amorphous and crystalline materials from several silicate stoichiometries, the XAFS spectra 
from astronomical observations can be fitted. Preliminary data obtained from the fitting of 
nine X-ray sources by Zeegers et. al. 136 appear to be at odds with the analysis of IR spectra 
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with respect to the fraction of crystalline silicates. This work indicates that the minimum 
fraction of crystalline dust in the ISM is at least 4%, with the largest fraction being 12%. It 
must be taken into account that the fine structure that appears in a XAFS spectrum is a 
result of the atomic neighbourhood of the irradiated atom and is thus very sensitive to short 
range order. It is also possible that the amorphous structures generated either in the ISM 
or in the outflows of AGB stars does not correspond to that of the amorphous samples 
synthesized in the laboratory. Hence, a plausible conclusion may be that X-ray observations 
show that silicates in the ISM, although amorphous at long length scales, possess larger 
degree of local order than expected from amorphous samples synthesized on Earth. It can 
also be argued that crystalline grains of up to tens of nanometres in diameter, while not 
being detectable in the IR, can be detected in XAFS spectra and thus could increase the 
observed crystalline fraction in the ISM. 

Another issue with the determination of the crystalline fraction of the ISM and even 
the amount of astrosilicate NPs present in the ISM comes from the IR data used to fit 
observations. Due to the lack of spectroscopic data on nano-sized crystals, astronomers 
extrapolate IR optical constants of large grains down to the nanocluster regime68. While 
extrapolations have been necessary, the large fraction of surface area to bulk fractions in 
nanometer sized dust grains can cause the extrapolated values to be erroneous. For 
example, the optical constants for large grains will be dominated by a bulk environment 
which is different to a nanoscale object with a large fraction of surface atoms. In Chapter 
10 we have shown that the IR spectra of the GM silicate nanocluster candidates are 
composed of a wide range of individual peaks, some of which are discernible even after 
summation of spectra from nanoclusters of several different sizes. As size increases, the 
spectra of amorphous particles must become identical to that of the corresponding 
micrometer particles. The cross-over size at which the IR spectra of nanoclusters will 
converge towards that of micrometer-sized particles is not known, but it is required in order 
to confirm the validity of the extrapolations used in the literature. Likewise, the shape of the 
IR spectra of crystalline astrosilicate NPs may not be well determined by extrapolation from 
that of the bulk crystalline material. 

Finally, the lack of symmetry of our GM silicate nanoclusters candidates shows that 
the bulk crystalline structure is not stable at the nanoscale. For other systems, the 
dependency of stability on size is rationalized by the competition between bulk and surface 
energy. Several examples of such transitions have been experimentally determined for 
compositions of TiO$137–139, ZnO140,141 and ZrO$142. If a cross-over between amorphous and 
crystalline phases exists at the nanoscale, it may play a fundamental role in understanding 
the growth of silicates in the ISM and around AGB stars, as well as understanding the 
dynamics of the ISM. 

In the following article, we develop different dust models of astrosilicate NPs of an 
Mg-pure olivinic composition (Mg$SiO|)N and explore whether structural differences can 
be appreciated in their IR spectra. The model particles are generated with three different 
methods for sizes of 14, 30, 50, 60, 80, 92, 104 and 116 formula units (N). The methods 
by which such models are generated attempt to mimic the different mechanisms by which 
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astronomical grains could form and grow. For crystalline particles, we follow the Wulff 
construction, while for amorphous materials two methods are employed: i) amorphization 
of crystalline particles by MD simulations which allow one to generate reconstructed grains 
without any memory of the original crystal structure, and ii) aggregation of SiO, Mg and O 
atoms onto a small seed nanocluster, mirroring gas-phase dust grain nucleation at a 
temperature of 1000K using MD simulations. The particles that results from gas-phase 
aggregation are non-spherical, and very structurally inhomogeneous, with some regions 
having a large degree of SiO$ polymerization, and others showing the presence of 
aggregates of pure MgO. Using DFT calculations the structures are refined, and their internal 
energies evaluated. This allows us to more accurately differentiate the three models based 
on energetic stability grounds, as well as structurally. We indicate measures that allow us 
to unequivocally determine the structural differences between the amorphous, nucleated 
and crystalline NPs, and try to relate them to global and local structural order, in an attempt 
to classify different degrees of amorphicity in the NPs. The energetical stability of each of 
these models has been determined and the size of stability cross-over estimated. As the 
most studied observable of interstellar silicate grains is their IR spectra, the main objective 
of this study is to identify whether the three different structural phases can be discerned 
throughout their IR spectra. For the smaller grain models the IR spectra could be calculated 
directly using DFT calculations, whereas for the larger models the use of IPs was mandatory 
due to the increase in computational cost. While we have shown that our newly developed 
Mg-FFSiOH IP can reproduce DFT relative energies better than previously reported IPs, IR 
spectra obtained from using Mg-FFSiOH do not accurately reproduce DFT IR spectra as 
well as the IP used in Walker et al99. For this reason, we evaluated the IR spectra of large 
grains using the former IP rather than Mg-FFSiOH. 

This work is a collaboration with Professor Piero Ugliengo and PhD student Lorenzo 
Zamirri. The author of this thesis wrote the codes to perform the gas-phase aggregation of 
silicate grains, performed the amorphization of the crystalline structures, the RMSD-Si 
analysis, the tetrahedral distortion analysis and the harmonic spectra calculated with IPs. 
The discussion of size dependent amorphous/crystallinity cross-over, as well as the 
astrophysical implications of the calculated amorphous and crystalline IR spectra were also 
mainly written by the author.  
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ABSTRACT: Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is the main technique used to identify
and characterize silicate dust grains in astronomical environments. From IR
spectra, the fraction of crystalline dust particles can be estimated and used to help
understand the processing of dust occurring in different astronomical environ-
ments such as the interstellar medium (ISM) and circumstellar shells. Narrow
spectral lines are assigned to crystalline grains, while broad signals are usually
assumed to originate from amorphous material. Herein, we accurately calculate
the IR spectra and energetic stabilities of several amorphous and crystalline silicate
nanograins with an astronomically common Mg-rich olivinic (Mg2SiO4)
stoichiometry and with sizes ranging from hundreds to thousands of atoms.
First, unlike at larger length scales, crystalline forsterite-like grains at the nanoscale
are found to be energetically metastable with respect to amorphous grains.
However, from our careful analysis, we further show that the IR spectra of such
nanosilicate grains cannot be unambiguously used to identify their structural
nature. In particular, our work indicates that amorphous and crystalline silicate nanograins both exhibit broad IR spectra typical
of noncrystalline grains, raising potential issues for estimates of the fraction of crystalline silicate dust in the ISM.
KEYWORDS: Forsterite nanoparticles, cosmic dust, amorphous silicates, crystalline silicates, density functional theory, force fields,
interstellar medium, vibrational IR spectra

1. INTRODUCTION
Silicates are a fundamental constituent of the solid matter in the
universe and are abundantly and ubiquitously detected as dust
particles in several environments, e.g., dense molecular clouds
(MCs), circumstellar shells (CS) of young and old stars, comets,
and the interstellar medium (ISM).1−5 The lifecycle of silicate
dust is very complex and involves newly generated dust in the CS
of old dying stars, destruction, regeneration, and processing in
the ISM and subsequent incorporation in MCs and proto-
planetary disks.1,2 Silicate dust is affected to a greater or lesser
degree by the astrophysical conditions encountered throughout
its journey. Knowledge of the structure and crystallinity of
silicate dust can thus provide a diagnostic tool to help
understand the physical and chemical conditions in a range of
astronomical environments.
Infrared (IR) spectra provide the primary source of

information regarding the atomistic structure of astronomical
silicate dust grains. Observations where well-defined IR peaks
can be discerned give strong support for the presence of highly
crystalline grains (e.g., in some CSs).6 In such cases, comparison
with laboratory IR spectra from carefully prepared samples can

help deduce the crystal structures and chemical compositions of
the observed dust grain populations. From such studies, it has
been confirmed that crystalline silicate dust is very magnesium-
rich and primarily of either pyroxene (MgSiO3) and/or olivine
(Ol, Mg2SiO4) composition.7,8 IR spectra from the ISM are
dominated by two broad peaks at around 10 and 18 μm that are
attributed to silicate vibrational Si−O bond stretching and O−
Si−O bond bending modes, respectively. Such spectra are
usually interpreted as originating from amorphous silicates.1

This assignment is supported by noting the strong similarity of
such observed IR spectra with those from experimentally
prepared bulk amorphous silicates.9−12 Spectral analyses of
carefully prepared laboratory samples have revealed that the
position and width of these two characteristic IR peaks of dense
glassy amorphous silicates vary, to an extent, with respect to the
chemical composition,1,9 and the degree of thermal anneal-
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ing.9−11 Interestingly, it has also been shown that experiments
irradiating crystalline silicates with high energy ions, thus
mirroring the environment of the ISM, can induce atomic
disorder and porosity.13 Although these irradiated samples
spectroscopically appear to be very similar to dense amorphous
silicates, they likely retain residual pockets of the original crystal
order. By fitting observed IR spectra using various combinations
of laboratory spectra, a number of investigations have attempted
to gain insights into the properties and structure of amorphous
silicate dust from the positions and shapes of the 10 and 18 μm
silicate features.11,14,15 Since the lifecycle of silicate dust involves
different types and degrees of energetic processing, insights into
the evolutionary history of grain populations and how processed
they are can be gained from knowing their crystallinity. By fitting
the observed 10 μm absorption feature using laboratory IR
spectra from both amorphous and crystalline silicate samples, an
upper bound on the fraction of crystalline silicate in the ISM of
2.2% bymass was derived,16,17 consistent with othermore recent
measurements.18 Although such studies clearly point to a strong
lack of crystalline dust grains in the diffuse ISM, we explore the
possibility that observational IR spectra from putative
amorphous grain populations could have contributions from a
population of quasi-crystalline nanosized silicate grains.
In this work, we developed atomistic models of nanoparticles

(NPs) with diameters varying between ∼1.2 and ∼4.6 nm and
with a pure Mg2SiO4 olivinic composition. It has been estimated
that such small NP grains could form up to 10% of the mass of
the silicates in the ISM without violating observational
constraints and, if so, could form the largest population of
ISM silicate dust grains by number.19 Indirect support for the
existence of such a population of nanosilicate grains also comes
from their potential role in explaining the anomalous microwave
emission (AME) in the ISM.20−22 We employ both quantum
mechanical (QM) and classical mechanical (CM) calculations
tomodel our nanograins with varying degrees of crystallinity and
provide a detailed analysis of their structure and relative
energetic stabilities. Our main focus is on how the crystallinity of
such nanograins is reflected in their IR spectra. In order to assess
this, we derive reliable IR spectra directly from accurately
modeling the vibrational modes in our atomistically detailed
silicate NP structures. Through this approach, we explicitly show
that, unlike for larger grains, IR spectra do not provide a clear
measure of crystallinity for nanograins. The possible implica-
tions of our results for estimating the crystallinity of
astronomical silicate dust are discussed.

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
For all QM calculations, we used the CRYSTAL package,23

while for CM calculations we used the GULP24 and LAMMPS25

codes.
2.1. Relative Energies. For all calculations, the relative

energies per Mg2SiO4 formula unit with respect to bulk
crystalline forsterite of our Ol NPs, ΔE*, have been computed
according to eq 1

E
N
E E1 1

4NP bulkΔ * = −
(1)

where ENP is the energy of an Ol NP with N formula units and
Ebulk is the energy corresponding to a unit cell of crystalline
forsterite containing four Mg2SiO4 units.
2.2. QM Calculations. For the QM modeling, we used the

CRYSTAL package, which can perform ab initio density
functional theory (DFT) and Hartree−Fock calculations of

periodic (e.g., crystals, surfaces, polymers) as well as non-
periodic (e.g., molecules, NPs) systems. The wave function is
expressed as a linear superposition of crystalline/molecular
orbitals, which in turn are expanded as linear superpositions of
Gaussian-type functions centered on all atoms, constituting the
basis set. All calculations were performed within the DFT
framework, using the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) func-
tional,26 and a specific basis set consisting of the following
contraction: (8s)-(61sp), (6s)-(6211sp)-(1d), and (6s)-(31sp)-
(1d) for the Mg, Si and O atoms, respectively. In the following,
we will refer to this basis set as “OlBS”. A detailed description of
the OlBS is provided in the Supporting Information (SI).
Default thresholds parameters were adopted for all energy

calculations, geometry optimizations and IR frequency and
intensity calculations. To evaluate the electron density, we used
a pruned (75, 974) grid, consisting of 75 radial points and a
maximum number of 974 angular points. At these points,
Coulomb and exchange integrals were computed. All other
technical details regarding these DFT calculations are reported
in the SI.

2.3. CM Calculations. We used the CM-based GULP code
to perform the preliminary optimizations of bulk cut NPs, to
amorphize the PBE-optimizedNPs throughmolecular dynamics
(MD) simulations, and to simulate IR spectra for all NPs.
Specifically, for some preliminary optimizations, we used the
general Reax force-field (FF),27 while for all other GULP
calculations we used the FF used by Walker et al.,28 which is
based on previously reported FFs developed by Price et al.29 and
Catlow et al.30 All the parameters controlling the numerical
accuracy of the GULP calculations were kept constant to default
values. For geometry optimizations, we used either the standard
Broyden−Fletcher−Goldfarb−Shanno (BFGS) algorithm or,
when necessary, the Rational Function Optimization (RFO)
algorithm.31,32 IR intensities were computed from the Born
effective charge tensor.33 All MD simulations used in the
amorphization of bulk cut NPs were performed at either 1800 or
2400 K within the canonical ensemble (NVT) using a 1 fs time
step and with initial velocities randomly generated at 800 K.
For preparing the nucleated NPs, we used MD-based

simulations using the CM-based LAMMPS code (see
Subsection 3.1.3 below). Here we progressively built NPs by
the addition of monomeric species (SiO, O, and Mg) following
the heteromolecular homogeneous nucleation route proposed
by Goumans and Bromley.34 Each monomeric addition step was
performed within the microcanonical ensemble (NVE) with a
time step of 0.5 fs and using the Berendsen thermostat to
maintain the temperature between 1000 and 800 K, typical for
dust nucleation in CS environments.
We checked the reliability of the PBE/OlBs and Walker FF

methodologies by comparing the simulated structural (lattice
parameters) and spectroscopic IR features of crystalline
forsterite with those from experimental measurements. Figure
1 shows the comparison of IR spectra (the experimental
spectrum from a sample of amorphous Mg2SiO4 olivine material
is also included), while Table S2 shows the structural details in
terms of the forsterite cell parameters. Experimental spectra are
taken from a recent work and reproduced with the authors’
permission.35 Structural data are in excellent agreement with the
experimental ones (errors are within ∼1%, Table S2) for both
CM and QM based methodologies. The simulated spectra are
generally in good agreement with the experimental IR spectrum
for forsterite. In particular, both the QM-based (PBE/OlBS)
and the CM-based (Walker FF) show two distinct Si−O
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stretching peaks between 10 and 12 μm with similar relative
intensities as in the experimental spectrum. Also, both simulated
spectra exhibit a characteristic feature at∼22−23 μm. The PBE/
OlBS spectrum also shows peaks between 16 and 19 μm in
agreement with the experimental spectrum. These peaks are not
so evident in the Walker FF spectrum, indicating that this CM-
based method may find it more difficult to reproduce O−Si−O
bending modes. For the purpose of the present work, we are
predominantly interested in the relative amount of discernible
detail in the IR spectra for our different sets of Ol NPs. As such,
the two methods we employed are clearly able to provide well-
defined IR spectra with narrow characteristic peaks of crystalline
material, and this is sufficient for our purposes.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this Section, we explain the procedures we followed to
generate our different NP models (Subsection 3.1), then we
present and analyze the results from an energetic and structural
point of view (Subsection 3.2), and finally, we show and discuss
the simulated IR spectra of the NPs (Subsection 3.3). Figure 2
schematically summarizes the methods we followed to produce
our atomistic NP models, the calculations performed within this
work, and the methods used to define the initial geometries of
our Ol NPs. Figures 3−6 show the initial and PBE/OlBS-
optimized structures of some selected NPs.
3.1. Generation of NPs. To simulate Ol NPs, we developed

three different sets of NP models, namely bulk cut (BC) or
crystalline, amorphized (A), and nucleated (N) NPs. Hereafter
we label our NPs as “Ny Z” where N represents the number of
formula-units, Z = BC, A, or N (i.e., it indicates the set which the
NP belongs to), and y can be any additional information
necessary to identify the NP in question.
3.1.1. Bulk Cut (BC) Crystalline NPs. BCNPs were generated

following the top-down methodology, starting from the Wulff
construction (i.e., following the shape of a macroscopic, perfect
crystal, Figure 2, panel A, top-right corner) of forsterite. We note
that this method has already been successfully used to model
NPs of binary oxide systems such as titania and ceria.36,37

The main steps we followed in this top-down approach were:

• Using CRYSTAL, we first optimized the crystallographic
structure of the forsterite unit cell using DFT calculations
at a PBE/OlBS level of theory (top-left corner of panel A
of Figure 2).38

• Using the VESTA software,39 we replicated the unit cell
several times and then cut along the crystallographic
directions representing the most energetically stable
surfaces of forsterite crystals,40 as derived from previous
DFT calculations.41 During this phase, the initial choice of
the unit cell origin can play a fundamental role in the final
shape and stability of the resulting NP, thus we also
studied bulk cuts after translating the forsterite unit cell.
NPs generated after this translation have been labeled
with “trasl”. For more details, see the SI.

The NPs generated after this top-down method represent our
initial set (Figure 3). After some a posteriori structural
modifications and preoptimizations using Reax FF, we finally
fully optimized the NPs at a PBE/OlBS level of theory (see
resulting structures in Figure 4). All the details concerning the
top-down procedure, the a posteriori NP modifications and the
Reax FF optimizations are reported in the SI. For the largest BC
NP studied in this work (418 formula-units), as the PBE/OlBS
optimization was very computationally demanding, we only
employed CM-based calculations. For all reported energetic and
structural results concerning this NP, refer to the calculations
using the Walker FF (right-hand side of Figure 2 B). For the
details, please see the SI.

3.1.2. Amorphized (A) NPs. Using the GULP code, PBE/
OlBS-optimized BC NPs were heated using classical MD
simulations at 1800 K with the aim of amorphizing their
structures. For one NP only (30a BC) we also tested a higher
temperature of 2400 K to check for temperature effects on the
final structure and morphology of the NP (see Sections 3.2 and
3.3 for details). For most NPs, after a 10 ps equilibration, we ran
MD simulations for 20 ps of production time. For the largest 418
formula unit NP, a significantly longer 200 ps production time
was found to be necessary to amorphize the NP. Further details
about these MD runs are available in the SI. These amorphized
particles were then optimized at a PBE/OlBS level of theory
using CRYSTAL (see Figure 2, panel B). The final optimized
NP structures are shown in Figure 5.

3.1.3. Nucleated (N) NPs. Since the A NPs were generated by
thermal annealing of BC NPs, it is possible that they can still
retain geometric similarities with the original crystalline
structures. As silicates in the ISM may form by condensation
from the gas-phase under nonequilibrium conditions, amor-
phous silicate grains, however, can be completely unrelated to
bulk crystal structures. Therefore, we also constructedNPs using
a bottom-up procedure through monomeric addition ensuring
no relationship with the forsterite crystal structure and then ran
MD at 1800 K simulations using the LAMMPS code. These N
NPs were then finally optimized at PBE/OlBS level of theory
using CRYSTAL (see resulting NP structures in Figure 6).
It is worth noting that, as a consequence of the way they are

generated, these N NPs often appear to display as a mixture of
MgO, pyroxenes (−Si−O− chains), and pure olivine, although
their stoichiometries are the same as that of pure forsterite. This
differentiation of phases is particularly evident for the smaller
NPs (see, for example, the 30 N NP of Figure 6) where the
structures are quite distinct to that of forsterite (the forsterite
unit cell structure is reported in the top-left corner of Figure 2,
panel A).

Figure 1. Experimental spectra (from ref 35) for crystalline forsterite
(in black) and amorphous Mg2SiO4 olivine (in red) compared with
calculated IR spectra using CRYSTAL at PBE/OlBS level (in blue) and
GULP with the Walker FF (in green). Intensity is in arbitrary units, and
spectra are vertically shifted for ease of comparison.
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3.2. Energetic and Structural Features. 3.2.1. Energetics
and Stability. The relative energetic stability of our PBE/OlBS-
optimized NPs per Mg2SiO4 formula unit with respect to the

forsterite bulk (ΔE*) has been computed according to eq 1.
ΔE* values (in kJ mol−1) for all NPs are reported in Table 1,
together with other structural properties. We have grouped the

Figure 2. A: Graphical representation of the procedures followed to obtain our three types of Ol NPs. i) bulk cut (BC) NPs (top-down methodology,
followed by structural relaxation using the GULP code at Reax FF level), ii) amorphized (A) NPs (MD-based amorphization at high temperatures
using the GULP code with theWalker FF), and iii) nucleated (N)NPs (from gas-phase monomeric addition). Atom color code: Si, yellow; O, red;Mg,
black. B: schematic representation of the methods employed in the work. In rounded rectangles we outline the methods we used to define the initial
geometries of our NPs (panel A). Square rectangles represent FF calculations (GULP), while ellipses represent PBE/OlBS calculations (CRYSTAL).
The scheme on the right-hand side of the straight dot-dashed line refers only to the 418 formula-units NP, for which slight modifications of the NP-
generation procedure were necessary (see Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2) and for which all properties were calculated exclusively with FFs.
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data with respect to the number of formula units N in order to
facilitate a comparison betweenNPmodels of the same size. The
NPs containing 30 formula units are used as a test case to show
the effect of different methods to generate the crystal cuts as well
as different annealing temperatures. 30a BC and 30b BC NPs
correspond to two different crystalline cuts for the 30 formula
unit nontranslated NP (Figures 3 and 4). The 30a A at 1800 K
and 30a A at 2400 K NPs have been amorphized using two MD
runs at 1800 and 2400 K, respectively (Figure 5).
The overall energetic stability is clearly affected by the

different processes involved in the generation of a given NP,
which highlights the importance of carefully generating such
NPs in order to estimate the amorphous vs crystalline stability
crossover size regime. For example, the difference in energy per
formula unit between the 30a BC and 30trasl BC NPs is 23.6 kJ
mol−1 (Table 1). This energy difference is close to that between
forsterite and the energetically metastable wadsleyite Mg2SiO4
crystal polymorph (∼32 kJ mol−1).42 This result highlights the
importance of generating top-down BCNPs from unit cells with
different translated origins. Generally, this can also be seen from
the fact that the lowest lying BC NP structure (highlighted in
bold in Table 1) is neither consistently in the translated (“trasl”)
nor in the nontranslated series. Conversely, different amorph-
ization temperatures (1800 vs 2400 K) do not appear to

significantly affect the final results, at least from an energetic
stability (ΔE*) point of view.
Figure 7 provides the ΔE* values as a function of N−1/3,

following the spherical cluster approximation (SCA) that relates
the energy of a NP with the ratio between its surface and bulk
atoms.43 We note that the SCA is only a first order geometric
approximation that does not take into account the atomic/
electronic degrees of freedom (e.g., surface stress) in realistic
NPs, which roughly correspond to higher order terms.36 We find
that the lowest energy structures of each family of crystalline,
amorphous, and nucleated NPs follow well a simple fitted N−1/3

dependence, with R2 values of 0.982, 0.986, and 0.979,
respectively. Hence, even if some of the NP structures do not
correspond to the lowest energy minima for that family of NPs,
these simple fits can provide a tentative estimate of the size-
dependent energetic trends for each of the NP families.
We first note that the A NPs are the most energetically stable

NPs for all considered sizes. Although A NPs are always more
stable that N and BCNPs, we note that the largest A NPs of 104
and 116 formula units are higher in energy per unit than the
smaller 92 unit A NP. This result clearly indicates that the 104
and 116 unit A NP models are not the most stable amorphous
NPs for their size. As found in other NP systems,36 the BC NP
structures are more energetically unstable relative to the A NPs

Figure 3. Selected structures of the set of initial unrelaxed Ol NPs (see Subsection 3.1.1), i.e., with structures frozen to those of the original forsterite
crystal. Color code: same as Figure 2. Note that the relative NP sizes are not to scale. See Figure S1 for the full set of initial NP structures.
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for the smallest sizes but converge faster to the bulk limit (i.e.,
the fitting line for BC NPs has a steeper slope than that for A
NPs), as expected by the fact that crystalline forsterite is the
most stable bulk phase of the Mg-rich olivine family. This
implies that any process that generates small crystalline NPs will
be generating metastable particles, which will, upon annealing,
evolve toward amorphous structures. Although the exact energy
evolution for each family is not precise due to the use of the SCA
and the fact that not all NPs are the lowest energy for their type
and size, we can extrapolate the fitted lines to roughly estimate
the energetic crossover point between amorphous and
crystalline NPs. Following a previous study,44 we convert the
number of formula units to the radius of an NP assuming a
spherical shape and a volume per Mg2SiO4 unit extracted from
bulk forsterite. With the current available data, the crossover
between A and BC NPs appears to occur at a diameter of ∼12
nm, which is quite far away from the NP sizes explored within
this work. Finally, the NNPs appear to be the most energetically
unfavorable species, typically being∼50 kJ mol−1 less stable than
the BC NPs. It is reasonable to suggest that the large
metastability of N NPs arises from their “glass-like” silicate

disorder and the suboptimal mixing of MgO units into their
structure. There is still an ongoing debate on the formation
mechanisms of silicate dust in the envelopes of asymptotic giant
branch (AGB) stars. Observational evidence seem to show the
preferential formation of amorphous material with respect to
crystalline NPs,45 while thermodynamics based on extended
systems always assume the formation of the most stable bulk
phase, which is crystallineOl.46 The results in this work highlight
the necessity to consider the formation of amorphous Ol NPs as
a possible route for the condensation of silicate species in CS,
probably aiding to bridge the discrepancy between purely
thermodynamic arguments and observational evidence. It must
also be considered that, although on thermodynamics grounds,
the smallest silicate grains should be amorphous, the actual
structure of dust particles of such dimension in CSs and the ISM
will not depend only on the energetics but also on several
processes like accretion from nucleation centers, temperature-
related kinetics effects, high- and low-energy collisional events
involving cosmic rays, and/or other dust particles.1,2,6,47,48

3.2.2. Structural Descriptors and Characterization. The
energetic analysis performed in Subsection 3.2.1 suggests the

Figure 4. Selected structures of the set of optimized PBE/OlBS bulk cut (BC) NPs particles (Subsection 3.1.1), i.e., NPs resulting from energy-
lowering relaxation of the NP structures in Figure 3. Color code: same as Figure 2. Note that the relative NP sizes are not to scale. See Figure S2 for the
full set of BC NPs.
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existence of at least three energetically distinguishable phases of
small Ol NPs: amorphous material with mainly isolated
[SiO4]

4− tetrahedra, crystalline forsterite, and glass-like NPs
with some segregated pockets of MgO and more polymerized
silicate units. From an energetic point of view, these three phases
are represented by our three sets of A, BC, and N NPs,
respectively. Experimental characterization of these phases at
such a small scale would be extremely challenging. Theoretically,
however, with direct access to the detailed atomistic structure,
we can begin to quantitatively analyze the structural differences
among these three NP families.
Silicates are structurally complex inorganic materials due to

the presence of both ionic (Mg−O) and semicovalent (Si−O)
bonds, with the former being weaker than the latter. The
difference in bond energy causes Mg cations to be more mobile,
while the SiO4 anionic units are more rigid but can create
complex polymerized networks with little energetic cost. In
order to structurally characterize our NPs, we first take the
crystalline forsterite phase as a crystalline benchmark, which we

describe in terms of tetrahedral units of SiO4 that are regularly
interspaced by octahedrally coordinatedMg cations. Second, we
assume that the degree of crystallinity of NPs can be described
by two structural measures that we take to be optimal in the Ol
bulk crystal: i) short-range structural order, which is related to
the orientation and distortion of SiO4 tetrahedra and MgO6
octahedra, at their fixed lattice sites, and ii) long-range periodic
order, which is related to the repeated presence of the SiO4 and
MgO6 units along the crystal lattice vectors.

38,40 In this work, we
use the average Mg-coordination number (⟨Mg CN⟩) and the
structural distortion of SiO4 tetrahedra to describe short-range
order, while the root-mean-square-displacement of silicon atoms
(RMSD-Si) is used to describe long-range order. The use of ⟨Mg
CN⟩ as a short-range order descriptor is justified by the fact that
reorientation of silicate tetrahedra and displacement of Mg
cations from their equilibrium geometries will cause changes in
theMg−Odistances and, hence, to the coordination numbers. It
is reasonable to assume that amorphization using mild
temperatures will involve small changes in the orientation

Figure 5. Selected structures of the set of amorphized (A) NPs, after PBE/OlBS optimization (Subsection 3.1.2). Color code: same as Figure 2. Note
that the relative NP sizes are not to scale. See Figure S3 for the full set of A NPs.
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and/or distortion of the different units, especially for the lower
coordinated (i.e., least well bound) atoms at the surface. Surface
relaxation of a NP can thus be seen as a local amorphization
taking place at the outermost layers of the NP, which should be
reflected in the ⟨Mg CN⟩ values and the spatial distribution of
SiO4 structural distortion. However, a higher temperature
amorphization should cause a strong displacement of the
different SiO4 units, with the possibility of inducing polymer-
ization of the silicate skeleton. The displacement of the SiO4
units can be analyzed through the RMSD-Si. Although the
RMSD-Si is a natural way in which to compute the displacement
in the MD amorphized NPs with respect to the corresponding
parent BC NP, the comparison with the nucleated NPs is not
straightforward, as the atomic assignment cannot be unequiv-
ocally matched to an original crystalline structure. We therefore
only provide RMSD-Si values for the A NPs in order to compare
MD amorphized NP structures with the BC NPs.
In Figure 8, we show illustrative examples of crystalline (left),

locally amorphized (center), and globally amorphized (right) Ol
structures. In the left panel, the perfect periodic structure of
crystalline forsterite can be easily recognized, with the oxygen
atoms of the isolated silicate tetrahedra coordinating to the Mg
cations. In the center panel, a mild amorphization has partially
altered the original crystalline structure, but some crystalline
features are evidently retained, while in the right panel, a higher
temperature amorphization results in a structure lacking any
clear remnants of crystallinity. Although the structures in the
right and center panels of Figure 8 both represent amorphous
Ol, both RMSD-Si and ⟨MgCN⟩ structural descriptors can help
us to analyze whether they have some intrinsic structural
features that allow one to distinguish them in our NPs.
In the left panel of Figure 9 we graphically report the RMSD-

Si data for all the PBE/OlBS-optimized NPs (data for the 418
formula unit NPs are omitted for a clearer representation; see
Table 1 for the values). The RMSD-Si values for BC particles are

low even for the smallest considered NP sizes. For A NPs, the
RMSD-Si values are several times larger and spread over a wider
range. These data show that BC NPs preserve a high degree of
periodic crystalline order, while the relatively lower crystallinity
of the A NPs is clear.
Finally, we note that the RMSD-Si value for the 30a A NP

after a 2400 K MD run is almost double that of the
corresponding NP after a 1800 K MD run (3.24 Å versus 6.44
Å, Table 1), with the latter value being the highest among all
PBE/OlBS optimized particles. This indicates that the use of
higher temperatures could produce an even more amorphized
NPs. However, as we will show in the next Section, this large
difference in the RMSD-Si value does not produce significant
differences in the simulated IR spectra.
In the right panel of Figure 9, we graphically show the ⟨Mg

CN⟩ values as a function of the number of formula units N for
our three sets of NPs, plotting the average when we have more
than one NP for a givenN. In this figure, the ⟨Mg CN⟩ values of
the initial NPs (Figure 3) are also incorporated in order to
compare the values with respect to the perfect crystalline
structure for every NP size (see Table 1 for values). From Figure
9, it can be seen that the initial unrelaxed cut NPs have the
largest ⟨Mg CN⟩ values of all considered NPs, corresponding to
the fact that, by construction, they are structurally most like the
bulk crystal. However, even for this family of NPs, the largest
initial cut NP has a ⟨Mg CN⟩ value of 5.28, which is still
significantly different from the bulk crystal limiting value of 6
due to the lower coordination ofMg cations near the NP surface.
From the other three families of NPs, as expected, BC NPs have
⟨Mg CN⟩ values, which are the closest to those of the initial cut
NPs. Here, the largest BC has a lower ⟨Mg CN⟩ value of 5.04
indicating that the initial cut NPs preferentially relax to lower
energy structures with slightly lower crystallinities. The lowering
of ⟨Mg CN⟩ values going from the perfect initial cut NPs to
relaxed BC NP structures points to the fact that even the most

Figure 6. Selected structures of the set of nucleated (N) NPs, after PBE/OlBS optimization (Subsection 3.1.3). Color code: same as Figure 2. Note
that the relative NP sizes are not to scale. See Figure S4 for the full set of N NPs.
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crystalline material at the nanoscale cannot be described as
completely crystalline. Visual inspection of the NPs suggests that
the BCNPs should be considered as being core−shell structures
(i.e., with highly crystalline cores and slightly disordered near
surface shells). For the largest A NP, the ⟨MgCN⟩ value is equal
to 4.74, while for a hypothetical 418 N NPs it can be predicted
from the trends of the existing data to be even smaller (∼4.60).
These lower ⟨Mg CN⟩ values correspond to a higher degree of

local structural disorder and thus even lower crystallinities.
These data strengthen our above analysis concerning the
structural (and energetic) distinguishability of BC, A, and N
NPs.
The ⟨Mg CN⟩ and RMSD-Si values are averages over the

whole structure of a NP and thus do not spatially differentiate
regions of more or less local structural change within a NP.
Changes in both O−Si−O angle and Si−O bond distances are
typical ways in which local structural relaxation can take place.
Although separated in IR spectra, relaxations of these structural
features combine to distort the [SiO4]4− tetrahedra in NPs.
From our discussion above, we should expect that in a relaxed
BC NP the relaxation of [SiO4]4− tetrahedral should be mainly
close to the surface, whereas for an amorphous NP we should
expect all [SiO4]4− tetrahedral to be fairly equally distorted. In
Figure 10, we show two cuts through the relaxed 116 BC NP
(left) and a cut through the 116 A NP (right) showing only the
Si atoms. The degree of local [SiO4]4− tetrahedral disorder (i.e.,
of the surrounding four oxygen atoms, which are not shown) is
related to the color of the Si atom in question. We take the
tetrahedral arrangement of oxygen atoms around the Si atoms in
forsterite as our benchmark for the highest tetrahedrality. We
measure the degree of distortion of each [SiO4]4− center by
taking the RMSD of the atom positions with those of a
rotationally aligned [SiO4]4− center from the forsterite crystal.
In Figure 10, we give the lightest color to Si atoms with
associated [SiO4]4− centers having structures very close to those
in forsterite and progressively darker shading to more distorted
tetrahedrons. For the amorphized 116 formula unit NPs (right,
Figure 10), the darker shading of all Si atoms shows that all
[SiO4]4− centers have significantly distorted structures.
However, for the BC (left, Figure 10), it is clear that significant
tetrahedral distortion only occurs at the surface of the NP (i.e.,
due to surface relaxation).
In summary, from our average measures (i.e., ⟨Mg CN⟩ and

RMSD-Si values) we find that BC NPs preserve a higher degree
of periodic crystallinity than A NPs, while BC, A, and N NPs all
show some degree of local structural distortion, which increases
with the level of amorphization. We note that our BC NP
structures correspond to the most crystalline possible
morphologies for their size (i.e., relaxed crystal cuts), even
though our structural measures show that they do not possess
the full structural order of the perfect, infinite crystal. In
principle, average local structural measures such as our ⟨Mg

Table 1. Summary of Energetic and Structural Data for All
PBE/OlBS-Optimized Olivinic NPsa

NP model n N N−1/3 ΔE*
⟨Mg
CN⟩

RMSD-
Si

14 BC 98 14 0.415 420.1 4.25 1.12
14 A 382.0 4.14 3.95
14 N 474.2 4.04 -
30a BC 210 30 0.322 357.9 4.35 0.95
30b BC 346.4 4.48 1.05
30trasl BC 334.3 4.55 0.90
30a A at 1800 K 331.1 4.37 3.24
30a A at 2400 K 340.5 4.30 6.44
30trasl A 327.0 4.50 3.40
30 N 417.5 4.18 -
50 BC 350 50 0.271 298.7 4.64 0.78
50trasl BC 311.5 4.61 0.98
50 A 282.0 4.56 2.86
50trasl A 280.2 4.64 2.04
50 N 350.7 4.31 -
60 BC 420 60 0.255 304.3 4.53 1.09
60trasl BC 301.0 4.55 0.85
60 A 281.6 4.56 3.32
60trasl A 273.6 4.54 1.70
60 N 350.1 4.43 -
80 BC 560 80 0.232 287.0 4.71 1.04
80trasl BC 294.2 4.68 0.73
80 A 272.4 4.61 3.72
80trasl A 255.4 4.65 2.26
80 N 323.4 4.38 -
92 BC 644 92 0.222 263.3 4.72 0.67
92trasl BC 281.5 4.71 0.77
92 A 264.9 4.58 3.45
92trasl A 246.8 4.65 2.15
92 N 329.3 4.39 -
104 BC 728 104 0.213 267.4 4.78 0.55
104trasl BC 259.9 4.72 0.64
104 A 262.7 4.53 2.94
104trasl A 249.0 4.67 2.18
104 N 318.5 4.45 -
116 BC 812 116 0.205 255.9 4.84 0.83
116trasl BC 272.2 4.71 0.94
116 A 250.6 4.63 3.04
116trasl A 235.5 4.69 2.15
116 N 308.3 4.49 -
418 BCb 2926 418 0.13 82.9 5.04 0.97
418 Ab 86.0 4.74 9.21
an is number of atoms; N the number of Mg2SiO4 formula units.
Relative energies with respect to forsterite bulk (ΔE*, eq 1) are in kJ
mol−1 per formula unit. ⟨Mg CN⟩ values correspond to the overall
average coordination numbers of Mg ions. Root-mean-square-
displacements of the silicon atoms (RMSD-Si) are given in Å. ΔE*
values for the most stable bulk cut and amorphized NP for each N are
highlighted in bold. bData from Walker FF-optimizations only (see
Figure 2, panel B, right-hand side).

Figure 7. Relative energies with respect to forsterite bulk per formula
unit (ΔE*) for the most stable NPs we found for each size, as a function
of the number of formula units (N): the linear correlation fitting
parameters and R2 values are also reported close to each respective line.
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CN⟩ values could be measured and/or observed from X-ray
absorption spectra. Interestingly, preliminary estimates of the
proportion of crystalline dust in the ISM based on such X-ray
observations have placed tentative upper limits, which are
significantly in excess of those derived from IR observations.49

From our spatially resolved maps of tetrahedral distortion of
individual [SiO4]4− centers, we can further confirm that,
although A NPs are distorted fairly homogeneously throughout
their structure, the main contribution to local structural disorder
in BC NPs is through surface relaxation.
3.3. Full IR Spectra. 3.3.1. Simulated Full IR Spectra.

Besides structural identification, it is important to establish
whether our Ol NPs can be characterized by IR spectroscopy, as

this corresponds to the main astronomical observable for silicate
dust grains. Consequently, we employed frequency calculations
to obtain the full IR spectra of all optimized NPs. All IR spectra,
calculated using GULP for the larger NPs and CRYSTAL for the
smaller NPs, as well as the comparisons between the two, are
reported in the SI.
The PBE/OlBs full IR harmonic spectra with CRYSTAL were

simulated only for a few NPs, i.e., all the 14 and 30 formula units
NPs and the 50 BCNP. For all NPs, we also simulated the full IR
spectra with the GULP code at the Walker FF level (Figure 2,
panel B). In all cases, the line shapes of the IR spectral peaks
were obtained from sums of Gaussian functions centered at the
computed IR frequencies with heights adjusted to the

Figure 8. Left: periodic structure of perfectly crystalline forsterite. Center: structure for a noncrystalline olivinic material, preserving a partial long-
range order (Si and Mg atoms are disposes in “column and rows”, but silicate tetrahedra are partially distorted and rotated). Right: structure for a
noncrystalline bulk material with a forsterite stoichiometry with no local and periodic order (highly distorted and partially polymerized SiO4
tetrahedra, with some formation of MgO units). Color code: same as Figure 2.

Figure 9. Left panel: Root-mean-square-displacements of the silicon atoms (RMSD-Si) in Å with respect to the initial cuts of Figure 3 as a function of
the size of the particles, N (data for the 418 formula unit NPs are not shown; see Table 1 for the numerical values). Right panel: Average Mg
coordination numbers, ⟨Mg CN⟩, as a function of the size of the particles (N). See Table 1 for the numerical values. The numerical values correspond
to the largest 418 formula unit NPs. Lines are added as a guide to the eye.

Figure 10.Cuts through 116 NPs showing only Si atoms with the degree of local tetrahedral distortion of the associated [SiO4]
4− centers indicated by

shading (lighter, less distortion; darker, more distortion). Left: two perpendicular cuts through the 116 BC NP. Right: a single cut through the 116 A
NP.
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corresponding absolute IR intensities. The full width at half-
maximum (fwhm) for the Gaussian functions was set equal to 10
cm−1. This choice is justified below (see Subsection 3.3.2). In
Figure 11, A−E panels, we report the full IR spectra for some

selected particles in the 8−26 μm (1250−385 cm−1) region. See
Figures 4−6 for the corresponding structures. The full set of IR
frequencies and intensities for all NPs computed with either
CRYSTAL or GULP are available in the SI. The reliability of the

Figure 11. Simulated IR spectra for some selected NPs: A: Some selected 30 formula unit NPs calculated with DFT (spectra for A and N NPs have
been vertically transposed by 150 and 300 km mol−1, respectively, for the sake of clarity). B: 50 BC NP IR spectrum calculated with DFT.
Contributions from subsets of atoms are also reported (see Subsection 3.3.1). C: 50 BCNP IR spectrum as calculated using DFT and using theWalker
FF. D: All 104NPs IR spectra calculated with theWalker FF. E: 418 unit BC and 418 unit ANPs IR spectra calculated using theWalker FF. The spectra
for experimentally synthesized crystalline forsterite and amorphous olivine are also reported for comparison.35 These experimental spectra have been
reproduced with the authors’ permission.
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IR spectra from both CRYSTAL and GULP calculations is
confirmed through a comparison with experimental data for
both amorphous and crystalline Ol (Figure 1).
Figure 11 panel A reports the IR spectra of a wide selection of

30 formula unit NPs including examples of BC (both translated
and nontranslated), A (amorphized at 1800 and 2400 K), and N
families. At such a small NP size, and using 10 cm−1 as fwhm,
clearly we do not have only two distinct peaks typical of
amorphous silicates.1,2,50,51 Indeed, many individual small
narrow peaks extending over a wide range of wavelengths can
be easily distinguished. However, even though the individual
peaks of the spectra for each NPs differ in their position, the
overall profile of all spectra is quite similar. In particular, the IR
spectral profiles of these NPs are broadly characterized by two
distinct regions, namely, the Si−O stretching between 8 to 12
μm and the O−Si−O bending between 13 to 18 μm. Silicate
NPs at these sizes tend to show sharp spectral features due to the
limited number of atoms, irrespectively of the amorphous/
crystalline nature of the specific NP in question. Calculated IR
spectra of even smaller olivine and pyroxene silicate nanoclusters
have also been reported showing a similar behavior.52 The
comparison of all the spectra in Figure 11 panel A suggests that
small crystalline and amorphous silicate NPs with an olivinic
Mg2SiO4 composition are indistinguishable by IR spectroscopy
irrespective of their origin. Generally, the large number of
distinct peaks can be attributed to the effect of the high surface to
core ratio of these NPs and the subsequent effect that surface
relaxation exerts on the core of the NP. This is well underlined
by Figure 11 panel B, which shows the contribution to the IR
spectrum of the 50 BC NP with respect to different chemical
species (i.e., “surface shell” and “core” silicates and Mg cations).
In the surface shell, SiO4 units contribute to the whole spectrum,
while Mg ions in this region involve modes from λ > 17 μm
(∼590 cm−1). The contributions from bulk SiO4 units are also
present throughout the 8−20 μm (∼1250−500 cm−1) range,
but to a minor extent.
As IR calculations using DFT are computationally expensive

for NPs larger than 50 formula units, the IR spectra of larger NPs
were analyzed by means of CM calculations. The IR spectra of
theseNPs were calculated using theWalker FF, which provides a
reasonable account of the IR peak positions of silicate NPs (see
also Figures S8−S17). Figure 11 panel C shows a comparison
between the IR spectrum of the 50 BC NP as calculated using
the Walker FF and DFT at a PBE/OlBS level. The IR spectrum
from a CM-based FF calculation can only provide an
approximation to the more accurate QM-based DFT-calculated
spectrum; however, the overall FF description of the IR
spectrum appears to still be fairly well captured. In particular,
the spectrum of the 50 formula units NP in both cases comprises
a wide range of features with two main regions: the Si−O
stretching region around 10 μm and the O−Si−O bending
region. While the FF calculation reproduces the 10 μm features
very well, intensity at the O−Si−O region (i.e.,∼13−16 μm) are
less well captured and seems to be shifted toward longer
wavelengths with respect to the DFT-calculated IR spectrum.
This behavior mirrors that shown in the comparison of the
Walker FF calculated spectrum of forsterite with the
corresponding DFT-calculated spectrum and that from experi-
ment (see Figure 1) and is thus perhaps a systematic feature of
IR spectra calculated using the Walker FF. Nevertheless, the
qualitative broad and double-peaked IR spectrum is well
reproduced in both calculations, which in both cases clearly
do not provide evidence for a highly crystalline NP.

Figure 11 panel D shows the full IR spectra for all the 104
formula unit NPs calculated using the Walker FF as illustrative
examples. As for the 50 BC NP in Figure 11 panel B, the
characteristic broad double-peaked silicate profile is reproduced
for all BC, A, and N NPs. In particular, the spectra from the two
BC and the two A NPs are almost identical, with very similar
absolute intensities for the two main peaks. As the sizes are
increased, the O−Si−O bending region appears to be less sharp
and more featureless and becomes more similar to the typical
features observed in the spectra of astrosilicates. This similarity
is even more clear for the spectra of the largest 418 formula unit
NPs, depicted in Figure 11 panel E, shown together with two
experimental IR spectra for crystalline forsterite and amorphous
olivine.35 At this size, which corresponds to a NP diameter of
∼4.6 nm, the BC NP IR spectrum is still dominated by the two
broad silicate peaks and thus, like the A NP, spectroscopically
noncrystalline. As previously discussed, the effects of surface
relaxation are up to at least a size of∼4 nm, clearly large enough
to prevent the appearance of crystalline features in the IR
spectra.
The N NPs show slight changes from the BC and A particles.

The first noticeable change corresponds to the decreases of the
intensities of both peaks. In addition, the O−Si−O peak is
arguably shifted toward lower values. This effect is found in the
spectra of all the N NPs (see Figures S18−S26) and is probably
the result of the formation of silicate polymerization and MgO
segregation. The displacement of the O−Si−O band has
previously been linked to the progressive change of silicate
structure along themineral series olivine−pyroxene−silica.9,10,53
The broadened IR peaks exhibited by our NPs is a direct

consequence of the (partial) loss of local and periodic crystalline
order. For BC NPs, which maintain much of their periodic
crystalline order with respect to amorphous NPs (see Figure 9,
left), the local structural disorder mainly occurs at the surface
(i.e.. surface relaxation) as shown in Figure 10. For BC NPs the
proportion of surface to core atoms could be a useful indicator of
the extent of surface relaxation. We may assume, for example,
that a necessary condition for a NP to exhibit a crystalline-like IR
spectrum would be that it has at least 50% of its atoms to be in
relatively undisturbed crystalline positions. Using the SCA (see
Subsection 3.2.1), we predicted that the energetic stability
crossover size between amorphous and crystalline NPs is ∼12
nm diameter. For this NP size, the SCA provides us with an
estimate of the ratio of surface to core atoms of only 24%. This is
a lower bound, as in real NPs the surface area is typically larger
than that of a sphere, and surface reconstruction of the
outermost atoms can also disrupt subsurface atomic ordering.
Nevertheless, at this crossover size and above, it is highly
probable that olivinic NPs have crystalline cores and that the
reconstructed surface atom proportion is <50%, and thus, we
would more likely expect a crystalline-like IR spectrum.
Conversely, for the largest NPs considered in our study the
SCA predicts a significantly higher lower bound proportion of
surface atoms of 60.5% for the 418 NPs and 79.3% for the 116
formula unit NPs. The high proportion of surface atoms in each
case and the associated surface reconstruction are consistent
with the noncrystalline IR spectra for these NPs. We also note
that atoms in the NP interiors also appear to contribute to peak
broadening. This is evidenced by the absence in the IR spectra
from all NP models of significant features at wavelengths larger
than∼24 μm, usually assigned to modes involvingMg cations in
perfect crystalline silicates.6 As such, even in the NP core, the
positions of Mg and O atoms in the largest considered BC NPs
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cannot be considered as fully mirroring those of crystalline
forsterite.
Overall, the IR spectra of our larger NPs of all types are

dominated by two broad features associated with Si−O
stretching and O−Si−O bending modes. The peak wavelength,
width and strength of these bands are related to the distribution
of Si−O bond lengths and O−Si−O angles in each NP. For very
narrow distributions of these quantities (as in crystalline
forsterite), the associated IR bands will also be very narrow.
For noncrystalline systems, the associated IR peaks will be
related to the properties of the distributions of Si−O bonds and
O−Si−O angles (e.g., broadness, maximum values). Clearly, we
have similar types of 10 and 18 μm bands (i.e., position, width,
and intensity) for both relaxed BC NPs and amorphized NPs,
and we should thus expect that their Si−Obond lengths and O−
Si−O angle distributions are similar. In Figures S27−S32 we
show these distributions for the BC, A, and N 116 formula unit
NPs clearly demonstrating their similarity, thus helping to
underpin the similarity of the resultant IR peaks. We also note
that the width of the Si−O stretching peak in our larger NPs
ranges from 1.7 to 2.0 μm, which is in line with typical ISM 10
μm peak widths.54 Although consistent with observation, our
calculations only deal with a very small selection of NP
structures, sizes, and compositions, and the possible significance
of this match should not be overstated.
As a consequence of the above-mentioned effects, the

simulated NP spectra for all our larger NPs closely resemble
those assumed to arise from amorphous cosmic silicates. Thus,
contrary to the spectroscopic distinguishability of large
crystalline and amorphous dust grains, Mg-rich olivinic
nanograins (at least in the size range considered herein) cannot
be classified as being in an amorphous or crystalline state only
from their IR spectra, despite the fact that they can be explicitly
and measurably shown to be structurally and energetically
distinguishable.
3.3.2. Temperature Effect on Simulated IR Spectra. To

justify the extent of broadening applied to the individual
harmonic frequencies in our computed IR spectra above, we also
computed the IR spectra for the 104 BC and 80 BCNPs (as test
cases) directly from finite temperature MD simulations at
temperatures of 100 and 400 K. As these calculations would be
extremely computationally expensive to perform at a QM level,
we employed the CM-based GULP codes for this analysis. Such

calculations inherently incorporate anharmonic effects and thus
provide a realistic measure of the temperature-induced broad-
ening of spectral features. Details on the theoretical background
to calculate such spectra can be found in the SI. The results for
the 104 BC NP only are shown in Figure 12.
At a temperature of 100 K, the MD-based IR spectra show at

least five discernible peaks in the 10−12 μm Si−O stretching
region and three peaks in the 15−22 μm O−Si−O bending
region. This corresponds well to the respective number of
distinct peaks in each corresponding region of the 10 cm−1

broadened harmonic spectrum (see lower spectra in Figure 12,
left). Conversely, the 400 K MD-derived anharmonic spectrum
has fewer discernible peaks in the Si−O wavelength region and
only a single broad peak with two shoulders in the O−Si−O
bending region. This spectrum better corresponds to a 20 cm−1

broadened harmonic spectrum (see upper spectra in Figure 12,
right).
From these results, we can conclude that when computing the

IR spectra of NPs using the harmonic approximation, the
applied broadening can be tuned to simulate temperature-
induced anharmonic effects. Here, we find that a harmonic IR
spectrum broadened by 10 cm−1 provides a good approximation
to the inherent broadening of an IR spectrum of an NP at ∼100
K. All our harmonic spectra in Figure 11 are broadened by 10
cm−1 and thus roughly correspond to the temperatures that
could be encountered in a number of astrophysical environ-
ments (e.g., CS, protoplanetary disks, exoplanetary atmos-
pheres, and diffuse interstellar clouds). We further note that this
analysis only corresponds to the effect of temperature on the IR
spectrum of a single NP. A more detailed analysis should take
into account large ensembles of NPs with different sizes and
structures, which will also tend to affect the discernible details in
an observed IR spectrum.
We note that the small amount of broadening applied to our

calculated harmonic frequencies results in a corresponding
broadening of the wavelength peaks of ∼0.1 μm. As such, the
applied broadening mainly affects the number of resolved peaks
in a spectrum but does not significantly affect the overall
broadness of features comprising many summed peaks (as
clearly seen in Figure 12). As such, the widths of our calculated
Si−O and O−Si−O features are hardly affected by the choice of
individual peak broadening.

Figure 12. Comparison of the harmonic IR spectra for the 104 BC NP applying two different broadenings (fwhm = 10 cm−1 in black and fwhm = 20
cm−1 in blue), with the MD-based IR spectra (red). The MD simulation temperature is set equal to 100 K (left) and 400 K (right).
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we provide a comprehensive study of the energetic,
structural, and IR spectroscopic properties of crystalline and
noncrystallineMg-rich olivine (Mg2SiO4) NPs possessing 10s to
1000s of atoms (from ∼1 to∼5 nm in diameter). Bulk cut (BC)
crystalline-like NPs were modeled using the top-down Wulff
construction, while two kinds of noncrystalline NPs were
studied: thermally annealed (amorphized, A) NPs based on the
Wulff constructed cuts and nucleated (N) particles grown by
monomeric addition. While the A and BC NPs share some
structural features similar to bulk crystalline forsterite (e.g.,
isolated SiO4 units), the N NPs show the presence of pyroxene-
like chains and smallMgO regions and thus can be seen as partial
solid mixtures. In terms of energetics, BC NPs are metastable
with respect to A NPs, while N NPs are higher in energy than
both other NP types. In the bulk phase, however, crystalline
forsterite is the most energetically stable phase. From the size-
dependent energetic trends of the A and BC NPs, we tentatively
estimate that the energetic stability crossover size between these
two NP families will occur for a NP size of ∼12 nm diameter.
We have analyzed the structures of our NPs in detail in order

to evaluate the effects of amorphization by comparing three
measures of crystallinity to assess local and periodic order. The
displacements of silicon atoms were used to characterize the
periodic order and demonstrated that the A NPs are easily
structurally differentiated as more disordered with respect to the
crystalline BC NPs. From the analysis of the “average Mg
coordination number” ⟨Mg CN⟩, our local order descriptor, we
show that the BCNPs have lower than bulk values due to surface
effects, which cause a lowering of the Mg coordination.
However, the A and N NPs show even lower ⟨Mg CN⟩ values
due to their more disordered structures. By examining the
spatially resolved local structural distortion of tetrahedral SiO4
units in BC and A NPs we also confirm that i) A NPs show a
homogeneous distribution of disorder throughout the whole NP
and that ii) BC NPs show only significant local structural
distortion at their surfaces. Due to the large surface to core atom
proportions (>50%) in the considered NPs, the effect of surface
relaxation on the IR spectra of BC NPs is found to be relatively
large.
The IR spectra of the smallest NPs are composed of a large

collection of distinct signals. As the NP size increases, the IR
spectra of all NP families show broader peaks in the
characteristic ∼10 and ∼18 μm regions, in accordance with
typical astronomical silicate IR spectra. Surprisingly, both
thermally annealed structurally amorphous NPs and NPs
relaxed from bulk crystalline cuts (with only significant disorder
at their surfaces) show similar double-peaked broad spectra.
Indeed, from the calculated IR spectra, our larger BC and ANPs
would be clearly judged as spectroscopically amorphous. This
result implies that it would be very difficult to accurately
estimate the degree of crystallinity of nanosilicate grains in the
∼1−5 nm diameter regime using IR spectroscopy alone. In
contrast, the IR spectra from nucleated NPs arising from gas
phase monomeric addition show some features that make them
distinguishable from the A and BC NPs.
There are several astronomical implications to our results.

First, the higher energetic stability of amorphous NPs with
respect to their crystalline counterparts highlight the necessity to
include such considerations in theoretical studies of the
formation of silicates in different environments. Here, however,
further work is necessary to provide a more accurate estimate of

the crossover NP size for the amorphous to crystalline transition.
Second, the IR spectra of maximally crystalline nanograins (i.e.,
BC NPs) having diameters of ∼4.5 nm cannot be distinguished
from the corresponding spectra of amorphous nanograins (i.e., A
NPs). This surprising result may cast some doubts on the
currently established upper limits of the fraction of crystalline
silicate dust in the ISM based on observed IR spectra. If a large
population of crystalline nanograins exists in the ISM, a
traditional analysis would lead to their observed IR spectra
being interpreted as showing the presence of amorphous grains.
Generally, the existence of many highly crystalline nanograins
could be hidden in IR spectra that are usually taken to indicate
only amorphous silicates. Although further studies are needed to
evaluate the size regime where the IR spectra of crystalline and
amorphous NPs eventually becomes distinguishable, our results
may also provide support for preliminary results from X-ray
absorption observations,49,55 which indicate a relatively large
fraction of crystalline silicate dust in the ISM as compared to
estimates based on analyses of IR spectra.16
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Conclusions 

1. Several olivinic (Mg2SiO4)N NP models have been generated in order to compare 
different possible structures that olivine dust grains may have in astronomical 
environments. These models correspond to crystalline cuts using the Wulff 
construction, amorphized NPs generated from simulated annealing using the crystal 
particles as initial seeds, and gas-phase aggregated (nucleated) NPs. 

2. The calculated energetic stability of our Mg-silicate model NPs show that crystalline 
structures are metastable with respect to amorphous NPs, as generated by 
simulated annealing. The energetic stability of amorphous NPs has been computed 
by DFT methods for particles with sizes of up to 2.5 nm in diameter (almost 1000 
atoms). Extrapolation of the energetic curves using the spherical cluster 
approximation suggest that the cross-over from amorphous to crystalline grains 
could occur at a size of ~12 nm in diameter. The nucleated NPs are generally >50 
kJ/mol per formula unit less energetically stable than the amorphous NPs. 

3. We confirm that the three different NP models are structurally differentiable by 
providing two measures of order: the <Si-RMSD> and the <Mg-CN>. From the 
average Mg coordination value, we find that a larger amorphicity implies lower 
coordination <Mg-CN>: nucleated NPs have the lowest <Mg-CN> values of the 
set, while crystalline NPs have the largest values, with the annealed NPs having 
values which lay in between. The crystalline NPs do not show the bulk value of <Mg-
CN>, likely because the fraction of surface atoms is still too large. 

4. Using DFT calculations, we computed the IR spectra for the three types of model 
NPs for a size of 30 units, showing, in all cases, numerous distinguishable features. 
As such these IR spectra are similar to those of the nanoclusters possessing 1 to 
10 units. No structural differentiation seems feasible by IR spectra alone for such 
sized species. 

5. We show that MD IR spectra as calculated with the Walker IP is able to accurately 
reproduce the DFT IR features of the Si-O bonding region for a 50-unit olivinic NP. 
The features at longer wavelengths, corresponding to the O-Si-O bending and the 
Mg-O stretching are much more compressed than those from the DFT calculations, 
and thus precise characteristic features cannot be extracted. In the comparison 
between experimental IR spectra and DFT-based and/or IP-based IR spectra, both 
computed methods show similar results. We conclude that the crystalline spectral 
features should be well reproduced by the Walker FF, allowing us to differentiate 
between crystalline and non-crystalline IR spectra for all NP sizes. 

6. We model the IR spectra of nanoclusters up to a size of ~5nm in diameter using the 
Walker FF. As the system size increases, the IR peaks start to resemble those of 
amorphous astrosilicate peaks, (i.e. composed of two main regions: the 9.7 mm 
feature and the 18 mm feature). Nucleated particles seem to show the 18 mm 
feature displaced to lower wavelengths, but further analysis is needed. 
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7. The IR spectra of crystalline and amorphous NPs for the larger size range 
considered are extremely similar and both resemble a typical amorphous 
astrosilicate spectrum. We rationalize this finding by virtue of the large proportion of 
surface atoms that these NPs have, (e.g. largest grain considered has 60.5% of its 
atoms on the surface) 
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Chapter 13: Conclusions on Astronomical silicates and Outlook 

The work performed in this thesis provides a solid basis for extending our knowledge 
on the importance of silicate nanoclusters and NPs in the universe.  

The first major result of the thesis is the complete characterization of olivinic and 
pyroxenic Mg-pure stoichiometric nanoclusters by tailoring an IP for GO searches. Analysis 
of the energetics showed that some nanoclusters can be regarded as magic, and thus they 
should be targeted as candidates for detection. The structure of the nanoclusters is far from 
their corresponding bulk crystal structure, and thus they should be regarded as amorphous. 
However, the IR spectrum of the clusters is far from what is considered the standard 
amorphous IR spectrum. As nanoclusters only contain up to hundreds of atoms, the 
number of oscillators is small enough so that no gaussian distribution can be generated. 
The spectrum of the nanoclusters is composed of single signals with varying degrees of 
oscillator strengths. Hence, we cast doubt on the use of the standard amorphous spectrum 
to identify the presence of astrosilicate nanoclusters. 

The second major result from this thesis is the theoretical confirmation that silicate 
nanoclusters have large enough dipole moments to contribute to the AME. We find that 
with only 1% of the silicate mass in nanoclusters, the entirety of the AME can be explained. 

Finally, the energetic stability of crystalline structures with respect to amorphous ones 
is studied and reveals that crystalline NPs could be more stable in the region of 12nm. The 
IR spectrum of small NPs (up to 4nm) show that it is not possible to distinguish crystalline 
NPs from amorphous ones. We attribute the lack of crystalline signals to the large 
proportion of surface atoms, close to 60%.  

The characterization of olivinic and pyroxenic nanocluster structure, energetic 
stability, IR spectra and MW spectra allows for several future research pathways to be 
followed which could involve computational and astrophysical modelling, astronomical 
observation and laboratory studies. A clear follow-up study involving the nanocluster 
structures, energies and harmonic frequencies derived in this thesis is related to the growth 
of nanoclusters under a range of astrophysically relevant conditions. In AGB stars, kinetic 
models have determined the condensation zone of silicate monomers and dimers93 and 
assumed grain growth by condensation following the equation formulated by Jacobson143. 
Such models could be easily extended to include our new nanoclusters, which may provide 
faster rates than previously considered, as well as provide insight into whether the magic 
clusters identified in this work are indeed more abundant than other sizes in stellar wind 
conditions. Incorporation of non-stoichiometric species into kinetic models would also allow 
a better estimate on the pyroxene/olivine ratios under different conditions. The mechanisms 
and growth rate of silicates under ISM conditions could also be improved thanks to our 
models. The current view on grain growth in the ISM involves the adsorption of atoms on 
the grain surface and diffusion on the grain until reaching an active site91. Several 
parameters are needed for such calculations, such as binding energies and active site 
densities for each of the possible incoming species (Si, O, Mg and Fe). Growth of 
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nanoclusters by deposition of elements can be studied by trajectory studies which can 
provide more accurate measures of grain growth under the extremely cold conditions of 
the ISM. 

In terms of IR spectroscopy, it is required to analyze the quantity of nanoclusters 
needed in order for their individual signals to appear in IR spectroscopy. As for NPs larger 
than 4 nm, we have shown the crystalline/amorphous indistinguishability of isolated NPs 
with respect to IR spectroscopy. In light of this finding, current estimates of the crystalline 
fraction of silicate dust in the ISM may require revision. In this context, it is important to 
evaluate the overall IR spectra of a multiphasic dust population with different fractions of 
crystalline components to identify the maximum degree of crystallinity that could be hidden 
in amorphous grains. In relation to the crystalline/amorphous fraction, annealing MD 
simulations could help understand the diffusion processes which cause the formation of 
crystalline material. In turn, such simulations could also help in determining the required 
timespan to obtain certain degrees of crystallization, which could be confirmed against 
observable evidence.  

With respect to the AME, silicate nanoclusters possess very large dipole moments 
even in their neutral state, largely thanks to their ionic nature. Hence, it is clear that as long 
as silicate nanoclusters are present in the ISM, they are likely to be an important source of 
the AME. A reasonable next step is to confirm or discard the presence of such nanoclusters 
through microwave observations by: (I) providing more accurate predictions of spectral lines 
for the smallest silicate nanoclusters and (II) performing observations in the ranges where 
we have found such silicates nanoclusters to emit. The smallest monomeric and dimeric 
silicate nanoclusters have large numbers of MW features appearing in a range between 10 
to 150 GHz, and up to even larger frequencies if the rotational temperature is larger than 
20 K. MW observations can reach resolutions in the range of kHz to few MHz144. We note 
that most of the MW spectra presented in this thesis are calculated under the rigid rotor 
approximation, thus having errors in the range of MHz or even some GHz for the largest 
frequencies and highest J-levels. The data provided for P-1 includes centrifugal distortion 
coefficients which allow more precise calculations of MW spectral lines, but the effect of 
vibrations have not been taken into account. More explicitly, the rotational constants in the 
vibrational ground state (B±O) should be provided, which can be calculated as: 

B±O = B3O + ΔBP◊2O + ΔB3QO 						(46) 

Where ΔBP◊2O  is the vibrational correction and ΔB3QO  is the electronic correction, which 
is usually neglected127. Once the vibrational contribution is taken into account, the predicted 
MW spectra can be used to search for identifiable lines in astronomical environments. 
Another related study would be to estimate of the population of rotational levels under non-
equilibrium conditions. Collisions with ions, H atoms and H$ molecules are a major source 
of energy transfer in MC and DC environments. Understanding attachment of H/H$ on the 
grain surface and the rotational energy distribution after interaction would allow one to 
better characterize the rotational levels in such environments. Again, trajectory studies 
would shed light on such processes. 
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Chapter 14: Thesis conclusions 

While the most applied results of the research presented in his thesis have been 
described in the corresponding subchapters and the overall advances in the field in 
chapters at the end of each part, some general considerations that applies to both studies 
can be drawn. 

First of all, we emphasize the importance that computational methodologies can have 
in advancing fields of study where nanoscale objects are of primary importance. We have 
shown that bottom-up methodologies can offer new insights of nanometer sized species 
which cannot be easily measured by experimental set-ups. 

Another valuable point of the present thesis is the importance of IPs as pre-optimizers 
as well as to explore the PES of a chemical system, allowing to fasten more accurate 
calculations and allowing to extract reliable properties afterwards with ab initio 
methodologies. However, the use of IPs comes with the necessity of assessing whether a 
particular IP is capable to mimic the structure and relative energy of high accuracy methods.  

Finally, we have shown the importance of amorphous structures for both TiO$ and 
astronomical silicates. In this regard, it must be noted the large difference in size at which 
crystalline structures become the most thermodynamically favored structure: for TiO$the 
size cross-over happens at ~2.5 nm in diameter, while for Mg$SiO|	 the cross-over is 
estimated to happen at ~12 nm in diameter. The differences which make silicates become 
crystalline at much larger sizes should be analyzed in the future. 
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Appendix 

1. Parameters of most important Interatomic Potentials used in this work. 

Table A1:  Parameters of the TiO$ IPs used in both Chapters 5 and 6. Units of the 
parameters are: Lãí in eV,Ø± in Å and ã̋í  in eV·Å6 
 

 MA NanoTiO 

Charge   
Ti 2.196 2.4 
O -1.098 -1.2 

 Lãí  Ø± ã̋í  Lãí  Ø± ã̋í  
Ti- Ti 31120.2 0.154 5.25 69000.0 0.210 500 
Ti-O 16957.53 0.194 12.59 22054.2 0.185 5.05 
O-O 11782.76 0.234 30.22 3328.5 0.297 16.48 

 
Table A2: Parameters of the Mg silicate IPs used in Chapters 10 and 12. Units of the 
parameters are: Lãí in  eV,Ø± in Å and ã̋í  in eV·Å6 
 
 

 Walker MgFFSiOH 

Charge   
Si 4.0 2.7226 
O core 0.848190 1.91981 
O shell -2.848190 -3.28111 
Mg 2.0 1.3613 

 Lãí  Ø± ã̋í  Lãí  Ø± ã̋í  
Si- O 1283.90734 0.32052 10.66158 8166.2632 0.193884 0.0 
Mg-O 1428.5 0.29453 0.29453 3100 0.247732 35.0 
O-O 22764.0 0.149 27.88 15039.909 0.227708 0.0 

 Core-shell spring constant 
 74.92038 256.71027 

 Three body*   
 R± Ú  
O-Si-O 109.47 2.097  

*: The three-body potential is modeled with harmonic function using: 

Å =
1
2Ú
(R − R±)$ 

With R being the angle between the three atoms. 
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2. Comparison of the AME model from Chapter 11 with respect to currently used 
models. 
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Appendix A: Rotational emission for a PAH:

comparison with other models

Using the equations described in the Sect. 2, in this appendix
we compare the results of our model with those from the works
of Ali-Haïmoud et al. (2009) and Draine & Lazarian (1998).
The parameters of each environment can be found in Draine &
Lazarian (1998), where we have used the dust grain tempera-
ture as the rotational temperature of our grains. The number
of grains for our particle containing NC = 20 atoms is extracted
from the FORTRAN code in Weingartner & Draine (2001b)
using a radius of ⇡3.5. Dust particles of this size are likely
to be the most important contributors to the AME, although
larger particles also contribute to the emission. Figure A.1
shows a comparison of the results between our model and the
results from Draine & Lazarian (1998) and Ali-Haïmoud et al.
(2009). In CNM conditions, where the densities are extremely
low and there is a large discrepancy between dust and gas
temperature (Td = 20 K, Tg = 100 K) we find a large dis-
crepancy between published models and our model. Here our

calculated emissivities are larger than expected and can not
be reconciled by lowering the rotational temperature. For the
MC environment, our result is 1.4 times larger than other pub-
lished models. Surprisingly, for DC our model provides lower
emissivities than those previously estimated. In DC, the densi-
ties are sufficiently large to expect a distribution dominated by
collision interactions, which would cause the rotational temper-
ature to be equal to the gas kinetic temperature. For RN, while
Td , Tg, the emissivity is reduced by 60% compared to other
models.

From Fig. A.1 both the emissivity and peak position obtained
in our model is in good agreement for the MC, DC and RN
cases. Taking into account that the reported data from DL98 and
AHHD correspond to total microwave emissivities for all PAHs
and our data corresponds to a single particle, it is expected that
our results should appear close to or below the reported data
points in terms of emissivity, and at slightly larger frequencies
in terms of peak position. The MC case shows larger emissiv-
ity in our model than expected, while the best case scenarios
correspond to DC and RN conditions.

Fig. A.1. Microwave emission from fictitious PAH with the rotational constants A = 432 B = 370 and C = 344 MHz under several astronomical
environments: Cold Neutral Medium, Molecular Cloud, Dark Cloud and Reflection Nebula.
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3. Rotational constants and Dipole moment of O-N and P-N nanoclusters.  
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Appendix B: Rotational constants and dipole

moments of silicate nanoclusters

Table B.1. Rotational (B↵) constants (MHz) for the nanoclusters in this
work.

Molecule Bx (MHz) By (MHz) Bz (MHz)

O-1 3260.983 1291.755 925.244
O-2 614.676 583.865 373.861
O-3 312.054 277.278 221.305
O-4 196.153 143.527 106.91
O-5 114.285 101.138 75.222
O-6 85.73 72.891 64.873
O-7 73.928 47.551 42.208
O-8 54.536 40.455 38.061
O-9 45.888 31.399 29.14
O-10 37.203 28.814 24.862
P-1 9876.871 2947.067 2269.802
P-2 1472.618 1176.786 746.653
P-3 565.57 492.799 398.548
P-4 391.274 210.07 189.036
P-5 279.393 158.611 146.333
P-6 201.405 101.628 98.244
P-7 137.455 86.734 76.038
P-8 94.832 82.928 62.082
P-9 71.393 66.017 58.03
P-10 64.729 57.262 46.684
SiO-2 11267.036 5809.04 3832.887
SiO-3 2590.916 2590.65 1295.392
SiO-4 1224.702 1209.03 680.397
SiO-5 1408.354 430.413 416.801
SiO-6 614.419 445.02 442.944
SiO-7 467.093 467.05 277.431
SiO-8 352.59 336.434 267.523
SiO-9 289.786 227.942 214.823
SiO-10 229.872 178.145 134.59
SiO-11 242.421 98.354 89.432
SiO-12 196.505 101.967 87.743
SiO-13 155.539 82.323 76.655
SiO-14 148.656 64.472 64.22
SiO-15 133.012 52.728 50.781
SiO-16 158.38 48.654 46.506
SiO-17 81.492 68.293 51.566
SiO-18 90.666 42.475 41.509
SiO-19 86.865 50.438 50.425
SiO-20 72.194 46.981 42.23

Table B.2. Total dipole moments (µ) in Debyes (D) for olivine (O-N),
pyroxene (P-N) and silicon monoxide (SiO-N) nanoclusters.

Molecule µ (D)

O-1 9.50
O-2 6.00
O-3 1.99
O-4 11.60
O-5 2.03
O-6 3.28
O-7 6.60
O-8 6.56
O-9 5.79
O-10 3.27
P-1 12.60
P-2 0.00
P-3 3.28
P-4 2.83
P-5 4.28
P-6 0.00
P-7 6.39
P-8 5.29
P-9 6.61
P-10 5.29
SiO-2 0.00
SiO-3 0.00
SiO-4 0.00
SiO-5 0.73
SiO-6 2.20
SiO-7 0.18
SiO-8 1.68
SiO-9 1.79
SiO-10 1.41
SiO-11 1.19
SiO-12 0.92
SiO-13 1.44
SiO-14 1.08
SiO-15 1.52
SiO-16 0.76
SiO-17 1.63
SiO-18 1.78
SiO-19 3.13
SiO-20 3.55
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4. Error estimation from the use of the Rigid-Rotor approximation. 
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Appendix C: Estimate of changes due to

centrifugal distortion

The frequencies at which a linear rotor would emit are calculated
as:

⌫R(J) = 2B(J + 1) � 4D(J + 1)3. (C.1)

In general, the difference in orders of magnitude between
B and D is of the order of 4 to 6. As stated in the text,
the Gaussian16 package can calculate centrifugal constants. In
Table C.1 we compare the smallest rotational constant (Bz) with
the centrifugal constants (Dj) for P-1 and P-2 nanoclusters.

The difference in orders of magnitude are 6 for P-1 and 7
for P-2. We can estimate the importance of the centrifugal term
by calculating the fraction 4D(J + 1)3/2B(J + 1) using J = 400,
B = 1 and two values of D1 = 10�6 and D2 = 10�7. For D1, the
fraction is 0.32, which means that the frequencies can be shifted
up to 32%, while for D2, the fraction lowers down to 3.2%.

Table C.1. Rotational (MHz) and Wilson centrifugal distortion con-
stants (kHZ) for P-1 and P-2 nanoclusters.

Molecule Bz (MHz) Dj (kHz) Djk (kHz) Dk (kHz)

P-1 2269.802 0.4145 1.7794 6.3816
P-2 746.653 0.0531 �0.102 0.0357

We remind the reader that J = 400 may only be accessible for
the largest O-10 nanocluster, while the smallest particles should
achieve maximum J values of the order of ⇠50 to ⇠100. For the
P-1 nanocluster, we find that using the reported data in Table C.1
the difference is of the order of 0.2%. The centrifugal distortion
term will likely reduce as size increases, thus the most likely
value for the O-10 is D2 rather than D1. Hence, we expect our
results to have a typical error of approximately 3% with respect
to the real spectra.
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5. Link to developed codes and electronic supplementary information (ESI) of the 
chapters. 

ESI for Chapter 5: 
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5095071%23suppl 
 
ESI for Chapter 6: 
http://www.rsc.org/suppdata/c9/nr/c9nr00812h/c9nr00812h1.pdf 
 
ESI for Chapter 10: 
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acsearthspacechem.9b00139#notes1 
 
ESI for Chapter 12: 
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acsearthspacechem.9b00157#notes1 
 
Code for evaluating mixing energies 
https://gitlab.com/a.macia/MixingEnergies 
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